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Omani-Kuwaiti drive
gets no traction in GCC
London

E 

fforts by Kuwait and Oman 
to kick-start dialogue with 
Iran to ease regional ten-
sions seem to be going no-
where if recent statements 

by Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
officials are any indication.

Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Sabah al-
Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah travelled 
to Muscat to follow up on the recent 
visit by Iranian President Hassan 
Rohani to Oman and Kuwait in his 
first trip to GCC countries since be-
coming president in 2013.

The Kuwaiti emir’s meeting with 
Omani Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al 
Said centred on tensions between 
Iran and the GCC, focusing on re-
solving the almost 2-year war in 
Yemen. The GCC supports the inter-
nationally recognised government 
while the Islamic Republic has been 
arming and backing the Houthi re-
bels.

Saudi Arabian Foreign Minister 
Adel al-Jubeir, who was once the 
target of an assassination plot by 
Tehran, dismissed its calls for dia-
logue. During the Munich security 
conference on February 18th, Jubeir 
said: “Iran remains the single main 
sponsor of terrorism in the world.”

“It’s determined to upend the or-
der in Middle East… Until and un-
less Iran changes its behaviour, it 
would be very difficult to deal with 
a country like this,” he said.

UAE Minister of State for Foreign 
Affairs Anwar Mohammed Gargash 
also dismissed Iran’s calls for dia-
logue.

“[Iranian Foreign Minister Mo-
hammad Javad] Zarif calls for a re-
gional dialogue in the Arabian Gulf. 
For the dialogue to be serious and 
away from propaganda, Tehran 
must stop interfering in the internal 
affairs of its neighbours,” Gargash 
wrote on his official Twitter ac-
count.

Iran’s push for talks with GCC 
members coincided with tougher 
rhetoric from the Trump admin-
istration. US President Donald 
Trump has called the 2015 nuclear 
deal championed by the Obama ad-
ministration “the worst deal ever 
negotiated” and pledged to nullify 

it or seek better terms. The United 
States placed additional sanctions 
on Iran after it test-launched a bal-
listic missile in January.

Saudi Arabia cut ties with Iran in 
January 2016 after mobs attacked 
its diplomatic missions in Iran over 
the execution of a radical Shia cler-
ic.

Iran retaliated by banning its 
citizens from attending last year’s 
haj. However, on February 23rd, a 
Saudi official met with an Iranian 
delegation in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 
regarding preparations for the up-
coming haj season.

The Saudi press agency said Mo-

hammed Bentin, Saudi minister 
in charge of pilgrimages, and the 
Iranian delegation discussed “ar-
rangements concerning participa-
tion of the Iranian faithful” in this 
year’s haj. Bentin said discussions 
covered “arrangements of recep-
tion of pilgrims and their housing 
and movement to provide services 
that contribute to performing their 
rituals with ease and contentment”.

Mohammed Alkhereiji is the
Gulf section editor of The Arab 
Weekly.
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Marrakech, Arab cities top Africa list in quality of life

Tunis

A 

rab cities in the Maghreb 
were ranked among the 
best places to live in Af-
rica in a new survey con-
ducted by Swiss technol-

ogy institute Ecole Polytechnique 
Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL).

The survey, which gauged quality 
of life in Africa’s top urban centres, 
looked at factors such as social and 
living conditions, development, the 
economy and governance.

Marrakech, a former imperial city 
in Morocco, came out on top, with 
three other Moroccan cities — Casa-
blanca, Rabat and Fez — making the 
top ten.

Egyptian cities also ranked high-
ly, with Alexandria and Cairo plac-
ing third and seventh, respectively. 
Algiers and Oran, coastal cities in 
Algeria, ranked 11th and 16th.

Tunis finished sixth out of the 100 
African cities surveyed and had the 

highest overall ranking in the cate-
gory of “society”, which considered 
issues such as education, economic 
security and social inclusion.

“The strong results (for cities in 

North Africa) reflect their functional 
economies, although times are still 
difficult for Tunisia,” said Jérôme 
Chenal, a specialist in African cities, 
who directed the survey.

“In terms of housing, for exam-
ple, the region has always had a tra-
dition of providing social housing 
programmes,” he said, adding that 
North Africa benefits from strong 
environmental initiatives and its 
proximity to Europe.

Unlike previous ratings on Africa 
that were aimed at investors and ex-
patriates, Chenal’s survey focused 
on measuring quality of life for the 
cities’ inhabitants.

“The purpose of the survey is not 
just to rate cities but rather to evalu-
ate — in the long term — whether the 
millions invested in programmes 
are having an effect in everyday 
people’s quality of life,” said Chenal.

While the results were encourag-
ing for Africa’s Maghreb, the region 
faces serious economic and security 
concerns, intensified by the conflict 
in Libya.

Tunisia’s economy took a hit after 
terrorist attacks drove away tourists 
in 2015 and 2016 but officials have 
announced ambitious reforms. 
In November, the country hosted 
more than 2,000 business and polit-

ical leaders from around the world 
to bolster the economy and drive 
development

In Morocco, tourism numbers 
have remained strong and the coun-
try hopes to double the number of 
visitors and the revenues they add 
to the economy by 2020.

An updated index is published by 
EPFL and French magazine Afrique 
Méditerranée Business each year. 
The report is available in Afrique 
Méditerranée Business and can be 
read online as of April 10th.

Stephen Quillen is a journalist 
based in Tunis.Magical Marrakech.                                                                          (AP)

Stephen Quillen

The strong results 
(for cities in North 
Africa) reflect their 
functional 
economies.”Jérôme Chenal, a specialist 

in African cities
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I 

raqi forces launched an opera-
tion to retake the portions of 
Mosul on the west bank of the 
Tigris River, four months into 
a broad offensive against the 

Islamic State (ISIS) in the northern 
Iraqi city.

The battle for Mosul, backed by 
the US-led coalition, has driven ISIS 
militants from the eastern half of 
the city.

The spokesman of the Joint Mili-
tary Operation Command, Iraqi 
Brigadier-General Yahya Rasool, 
told the Associated Press that near-
ly 123 sq.km have been taken south 
of Mosul since the push started on 
February 19th.

Iraqi troops fully control the stra-
tegical hill of Abu Saif overlooking 
the Mosul airport as well as the 
Hamam al-Alil intersection on the 
main highway into the city, Rasool 
said.

Elite Iraqi forces have joined the 
regular army and the security forc-
es on the ground, he added.

Iraqi federal police later pushed 
their way into the perimeter of Mo-
sul International Airport, taking 
control of the runway, police offi-
cials said.

Iraqi state TV broadcast footage 
showing Iraqi jets pounding ISIS 
positions, vehicles and personnel 
in Mosul’s western half. The report 
did not say when the air strikes 
took place.

Iraqi forces in Abu Saif said they 
were targeted with at least four 
large car bombs and as many as five 
other car bombs were destroyed in 
air strikes.

Iraqi forces also said Abu Saif was 
almost empty when they retook it. 
As they pushed towards western 

Mosul they said they expected to 
encounter more civilians, which 
will make it more difficult to use 
artillery and air strikes to clear ter-
ritory.

Consolidating the gains lays the 
groundwork for the operation’s 
next stage: Entering Mosul’s more 
urban neighbourhoods, which have 
old and narrow streets likely to hide 
booby traps and roadside bombs.

“I don’t think the western side 
will take us a lot of time,” Briga-
dier-General Abbas al-Juburi of the 
Rapid Response force told Agence 
France-Presse.

US Defense Secretary James Mat-
tis, who recently visited Baghdad, 
also said he was confident Iraqi 
security forces would have the up-
per hand, despite warnings by com-
manders and experts that taking 
Mosul’s west bank could result in 
some of the bloodiest battles yet 
against ISIS.

During a news conference after 
meeting with Iraqi Prime Minister 
Haider al-Abadi and Iraqi defence 
officials, Mattis said ISIS militants 
were “going to be shown exactly 
what they are, which is a bunch of 
murderous relics”.

US Air Force Brigadier-General 
Chuck Corcoran said as many as 50 
aircraft were over the city at any 
one time, so many that it was like 
“layers on a wedding cake”. He said 
drones circled lower, fighter jets 
were in the middle and spy planes 
and other surveillance craft were at 
the highest altitudes.

Approximately 2,000 ISIS fight-
ers were left in west Mosul to de-
fend against the offensive by the 
Iraqi security forces, a senior US in-
telligence official told reporters on 
condition of anonymity.

US-led coalition supporting Iraqi 
forces had estimated before the 
October 17th beginning of the op-
eration in Mosul that the city was 
defended by 5,000-7,000 militants.

An estimated 750,000 civilians, 

almost half of them children, were 
trapped in west Mosul with dwin-
dling food and medical supplies, 
aid organisations said. UN officials 
said they feared at least 250,000 ci-
vilians could flee the fighting in the 
coming days, adding to the 160,000 
displaced during the first four 
months of the offensive.

A report from Human Rights 
Watch (HRW) said ISIS fighters have 
been raping and torturing Sunni 
Arab women. The report docu-
mented cases of arbitrary deten-
tions, beatings, forced marriages 
and rape by the militants on wom-
en who have fled the town of Hawi-
jah, which is still under ISIS control. 
In an earlier report, HRW accused 
Iranian-trained Iraqi paramilitary 
units of demolishing hundreds of 
Sunni Arab houses near Mosul.

The commander of the US-led 

coalition fighting ISIS said he ex-
pected its forces would be allowed 
to stay in Iraq after Mosul is recap-
tured.

“I don’t anticipate that we will be 
asked to leave by the government 
of Iraq immediately after Mosul,” 
US Army Lieutenant-General Ste-
phen Townsend said in Baghdad.

The coalition has more than 
9,000 personnel in Iraq, more than 
half of them Americans. They are 
deployed in an advisory capacity 
but have sometimes been drawn 
into combat.

Abadi insisted Iraqi forces were 
“the only ones fighting” but said 
outside help was crucial. “Contin-
ued support for Iraq is very neces-
sary,” he said in a statement.

Mattis said the United States 
was not about to plunder Iraq’s pe-
troleum reserves, as he sought to 

soothe Iraqi partners rattled by the 
statements of US President Donald 
Trump.

Trump has repeatedly said the 
United States, whose troops oc-
cupied Iraq for eight years, should 
have confiscated Iraqi oil to help 
fund the US war effort and to de-
prive ISIS of a vital revenue source.

Mattis, a retired Marine general 
who commanded troops during the 
2003 invasion of Iraq, appeared to 
nix the idea.

“All of us in America have gen-
erally paid for gas and oil all along 
and I am sure that we will continue 
to do so in the future,” Mattis said 
during a visit to Iraq.

“We are not in Iraq to seize any-
body’s oil.”

The Arab Weekly staff and news 
agencies.

Iraqi forces resume offensive to capture western Mosul 
The Arab Weekly staff

An Iraqi federal police member stands on top of an armoured vehicle at a liberated part of Abu Saif 
village south of Mosul, on February 21st.                                                                                                           (Reuters)

An estimated 2,000 
ISIS fighters were left 
in western Mosul to 
defend their bastion.

We are not in Iraq 
to seize anybody’s 
oil.”US Defense Secretary James 

Mattis

The West’s short-sighted policy of favouring the Kurds

F
or many years, Kurds in 
Iraq and across the Mid-
dle East said they felt 
abandoned. Kurdish 
minorities were 
ill-treated in many 

countries, with their political 
ambitions repressed.

The government of Saddam 
Hussein committed horrific crimes 
against the Kurdish population. 
However, since 1991, most of Iraq’s 
Kurds have lived in a region outside 
Baghdad’s rule and, following the 
2003 US removal of Saddam, Iraqi 
Kurdistan has looked much better.

After the dramatic emergence of 
the Islamic State (ISIS), a new war 
came to Iraq in 2014.

In Iraq, as indeed is the case in 
Syria, Kurdish forces have been 
effective fighting ISIS militants, 
thanks in part to strong Western 
backing. However, once these 
forces move beyond Kurdish-ma-
jority regions, a new trouble takes 
form. The Kurdish militias began to 
eye and control many non-Kurdish 
towns and villages.

Kurdish politicians and leaders 
are using military success against 
ISIS as an opportunity to pursue 
claims to additional territory. They 
are consolidating their grip on 
disputed Iraqi areas.

Human Rights Watch reports 
that, in Kurdish-controlled Kirkuk, 

Arabs have been threatened with 
eviction and ejection. Some alleged 
to have links to ISIS have had their 
homes demolished.

ISIS has made extensive use of 
such acts to present itself as the de-
fender of Sunni Arabs, even though 
no community is spared from the 
brutality of the militants. The 
group is using the global indiffer-
ence to the persecution of Sunni 
Arabs to stir up ethnic and sectar-
ian tension and gain more recruits.

There is a perception, especially 
among Sunni communities in Iraq, 
that the international coalition 
unduly favours the Kurds. Western 

politicians give both rhetorical and 
practical support to Kurdish pesh-
merga forces.

Kurdish forces have indeed 
proven effective at displacing ISIS 
from their territories but this has 
been enabled in both Iraq and Syria 
by extensive external support.

After the defence of Syria’s Kob-
ane, which was aided by a massive 
coalition air campaign, many in 
Western policy and media circles 
decided that defeating ISIS must 
mean backing the Kurds in all cases 
— often to the detriment of other 
groups.

Arab rebel groups in Syria often 

say that if they had the same 
Western backing as their Kurdish 
counterparts, they would have 
achieved greater success against 
ISIS. At times, the rebels complain 
the West abandons them to fight 
ISIS without air cover.

A patronising undercurrent has 
also come to the fore in Western 
media, which often depicts Kurd-
istan as a fundamentally liberal 
project in the making, a haven 
amid the maelstrom of the wider 
Middle East, a vision in the West’s 
own image.

Even dogmatically anti-war writ-
ers give conditional support to this 
utopian mirage. It is a fundamen-
tally cheap and unchallenging posi-
tion to hold, an easy but reductive 
point to make.

Much like all easy answers, this 
solution is both partial and myopic. 
Though this may lead, eventu-
ally, to the defeat of ISIS, it could 
not guarantee long-term peace or 
stability.

Kurdish forces will not be 
welcomed as liberators in Sunni 
heartlands in Iraq or Syria. They 
could eventually be viewed less 
as liberators than conquerors, 
and possibly a worse option than 
remaining under ISIS rule.

In both Iraq and Syria, the search 
for easy solutions can only lead 
to an accumulation of problems. 
Supporting the Kurds in their own 
fight against ISIS is vital; expecting 
them to liberate the entire region is 
profoundly delusional.

James Snell is a British journalist.

James Snell

View point
Expecting 
the Kurds 
to liberate 
the entire 
region is 
profoundly 
delusional.

Kurdish forces will not be 
welcomed as liberators in Sunni 
heartlands in Iraq or Syria. Peshmerga fighter at an observation post in northern Iraq, on February 20th.     (AP)
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W 

hen Grand Ayatollah 
Hossein Borujerdi 
died in Qom in 1962, 
he had been un-
disputed marja al-

taqlid (pre-eminent guide) among 
Shia Muslims for 15 years. With no 
clear successor, two distinct camps 
emerged among the Shias, the ma-
jority following Grand Ayatollah 
Mohsin Hakim, based in Najaf, and 
others looking to a more junior but 
increasing active Iranian cleric, Aya-
tollah Ruhollah Khomeini.

According to writer Moojan 
Momen, Khomeini’s rise was “prob-
ably unique in [Shia] history… (as) 
he projected himself into the top-
ranking echelon of maraj’i al-taqlid 
by his political appeal to the mass-
es”.

Khomeini’s activism against the 
shah of Iran gathered pace after the 
quietist Borujerdi died and led to 
wilayat al-faqih, his notion of cleri-
cal rule that shaped Iran’s Islamic 
Republic after the 1979 revolution.

Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani, based 
in Najaf, and Ayatollah Ali Khame-
nei, leader of the Islamic Republic, 
are today’s successors to Hakim and 
Khomeini. Despite instances of co-
operation or compromise, including 
Nuri al-Maliki’s removal as prime 
minister in 2014, they offer differing 
political philosophies.

Sistani is 86 and Khamenei 77, 
meaning that the not-too-distant 
future promises tussles first to suc-
ceed them and then between their 
successors.

The roles of the two are poles 
apart. Khamenei heads the Iranian 

state, makes important public ap-
pointments and commands Iran’s 
armed forces. Sistani has eschewed 
any direct political role in Iraq, al-
though his views when expressed 
— pressing the United States for the 
2005 elections, calling on Iraqis in 
2014 to fight the Islamic State (ISIS), 
among them — have had huge ef-
fects.

Sistani’s death is more likely to 
create a vacuum, given there is 
no formal means to replace him. 
By contrast, a new Iranian leader 
would be quickly appointed by 
vote of the Assembly of Experts, an 
elected body of 88 clerics.

“The transition from Sistani to 
the next leading grand ayatollah 
may take weeks, months, or years,” 
wrote Hayder al-Khoei, research 
director of the London-based Cen-
tre for Academic Shia Studies and 
member of the Najafi clerical family.

“Unlike the Catholic Church, 
where cardinals meet at the Vatican 
to cast secret ballots until the next 
pope is elected, the process in Najaf 
is much more fluid, vague and in-
cludes both top-down and bottom-
up pressures… (But) there only ex-
ist a handful of clerics today senior 
enough to take Sistani’s place,” 
Khoei wrote in a September paper.

Khoei narrowed Sistani’s possible 
successors to Ayatollah Muhammed 
Saeed al-Hakim, Ayatollah Mu-
hammed Ishaq al-Fayadh and Aya-
tollah Bashir Hussein al-Najafi, all 
based in Najaf.

Even so, the succession could be 
gradual. It took six years (1992-98) 
for Sistani to replace Grand Ayatol-
lah Abdulqasim al-Khoei.

There is also an international di-
mension, as Sistani’s following goes 
well beyond Iraq. Some Shias follow 
a marja on personal matters while 
looking to Khamenei for a politi-
cal lead and within Iran the grand 
ayatollahs — who include Hossein 
Vahid Khorasani, aged 96, Lotfol-
lah Safi Golpaygani, 98, and Nassr 
Makarem Shirazi, 90 — take varying 
views of the Islamic Republic.

Perhaps the majority of Shias — at 
least outside Iran — follow Sistani 
as a safe, non-political cleric. “Even 

if Shias have a local imam, when 
asked who they emulate, many 
outside Iran say Sistani,” said Elana 
DeLozier, chief executive officer 
of the Sage Institute for Foreign Af-
fairs.

“In general, many of the most no-
table local Shia clerics in the region 
support Sistani. The late Lebanese 
marja Mohammad Hussein Fadlal-
lah reportedly backed Sistani at one 
time.

“Saudi cleric Hassan al-Saffar has 
openly said he supports Sistani and 
Ali Salman of Bahrain reportedly 
noted privately that he tended to 
follow Sistani.

“Of course, there are others who 
follow Khamenei, such as Hassan 
Nasrallah [leader of Lebanon’s Hez-
bollah] or who follow other regional 
marjas,” DeLozier observed.

She portrays an open future for 

the Shias. “The question is: After 
Sistani, where does their support 
go?” she said. “Does Shia emulation 
become more dispersed? Do more 
follow Iran or do they stick with a 
Najaf cleric?

“Sistani was not an obvious 
choice and the next may not be ei-
ther. The organic selection process 
means we have no clear predictive 
ability. And, of course, Sistani is just 
one question: What happens after 
Khamenei in Iran?”

Khamenei’s clerical standing is 
disputed. A 1994 statement from 
the Society of Seminary Teachers of 
Qom that he should be regarded as 

a marja was rejected by leading Ira-
nian ayatollahs, leading Khamenei 
to renounce the role within Iran but 
not outside it.

However, his international ap-
peal rests on a political outlook 
expressed in an axis of resistance, 
including Lebanon’s Hezbollah, Syr-
ian President Bashar Assad, militant 
Palestinian groups and some Shias 
in the Gulf.

Hence the fears of Sunni rulers in 
the Gulf and among many Iraqi Shi-
as that Sistani’s death will encour-
age Iranian efforts to expand influ-
ence in Iraq and elsewhere.

The rivalry between the heirs of 
Hakim and Khomeini is set to con-
tinue.

Gareth Smyth was chief 
correspondent in Iran for the 
Financial Times from 2003-07.

Mosul

F 

aced with a diminishing 
number of fighters, the Is-
lamic State (ISIS) is relying 
on retrofitted commercial 
drones to guide suicide 

car bombers to their targets and to 
launch small-scale air strikes on 
Iraqi forces.

The extremist group is spend-
ing freely on drone technology as it 
faces pressure from coalition forces, 
hacking store-bought machines, 
applying rigorous testing protocols 
and mimicking tactics used by US 
unmanned aircraft.

In all, a half-dozen storehous-
es ISIS used to make and modify 
drones have been found in Mosul, 
Iraqi military officials said.

The Associated Press visited the 
largest drone workshop uncovered, 
a warehouse in the Shura neigh-
bourhood. Scattered among stacks 
of paper were pieces of styrofoam 
with fins and radio transmitters 
piled in the corners of the factory.

Most of the completed drones 
were destroyed by ISIS fighters as 
they retreated, Iraqi officers at the 
warehouse said. Spreadsheets the 
fighters left behind showed pur-
chases totalling thousands of dol-
lars a month for drone equipment.

One receipt, dated a few months 
before the operation to reclaim Mo-
sul began, recorded the purchase 
of wires, silicon, electrical plugs, 
cables, rotors and GoPro cameras. 
Handwritten notes instructed drone 
operators to write daily “mission re-

ports” and monthly reports “about 
the challenges and difficulties you 
face as well”.

All the accounts were headed 
“board of development and military 
manufacturing”, some sub-headed 
“air observation division”.

A cache of documents obtained in 
a smaller makeshift factory by a re-
searcher in Mosul indicates that the 
group was testing small drones — 
normally used as playthings — with 
deadly intent.

The researcher, Vera Mironova, 

said the drone paperwork she dis-
covered signals a programme for 
having machines make up for a 
shortage in manpower. The docu-
ments included part lists in English 
and Arabic. One file, marked “Tool 
Kit” contained a check-list of sever-
al dozen essentials: GoPro cameras 
and chargers, battery cable, laptop, 
explosives and devices made up the 
first five items.

Mironova, a labour economist 
by training and a fellow at Harvard 
University’s Kennedy School of 

Government, said the use of drones 
to drop explosives and to direct 
more deadly payloads was an adap-
tation to the decrease in the number 
of attackers available.

Early in the Mosul fighting, she 
said, suicide bombers tended to be 
deployed haphazardly, more to ter-
rorise than to kill, but it did not take 
long before ISIS needed a new ap-
proach.

Iraqi security forces report seeing 
ISIS surveillance drones as early as 
2015 in the fight for Ramadi in Iraq’s 
western Anbar province.

The first hints of the expanded 
tactics came in early 2016, when 
Turkish forces in northern Iraq saw 
toy-like drones overhead. Within 15 
minutes of the sighting, they were 
attacked by accurate incoming fire, 
said Jonathan Schroden, director 
of the Center for Stability and De-
velopment at the Center for Naval 
Analyses.

“From there, it was pretty clear 
where that was headed,” Schroden 
said. “They will look to continue 
to mimic what the US and Western 
militaries have done with drones. 
They would look to integrate the 
kill chain.”

With Mosul’s streets filled with 
debris, the drones can serve as a 
way for operators to direct people, 
including suicide attackers, on the 
ground. The planes loaded with ex-
plosives do less actual damage but 
can sow panic among troops fight-
ing the extremists.

“First, they come to observe 
and then they will return carrying 
bombs,” Major Firas Mehdi said.

Mehdi was hit with shrapnel in 
his leg when a drone dropped a 
small bomb on his position a week 

earlier. A small, black rotary drone 
flew over their position from the 
ISIS-held neighbourhood just a few 
hundred metres away.

An Iraqi special forces officer said 
at least three Iraqi troops had been 
killed by the drones and dozens in-
jured.

Iraqi special forces Brigadier-
General Haider Fadhil said, in addi-
tion to conducting surveillance and 
dropping bombs, the drones were 
being used to guide drivers of ex-
plosives-laden vehicles in real time.

“They were giving instructions by 
radio to the suicide driver and fol-
lowing his progress” by video feed, 
he said.

The small fixed-wing planes and 
choppers have appeared in several 
ISIS videos online, showing the 
drones observing Iraqi troop move-
ments from the air and suicide car 
bombs hitting targets.

An Iraqi intelligence officer, who 
spoke on condition of anonymity 
because he was not authorised to 
speak to journalists, said he be-
lieves most of the drone parts were 
purchased in Turkey and smuggled 
into Iraq through Syria and others 
were largely made from scratch.

“Some of the designs are so sim-
ple, there’s very little technical dif-
ficulty,” he said.

(The Associated Press)

Shia leadership struggle ahead after Khamenei and Sistani

ISIS turns to drones to direct suicide car bombers

Gareth Smyth

A 2015 file picture shows an Iraqi Shia woman holding a poster bearing portraits of Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei (R) and Grand Ayatollah Ali Sistani during a parade in the southern city of Basra.            (AFP)

Sistani’s death is 
more likely to create 
a vacuum.

Sistani was not an 
obvious choice and 
the next may not 
be either.”Elana DeLozier, CEO of the Sage 

Institute for Foreign Affairs

US Special Operations Forces personnel inspect a drone used by 
the Islamic State to drop explosives on Iraqi forces in Mosul, 
on January 25th.                                                                                      (Reuters)

Susannah George
and Lori Hinnat

The use of drones is 
an adaptation to the 
decrease in the 
number of attackers 
available.
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A 

major offensive by the 
United States, its allies 
and notably with some 
of its rivals as well to 
capture the northern 

Syrian city of Raqqa is gathering 
momentum and shaping up to be 
one of the most decisive battles of 
the Syrian war.

The liberation of Raqqa, de facto 
capital of the Islamic State’s self-de-
clared caliphate, may take months. 
The retaking of the city and other 
Islamic State (ISIS) strongholds in 
northern Syria such as al-Bab and 
Deir ez-Zor by an alliance of pow-
ers that have different objectives in 
Syria could disintegrate into other 
conflicts that have been set aside for 
the strategic imperative of crushing 
the jihadist group on the battlefield.

That will not be the end of ISIS, 
which is expected to go under-
ground and unleash terror attacks 
across the globe while it regroups 
and rebuilds its many-tentacled or-
ganisation.

The Obama administration be-
gan planning the offensives against 
Raqqa and Mosul in northern Iraq, 
the largest city held by the jihadists, 
in January 2016.  Then US Defence 
Secretary Ashton Carter set a target 
to take both cities by the end of that 
year.

That did not happen and the push 
against Mosul, 450km to the east 
of Raqqa and three times as large, 
only began October 17th. The bat-
tle there is still raging, with Iraq’s 
future as a unitary state hanging in 
the balance, as indeed Syria’s does 
ultimately.

Geopolitical rivalries among the 
major international and regional 
powers engaged in Syria were to 
blame for the delay in launching the 
multipronged push against Raqqa. 
The battle moved into high gear on 
February 4th amid a sharp escala-
tion in US air strikes, later joined by 
the Russian Air Force in an awkward 
collaboration that may presage a 
unified campaign against the jihad-
ists.

The United States backs some 
rebel groups fighting the regime 
of Syrian President Bashar Assad, 
along with Turkey and Saudi Ara-
bia, but its key objective is to oblit-
erate ISIS. As Syrian rebels point 
out, Assad’s beleaguered regime 
has slaughtered ten times as many 
Syrians as ISIS has during Syria’s six 
years of conflict, which now encom-

passes several separate wars.
Russia and Iran back Assad but 

have widely divergent strategic ob-
jectives in Syria, although they also 
perceive ISIS as a threat and want it 
eliminated.

Turkey, which once sought to 
oust Assad, now under Russian in-
fluence and the lure of a new stra-
tegic alliance, wants him to stay in 
power in this ghoulish gavotte in 
Syria.

Obama strove to avoid a major 
deployment of US forces on the 
ground in Syria but US President 
Donald Trump, more hawkishly in-
clined, may decide to reinforce the 
few hundred US special forces ac-
tive there.

Trump and his inner circle have 
“little political baggage and are thus 
freer to change existing policy to 
seek a resolution of the conflict”, 
observed David Kilcullen, a former 
Australian Army lieutenant-colonel 

and counterinsurgency expert who 
was a senior adviser to US Army 
General David Petraeus in Iraq in 
2007-08.

“This is what makes the fighting 
around Raqqa so strategically im-
portant,” he wrote in The Austral-
ian newspaper in December. “The 
outcome of the Raqqa battle will set 
the tone of (the Trump administra-
tion’s) relationship with both coun-
tries, which in turn will shape much 
of the global security environment 
for the next several years.”

Trump has ordered his military 
chiefs to reinforce the 500 US com-
bat advisers currently in Syria and 
draw up plans for a conventional 
military buildup, which US mili-
tary sources said could include a 
2,000-person brigade of the famed 
82nd Airborne Division.

Trump may also, for the first 
time, unleash long-range attacks by 
US B-52 and B-2 strategic bombers 
against targets in Syria, as the US 
did against ISIS targets in Libya in 
January. That, however, would risk 
heavy civilian casualties in Raqqa.

There are an estimated 250,000 
civilians trapped in Raqqa under 
brutal ISIS occupation. If the Rus-
sian Air Force’s relentless pounding 
of eastern Aleppo for weeks on end 
in late 2016 is any guide, the civilian 
body count could be high.

“Will ISIS defend Raqqa to the 
end, as it is doing in Mosul and al-
Bab?” asked Turkish security ana-
lyst and columnist Metin Gurcan, 
who served as a military adviser in 
Afghanistan and Iraq, on February 
13th. “ISIS defences and fortifica-
tions in Raqqa and its periphery 
suggest it will be a fight to the end.”

As the final phase of the offen-
sive against Raqqa unfolds, US 
Army Lieutenant-General Stephen 
Townsend, the top US commander 
in Iraq who heads the war against 
ISIS in the Middle East, predicted 
that Raqqa and Mosul would fall 
“within the next six months”.

But as the 5-month-old battle to 
drive ISIS out of Mosul drags on with 
savage street fighting and waves of 
ISIS suicide bombers, it is clear that 
months of brutal combat lie ahead 
in both places even though ISIS is 

having to fight on several fronts si-
multaneously.

ISIS remains cohesive enough to 
have launched a major offensive 
against the regime-held sector of 
the eastern city of Deir ez-Zor, the 
Assad government’s last pocket in 
the largely desert region south-east 
of Raqqa and one of the regime’s 
weak spots, on January 15th.

By all accounts, the ISIS push is 
the group’s most important offen-
sive in the region since early 2016, 
reflecting the jihadists’ determina-
tion to counter the relentless pres-
sure on their main citadels.

ISIS has held much of Deir ez-
Zor province since 2014. The desert 
province borders Iraq and has been 
a key link between ISIS forces in 
Raqqa and Mosul. The province also 
contains Syria’s major oil fields, the 
jihadists’ economic backbone dur-
ing their occupation of the region.

Meanwhile, the US-backed and 
Kurdish-dominated Syrian Demo-
cratic Forces (SDF) reported ad-
vances on Raqqa in an offensive that 
began on November 5th in large part 
to stop ISIS moving reinforcements 
between the Syrian and Iraqi fronts.

The SDF said it was receiving in-
creased US support as its forces bat-
tled to cut the jihadists’ last supply 
routes into Raqqa, including the key 
road linking it to Deir ez-Zor to the 
south-west.

The 30,000-man SDF has recap-
tured territory north and west of 
the city in the first two phases of 
the offensive supported by US and 
French special forces and heavy 
coalition air strikes.

One of the main objectives is re-
taking ISIS-held town of Tabqa on 
the Euphrates, 40km west of Raqqa. 
It is near the Thawra dam, the larg-
est in Syria, which supplies much of 
the country’s electrical power and is 

crucial for irrigation.
“Given Raqqa’s location on the 

north bank of the Euphrates, the 
new offensive could cut the city off 
from the entirety of ISIS-held terri-
tory, not just Deir ez-Zor,” observed 
French analyst Fabrice Balanche of 
the Washington Institute for Near 
East policy.

With all bridges spanning the 
Euphrates between the Iraqi bor-
der and eastern Raqqa destroyed, 
the city “will be surrounded when 
the SDF reach the Euphrates, with 
the river acting as a natural barrier 
trapping ISIS in the city,” Balanche 
noted. “Of course, ISIS fighters 
could cross the river with boats but 
they would be easy targets for US 
aviation and could not carry heavy 
equipment.”

Control of the Euphrates dams, 
including one at Kadiran, 10km 
downstream from Thawra, is vital 
for the forces tightening the noose 
around Raqqa.

Balanche observed that “fully 
controlling both dams is still a pre-
requisite for assaulting Raqqa be-
cause of the threat that ISIS might 
destroy them and unleash a mas-
sively destructive flood down-
stream”.

The third and final phase, 
launched February 4th, aims to en-
circle the city and cut off the road to 
Deir ez-Zor, where the United Na-
tions estimates more than 90,000 
civilians are trapped.

On February 6th, regime forces 
and their militia allies pressed ISIS’s 
last stronghold in neighbouring 
Aleppo province at al-Bab, a large 
town 25km south of the Turkish 
border.

The Syrian Army, preceded by 
helicopters dropping highly de-
structive barrel bombs, is push-
ing towards al-Bab from the south 
while Turkey-backed rebels ap-
proach from the north.

On February 23rd, the Turkish 
Army claimed to have seized con-
trol of most of al-Bab. If true this 
opens the way for the offensive 
against Raqqa.

Ed Blanche is Analysis editor
of The Arab Weekly.

Syria’s last battle? Big push on ISIS 
capital Raqqa gathers momentum
Ed Blanche

A Syrian Democratic Forces fighter carries a walkie-talkie as he stands with his fellow fighters during an offensive against ISIS
in northern Raqqa province.                                                                                                                                                                                                        (Reuters)

Internally displaced Syrian children who fled Raqqa city stand 
near their tent in Ras al-Ain province, last January.                 (Reuters)

ISIS is expected to go 
to ground and 
unleash terror 
attacks across the 
globe while it 
regroups.

Control of the 
Euphrates dams is 
vital for the forces 
tightening the noose 
around Raqqa.

Trump has ordered 
his military chiefs to 
reinforce the 500 US 
combat advisers in 
Syria.
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Abu Dhabi

A 

s most Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) countries 
are embroiled in the 
almost 2-year-old war 
in Yemen and the per-

ceived threat from Iran continues, 
the International Defence Exhibi-
tion and Conference (IDEX), one 
of the largest military trade shows 
in the Middle East, returned to the 
United Arab Emirates.

IDEX featured 1,235 participat-
ing companies, including some 
of the defence industry’s biggest 
names, such as Lockheed Martin, 
Boeing and Russia’s Rostec.

UAE officials announced more 
than $5.1 billion worth of arms 
deals for its military at the event, 
with Russia making the biggest 
mark in terms of contracts. Rus-
sian Minister of Industry and 
Trade Denis Manturov said at a 
news conference that Saudi Arabia 
was interested in Russian aircraft 
and ground weapons.

“Talks with partners from Saudi 
Arabia were and are being held 
regarding the military-technical 
aspect of cooperation, supplying 
various types of equipment, on the 
aviation segment, on the subject 
of ground [weapons],” Manturov 

said. “I cannot discuss more deep-
ly but such talks are, in fact, under 
way.”

US-based defence analysis firm 
Teal Group said the Saudi defence 
budget for 2016 was forecast at $82 
billion and is estimated to rise to 
$87 billion in 2020 and that United 
Arab Emirates’ defence spending is 
expected to rise from $15.1 billion 
to $17 billion in the same period.

Russia’s Federal Service for 
Military-Technical Cooperation 
(FSMTC) revealed that it was in 
negotiations with Saudi Arabia for 
the delivery of weapons and mili-
tary hardware.

“We are conducting negotiations 
with the kingdom. We are ready 
to develop full-scale military-
technical cooperation. Hopefully, 
the result will be positive,” FSMTC 
Deputy Director Alexei Frolkin told 
Russia’s Interfax.

Another Russian military suc-
cess story has been weapons mak-
er Kalashnikov, which has seen 
sales more than double in the last 
year. The Middle East market is 
considered a chief factor in the 
sales spike.

Regional demand for the Kalash-
nikov rifles, missiles, drones and 
military vehicles has seen the Rus-
sian firm offset losses due to US 
sanctions over Russian involve-
ment in the Ukraine conflict.

Kalashnikov Chief Executive Of-
ficer (CEO) Alexey Krivoruchko, 
the Middle East market is Kalash-
nikov’s biggest, accounting for 
most of its exports. He told Reuters 
that sales doubled in 2016 because 
of growing demand for weapons 
and drones among other products.

Another huge deal signed at 

IDEX involved Pakistan Ordnance 
Factories (POF), the country’s big-
gest arms manufacturer. The firm 
plans on setting up shop in the UAE 
within the year to cater to what it 
described as the requirements for 
the Middle East region.

POF CEO Lieutenant-General 
Omar Mahmood Hayat told the 
Khaleej Times that the UAE had 

become the commercial hub of 
the Middle East “so it makes a lot 
of sense for us to establish an of-
fice within the year”. POF had its 
largest order from Saudi Arabia last 
year, a deal estimated at $100 mil-
lion.

A January report by Deloitte 
stated that rising global tensions 
has led to international demand 

for defence and military products 
is increasing in the Middle East. 
This has resulted in increased de-
fence spending globally, especially 
in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, India, 
South Korea, Japan, India, China 
and Russia. The report said many 
of those countries were increasing 
purchases of next-generation mili-
tary equipment.

Washington

A 

month into the presi-
dency of Donald Trump, 
questions remain about 
the foreign policies the 
United States will adopt 

under his leadership. What is clear 
is that Trump has put defeating the 
Islamic State (ISIS) at the top of his 
agenda.

To accomplish that goal, the Unit-
ed States needs to continue its close 
cooperation with Saudi Arabia. The 
Trump administration appears to 
understand that the kingdom is a 
crucial, perhaps indispensable, ally 
in the fight against ISIS.

On a February 11th visit to the 
kingdom, CIA Director Mike Pompeo 
decorated Saudi Crown Prince Mo-
hammed bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz 
with the George Tenet Medal for 
distinguished service regarding 
counterterrorism. This honour was 
just the latest recognition by a US 
senior official — although the first 
under the Trump administration — 
that Saudi Arabia is a pivotal part-
ner in the US-led global campaign 
against violent extremists.

It was not an accident that most 
of the men who conducted the ter-
rorist attacks on the United States 
on September 11th, 2001, were 
Saudi citizens. The leader of the al-
Qaeda terrorist network at the time, 

Osama bin Laden, was determined 
to drive a wedge between Saudi 
Arabia and the United States as part 
of his diabolical machinations.

While the attacks strained rela-
tions in the immediate aftermath, 
the two countries have cooperated 
very closely since then to prevent 
another such attack in the United 
States or Saudi Arabia. Bin Laden’s 
plan was to damage relations be-
tween the two countries. Over the 
years, the reality has been the exact 
opposite.

The two countries, under succes-
sive US administrations, have dem-
onstrated a shared commitment to 
destroy al-Qaeda and more recently 
the Islamic State (ISIS). While both 
countries have taken unilateral 
measures to safeguard their nation-
al security, they have also acted in 
tandem with a much broader coali-
tion of countries to take the fight to 
al-Qaeda and ISIS.

Saudi Arabia and the United States 
have cooperated very closely in in-
telligence sharing to make sure that 
known terrorists are not allowed to 
operate or travel freely. This cooper-
ation has thwarted what could have 
been devastating terrorist attacks. 
The most well-known came in 2010 
when the Yemen-based branch of 
al-Qaeda tried to send bomb-laden 
Fedex and UPS planes to Chicago.

According to American and Saudi 
sources, Prince Mohammed played 
a role in informing US authorities 
about details of the plot and the 
planes were stopped en route to the 
United States and the bombs re-
moved.

The United States and Saudi Ara-
bia have been at the forefront of 
cutting the various funding chan-
nels that terrorist groups have used 
to support their operations. Saudi 
Arabia has taken part in the US-
led military campaign against ISIS 
strongholds in Syria. One of Saudi 

King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud’s 
sons took part in an early Saudi air 
mission in the military campaign 
and the country’s participation has 
helped prevent critics of the United 
States from framing it as a US or 
Western war against Muslims.

Just as importantly, Saudi Arabia 
has employed its religious institu-
tions to discredit al-Qaeda and ISIS. 
Not only have Saudi Arabia’s top 
religious authorities characterised 
ISIS’s brand of brutality as viola-
tions of the most fundamental ten-
ets of Islam, the Saudi grand mufti 
described ISIS as the number one 
enemy of Muslims.

In case there was any doubt that 

ISIS has launched a war not just 
against the West but also against 
the Muslim world, one of its zeal-
ots conducted a suicide attack very 
close to one of Islam’s holiest sites, 
the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina, 
last Ramadan. It should be very 
clear that ISIS isn’t at war against 
just the West; it is at war against all 
humanity.

US-Saudi relations have in many 
ways deepened and broadened 
over the past few decades. Saudi 
Arabia continues to play a vital role 
in stabilising international energy 
markets and Riyadh appreciates the 
unique role the United States can 
play in bringing stability to the Mid-
dle East and in upholding the inter-
national order. Saudi Arabia’s pre-
eminence in the Islamic and Arab 
worlds has been acknowledged by 
successive US administrations.

In addition, the level of trade 
between the two countries has in-
creased over the years, reaching 

an estimated $70 billion last year. 
There is also a fair amount of cul-
tural exchanges as evidenced by 
the more than 60,000 Saudis stud-
ying in the United States.

Close cooperation on countering 
the threat posed by terrorist groups 
is a relatively new dimension of 
Saudi-US relations. However, the 
Trump administration has shown 
an indication that it appreciates the 
unique role that Saudi Arabia has 
played in this effort.

Al-Qaeda once tried to drive 
Saudi Arabia and the United States 
apart. A shared commitment to de-
stroying a common enemy — ISIS — 
will ensure that the two countries 
remain strong partners for the fore-
seeable future.

Fahad Nazer is an international 
affairs fellow with the National 
Council on US-Arab Relations
and an adviser to Gulf State 
Analytic.

GCC geopolitics spike military sales at IDEX

ISIS has brought 
Saudi Arabia and the 
United States closer

The Arab Weekly staff

Onlookers examine a bullet-scarred Emirati armoured personnel carrier at the International Defence 
Exhibition and Conference (IDEX) in Abu Dhabi, on February 22nd.          (AP)
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Saudi Arabia’s 
defence budget is 
estimated to rise to 
$87 billion in 2020.

Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Nayef bin Abdulaziz (R) receives the CIA’s George Tenet Medal 
from the agency’s director Mike Pompeo in Riyadh.                                                                                           (SPA)

Fahad Nazer

Saudi Arabia 
appreciates the 
unique position that 
the United States can 
play in bringing 
stability to the 
region.

Osama bin Laden was 
determined to drive a 
wedge between Saudi 
Arabia and the United 
States.
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W
ith the battle to retake Mosul from the Islamic 
State (ISIS) in its fifth month, the misery of 
the city’s residents can only be imagined. The 
United Nations has put numbers on the scale 
of the unfolding tragedy — 160,000 civilians 
displaced since the offensive began in 
October, 208 killed and 511 injured in the 

northern province of Nineveh where Iraqi government forces are 
fighting to retake the country’s second largest city.

Overall, at least 6,878 civilians were killed across Iraq last year. 
The UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI), saying it could not 
verify casualties among civilians in conflict areas, cautioned 
against taking the figures as anything other than “the absolute 
minimum”.

There is a terrible pathos in that warning about inaccurate 
figures. War has reduced swathes of Iraq — and indeed of other 
conflict-riven countries in the Middle East and North Africa 
region — to black holes. Reliable information doesn’t get out; all 
too often, neither do the desperate people.

In Mosul, aid agencies say, approximately 750,000 civilians are 
trapped, many of them on the brink of starvation as the result of 
months of siege. It is anyone’s guess how many of these innocent 
men, women and children will survive the battle to liberate the 
city.

As the intensity of coalition air strikes increases, Airwars, a 
group that monitors air strikes in Iraq and Syria, says there has 
been a sharp rise in civilian casualties in Mosul. January had 170, 
more than twice the number suffered in December.

All this means, of course, is that people in war zones live more 
precariously and can die more tragically. They die in their homes, 
in markets and on the roads. They die from bombs, bullets, 
improvised explosive devices and drone strikes. Farmers step on 
mines as they work in their fields; women as they gather fire-
wood; children as they walk to and from school.

A couple of years ago, the Watson Institute for International 
and Public Affairs at Brown University tried to calculate the costs 
of the Iraq war. It said that approximately 165,000 civilians were 
thought to have been killed by direct violence since the 2003 US 
invasion but the actual number was unknown and likely to be in 
the hundreds of thousands.

The uncertainty about the exact number of deaths in Iraq is 
itself a tragedy.

Civilian casualties are too often lost in the fog of war but 
military euphemisms such as “collateral damage” cannot hide 
the catastrophic effects of war on civilians. Such an impact is 
both direct and indirect. War deaths — from malnutrition and a 
damaged health system and environment — likely far outnumber 
deaths from combat.

Wars inflict deep trauma on whole populations. They also 
destroy the institutions of state that could stabilise a country 
after the conflict.

Like many other populations in the region, the Iraqi people 
have suffered enough. For their sake and that of others, military 
and political leaders should work to spare civilians the fallouts of 
war.

Civilians continue 
to suffer in Iraq

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

War on ISIS
more complicated 
than Trump says

O
ne of the promises 
made by Donald 
Trump on the cam-
paign trail last year 
was that one of his 
priorities would be 

“the total destruction of ISIS”.
Trump has repeated this 

pledge several times since tak-
ing office and has asked the 
Pentagon to provide him with 
options on how to deal with the 
jihadist threat. They are limited 
and none of them are really good 
for the United States. Among 
those possibilities is arming the 
Kurds or putting US troops on 
the ground.

The United States has been 
arming and advising the Kurds 
for a while now, though that is 
not without potential negative 
backlash.

So complex is the situation in 
Syria that each solution comes 
packaged in more problems. 
If you manage to solve one 
problem, you get four or five 
more that pop up in its place. 
For example, arming the Kurd-
ish militias could have serious 
repercussions from one of Wash-
ington’s principal allies in the 
region, Turkey.

The Kurds deserve all the help 
they can get. They have been at 
the forefront of the war against 
the Islamic State (ISIS). However, 
arming them would irritate the 
Turks, important US and NATO 
allies, who would vehemently 
oppose giving the Kurds, whom 
they consider terrorists, any as-
sistance.

Deploying troops in Syria 
would drop US forces into a 
bubbling cauldron of a sectarian 
conflict. Suffice to look at what 
happened in Lebanon in 1983 
when the US Marines got caught 
in the intricacies of the country’s 
civil war. Now multiply this 
disaster twentyfold.

The fight to exterminate ISIS 
is going to be a very difficult be-
cause the solution is not purely 
a military one. This problem 
demands the close cooperation 
of multiple government agencies 
and departments as well as the 
participation of a number of 
countries in the region.

The intentions of the US presi-
dent may be honourable and 
courageous in trying to rid the 
world of what is considered such 
a ruthless terrorist group that 
even al-Qaeda views ISIS mem-
bers as extremists. However, the 

question remains whether the 
United States has the long-term 
commitment needed to see this 
battle through to the end.

ISIS has hijacked a peaceful 
religion for its own designs. It 
has committed the worst atroci-
ties, from decapitating hostages, 
enslaving non-Muslims in towns 
and villages they occupy and 
throwing homosexuals off 
rooftops, to burning to death 
prisoners they capture and the 
systematic killing of tens of 
thousands of Shias

Fighting ISIS will require far 
more than deploying several 
thousand US American troops 
to Iraq and Syria if the Trump 
administration is serious about 
the destruction of the jihadist 
group. The forces battling ISIS 
would need to attack the group 
and their allies on multiple 
fronts. Besides fighting ISIS on 
the military front and killing as 
many of its members in battle 
as possible, there is a need to 
look at the long-term effects the 
fight would have on ISIS and its 
followers.

The solution to the ISIS 
problem is best depicted in an 
episode of the made-for-televi-
sion hit Homeland. In one of the 
episodes, top-level CIA officials 
debrief an operative who had 
just returned to Washington af-
ter spending more than a year in 
parts of Syria occupied by ISIS.

The field agent is asked what 
it would take to defeat ISIS. He 
replies that the United States 
would need to commit 350,000 
military personnel on the 
ground and then devote the next 
30 years to reshape the country’s 
education system at the cost 
of billions of dollars to the US 
taxpayer.

“That’s never going to hap-
pen,” replies a CIA official.

Indeed, the solution to defeat-
ing ISIS and the dozens of associ-
ated groups requires a carefully 
designed long-term agenda that 
can be implemented from the 
ground up. The problem is that 
US foreign policy is conducted 
from one presidential election 
to the next, changing direction 
every four years. Meanwhile, the 
Islamists are following a care-
fully designed plan for the next 
350 years.

Claude Salhani is a regular 
columnist with The Arab 
Weekly.
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Is there a Trump in the house to speak up for Muslims?

The two-state solution is the minimum required

Opinion

F
or US President Donald 
Trump, whether the 
Palestinians and the 
Israelis agree on a 
single state or two 
states or not is irrel-

evant as long as they reach a 
solution. That is asking for the 
impossible considering a US 
absence from the process.

Trump was very clear about this 
during a news conference in Wash-
ington with Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu, who had 
gone to Washington with one ob-
jective: Convince the United States 
to give up on a two-state solution.

So the US administration has 
abandoned the option of two inde-
pendent states on Palestinian land. 
What next? The answer is simple. 
The only option left is that of a 
single state for both Israelis and 
Palestinians, meaning both Arabs 
and Jews.

What to do then with those Pal-
estinians who had refused to leave 
their land following the creation of 
the state of Israel? Those Palestin-
ians have become known as the 
“Arabs of 1948” and are Israeli na-
tionals. They are by far the bravest 
of the Palestinian Arabs because 
they decided to hold onto their 
land come what may and refused 
to become refugees like some of 
their countrymen who had been 
taken in by Arab nation promises.

Let’s say the Arabs give in to 

Netanyahu’s insistence on the 
single-state solution so he can 
please the 500,000 Israeli settlers 
in the occupied West Bank. What 
do you think will happen ten or 
even 20 years from now when 
Arab Palestinians likely become 
the majority population in this 
single state? The recent history of 
South Africa might give us a clue. 
The racist white minority in that 
country had, in the end, no choice 
but to recognise the black majority 
and help make Nelson Mandela’s 
the country’s leader. The rest is 
history.

What Trump’s news conference 
with Netanyahu revealed was both 
men’s flagrant lack of political 
vision, at least during the current 
stage of the Israeli-Palestinian con-
flict. Both leaders face real prob-
lems locally. Trump is busy fending 
off challenges to his decisions from 
the courts, the media and among 
representatives in Congress. Net-
anyahu is a hostage of his political 
allies from the extreme right in Is-
rael of the likes of the Jewish Home 
Party headed by Naftali Bennett, 
who hates the phrase “two-state 
option”. Netanyahu simply cannot 
ignore the settlers’ lobby.

Every president in the United 
States must deal with the power 
of the media. Richard Nixon was 
taken down by the media before 
Watergate finished him. Trump 
might have enough skeletons in his 

closet to make him vulnerable to 
scandals. The Michael Flynn affair 
is perhaps the initial drops of a 
looming storm in case the US presi-
dent is unable to put an end to the 
confusion in his administration.

The Trump administration will 
seemingly need weeks to get its 
act together and start dealing with 
issues realistically, beginning with 
the topic of Islam and Muslims, 
then the issue of Israeli occupation 
of the West Bank and recognising 
the legitimate rights of the Palestin-
ian people to a state of their own.

All this talk about a single-state 
solution is just a storm in an 
American teacup. Going with that 
option means that Israel is slowly 
inching its way to being a racist 
state and that the United States 
accepts that occupation triumphs 
over international legitimacy. UN 
Security Council Resolution 242 
of November 1967 clearly refuses 
military occupation.

With Trump, is the world enter-
ing a new era where occupation 
and colonisation are valid op-
tions? We must wait and see. The 
only light at the end of the grim 
tunnel resides in the fact that US 
governmental institutions are re-
fusing to go along with such moral 
reversals. The political system 
in America is immune to major 
upheavals thanks to its checks and 
balances placing strict limits on 
the executive branch.

What we know for sure is that, 
in the long run, the United States 
cannot resign from the Middle 
East. Even now, the Trump ad-
ministration seems to have a clear 
grasp of the threat represented 
by Iran’s expansionist project in 
the region. America’s policies in 
the region must show a minimum 
degree of fairness if the new ad-
ministration wishes to achieve its 
objective of fighting terrorism by 
eliminating the Islamic State (ISIS) 
and the sectarian militias working 
for Iran.

It is clear that Trump is still 
searching for the right team for 
his administration. He has just 
appointed US Army Lieutenant-
General H.R. McMaster to replace 
Flynn as national security adviser. 
With Vice-President Mike Pence 
and Secretary of State Rex Till-
erson and Secretary of Defense 
James Mattis at the centre of 
Trump’s foreign policy team, there 
will, hopefully, be a return to the 
basics, meaning more precisely 
returning to the two-state solution 
in the case of the Palestinian ter-
ritories.

This option is the minimum 
required for stability in the region 
and stability is a prerequisite for 
winning the war on extremism and 
terrorism.

Khairallah Khairallah 
is a Lebanese writer.

A
merica’s Jews have 
their protector, one 
Ivanka Trump, the 
US president’s older 
daughter and a 
convert to Judaism 

for love of Jared Kushner. She has 
called for “religious tolerance” in 
response to a wave of attacks on 
Jewish symbols and threats 
against the community’s centres. 
Soon enough, Ivanka’s father, 
Donald — the president of the 
United States — was speaking out 
against anti-Semitism, too.

This naturally brings us to the 
rising insecurity faced by Muslims 
in America.

Is there a Trump in the house to 
speak up for them?

It seems to have an effect. 
Donald Trump’s characteristically 
casual condemnation of attacks 
on American Jews — “horrible”, he 
called them — came after an 8-day 
span of refusing to publicly con-
demn such behaviour, but after 
Ivanka tweeted on the subject, her 
father got in on the act.

In a sense, Ivanka has served 
as an unpaid political lobbyist 
on behalf of America’s Jews at a 
particularly low point for the com-
munity. In one single weekend, 
more than 170 Jewish graves were 
desecrated in St. Louis, Missouri, 
and bomb threats were made 
against Jewish community centres 
across the country.

A Trump lobbyist is greatly 
needed for American Muslims, 
too. Anti-Muslim attacks are on 
the rise across the United States. 
Islamophobic commentary is 
increasingly being heard without 
the fig leaf of fair-mindedness and 
sans explanation or even euphe-
mism.

In a sense, such anti-Muslim 
rhetoric is issuing right from 
the top of the ship of state with 
Trump’s dangerously single-mind-
ed Deputy Assistant Sebastian 
Gorka boldly tracing the problem 
of “radical Islam” directly to the 
Quran and “religious ideology”.

Anecdotally, there are many 
more instances of casual aggres-
siveness towards people who ap-
pear to be Muslim than a year ago. 
Certainly, Muslims in the United 
States — whether citizens or 
merely legally present in the coun-
try — say they are more fearful of 
the future. They have seen, as has 
much of the world, that instances 
of Muslim suffering elicit no reac-

tion from Trump.
Ever loud-mouthed and unbut-

toned, especially on Twitter, 
Trump remains conspicuously 
silent when terrorists target Mus-
lims. Note the US president’s 
shameful absence of sympathy for 
the 73 dead (and their families) 
when an ISIS-linked suicide 
bomber targeted a famous Sufi 
shrine in southern Pakistan. Note 
his deliberate callousness about 
Muslim lives lost when he failed 
to acknowledge deadly bombings 
in Baghdad three days in a row, 
the last of which killed at least 45 
people.

The only time that the Trump 
White House has responded to an 
attack on a mosque was when the 
Quebec incident was incorrectly 
said to have been perpetrated by a 
Moroccan Muslim.

Unsurprisingly, the White House 
press secretary let alone the 
president are unwilling to issue a 
condemnation of Islamophobia 
along the lines of the one against 
anti-Semitism.

So here is a plan, or at least the 
beginnings of one.

Charming young American 
Muslim men should actively 
seek out Tiffany, Donald Trump’s 

younger daughter, with a view to 
influencing her ideas if not the 
rest of her life. The president is 
known to prefer Ivanka to every 
other female person on the planet 
and to privilege his older daughter 
over and above all his children but 
he still sets great store by blood 
and family ties. If Tiffany were to 
start tweeting about the need to 
apply religious tolerance to Mus-
lims in America, it is likely that her 
father — the president — will pay 
attention.

Even if some dashing young 
Muslim did not win Tiffany’s hand 
in marriage (in the manner of me-
diaeval contests to be consort to 
the daughters of kings), her find-
ing out more about Islam might 
be a great help. It is worth noting 
that in constitutionally secular 
countries such as India, which has 
the third largest Muslim popula-
tion after Indonesia and Pakistan, 
the term “love jihad” is often fear-
fully applied to inter-faith unions 
between Muslim men and Hindu 
women. This, because they are 
considered to sneakily increase 
the Muslim tribe.

In the case of Tiffany Trump, 
a love jihad, at least of ideas, is 
important.

Many Americans may be re-
sistant to the idea of Tiffany con-
verting to Islam, though Ivanka 
converted to Judaism some years 
before her father’s presidential 
gig. It would be enormously 
important if the president’s 
daughter were available to speak 
up for a whole community’s unfair 
victimisation. That would surely 
count in a White House that seems 
only to be guided by family and 
friends rather than rule of law or 
the principles of natural justice.

Swayed by the admiration of a 
forceful and knowledgeable Mus-
lim man (can we agree that Ivanka 
came to her concern for Jewish 
people because she met and mar-
ried Jared, an orthodox Jew?), 
Tiffany would passionately preach 
religious tolerance and remind 
Americans that theirs is a nation 
founded on laws and the principle 
of religious liberty.

There may be no better way 
than a love jihad. And, by the way, 
this is only half a spoof.

Rashmee Roshan Lall is a 
columnist for The Arab Weekly. 
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on 
Twitter: @rashmeerl.

Rashmee Roshan Lall 

Khairallah Khairallah

Charming 
young 
American 
Muslim men 
should 
actively seek 
out Tiffany.

With Trump, 
is the world 
entering a 
new era 
where 
occupation 
and 
colonisation 
are valid 
options? 

From left, Tiffany Trump, Donald Trump Jr, Ivanka Trump, Vanessa Trump, Jared Kushner and other 
guests attend the presidential inauguration, on January 20th, at the US capitol in Washington.     (Reuters)
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ttracting foreign invest-
ments, reducing poverty, 
delivering subsidies to 
those who deserve them 
and reforming the edu-

cational system will be major chal-
lenges for the members of the Egyp-
tian cabinet appointed in a recent 
leadership reshuffle, experts said.

“There is marked slowdown in 
the flow of foreign investments to 
our country,” said economist Ra-
shad Abdo. “The government has 
an uphill task to convince foreign 
investors to pour their money here.”

Responding to public pressure for 
change and seeking to improve the 
performance of its economy, Egypt 
changed nine of its 33 ministers on 
February 17th, bringing in fresh fac-
es and a figure of the era of ousted 
president Hosni Mubarak.

The reshuffle included the Invest-
ment, Planning, Education, Supply, 
Local Development, Parliament Af-
fairs, Agriculture and Transport 
portfolios. The new ministers are 
not expected to have an easy ride 
in decision-making circles, experts 
said.

In 2016, Egypt received invest-
ments of $6.8 billion, most of which 
was from investors who already run 
businesses in the country. The new 
Investment Minister Sahar Nasr, 

who is also the International Co-
operation minister, must work on 
seeking new investments.

Nasr will, however, be limited by 
what economists described as “un-
welcoming” investment laws.

“Regulations that make new in-
vestors fail to finalise investment 
procedures easily and the failure of 
state institutions to settle invest-
ment disputes quickly scare inves-
tors away,” Abdo said.

Investments are a vital issue for 
Egypt’s fragile economy, which has 
failed to generate enough jobs for 
university graduates. The unem-
ployment rate is 12.4% and Egypt 
needs to create 600,000 jobs every 
year.

Nasr said she would introduce 
amendments to Egypt’s investment 
law to make it easier to do business.

Economists said, however, there 
are aspects Nasr cannot change to 
make Egypt’s investment climate 
more inviting, including uneven 
competition, especially when it 
comes to the role played by the mili-
tary in the economy.

The army, which, economists 
said, enjoys preferential treatment, 
produces everything from rockets 
to refrigerators and cooking vessels.

Challenges facing job creation are 
also strongly linked with Egypt’s 
rampant poverty, experts said. 
To reduce the poverty rate — now 
27.8% — Egypt must restructure its 
multibillion-dollar subsidy regime 
for a fairer and more effective distri-
bution system.

“Delivering subsidies to those 
who deserve them only is an impor-
tant step for reducing poverty,” said 
Anwar al-Naquib, a former Supply 
Ministry adviser. “The current sub-
sidy system rewards the rich only.”

Egypt allocated $2.5 billion with-
in the 2016-17 budget, which ends 

in July, to subsidise food. Around 
70 million people are registered in 
Egypt’s ration stamp system, which 
offers citizens free food, including 
sugar, cooking oil, rice and bread, 
each month. The government said, 
however, that most ration stamp 
holders do not qualify for the sub-
sidies.

One of the solutions to the prob-
lem is to get those who do not de-
serve subsidies out of the system 
and substitute the decades-old ra-
tion stamp arrangement with cash 
aid to the poor.

One of the challenges facing the 
application of the cash aid system is 
that the government does not have 
precise data about the income of 
citizens, information that would be 

instrumental in determining who is 
poor — and deserving of the aid — 
and who is not.

Educational reform is also anoth-
er challenge ahead of the govern-
ment in its new formation, experts 
said.

Egypt’s run-down schools need 
tens of billions of dollars, educa-
tional experts said. In the 2016-17 
budget, the government has speci-
fied $6.5 billion for education but 
this is a fraction of what is needed 
to improve the schools, while the 
salaries of the nation’s 1.4 million 
teachers account for the bulk of the 
budget.

Renewing schools to make them 
favourable places for the country’s 
17 million pupils should take a back 

seat when it comes to other priori-
ties, including the need to reform 
school curricula, experts said.

Egypt has started curricula refor-
mation by introducing material that 
stresses tolerance but educational 
overall reform is a long process.

“The educational system needs to 
be changed altogether,” said Moheb 
al-Rafie, a former Education minis-
ter. “Our schools need to put more 
stress on learning and less stress on 
exams and score. To do this, togeth-
er with changing the educational 
system, we need to change the 
mindset governing the educational 
process as a whole.”

Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian 
reporter based in Cairo.

Key Egyptian 
legislator says poverty 
more dangerous than 
terrorism

Bumpy road ahead for Egypt’s new ministers

Egyptians buy goods at a store in Cairo, on January 10th.                                                                            (Reuters)

Ahmed Megahid

The unemployment 
rate is 12.4% and 
Egypt needs to 
create 600,000 jobs 
every year.

Cairo

E 

gypt’s war on 
terrorism has 
turned parliament’s 
Defence and 
National Security 
Committee into one 
of the country’s 
most important 

bodies.
Kamal Amer, a former service-

man, and his colleagues at the com-
mittee are responsible for putting 
Egypt’s war on terrorism in a legal 
context and creating legislation to 
protect Egypt’s national security.

“Threats to national security are 
too many these days,” Amer said. 
“This makes it necessary for my 
committee to work hard because 
Egypt is a state and when it acts to 
protect its national security, it must 
act like a state, not like a gang.”

This is why the first priority for 
police and troops fighting mili-
tants was to arrest — not kill — the 
militants and bring them before the 
courts, he said.

Nonetheless, that policy is 
loathed by a public that expects 
security services to exact revenge 
for the blood on militants’ hands.

Amer said Egyptian institutions 
act within the law, which is why 
their fight against terrorism must 
be carried out within a legal frame-
work, a principle that makes his 
committee more important.

Since being elected head of the 

National Security Committee in 
January 2016, Amer has widened 
the scope of national security as a 
concept, adding issues previously 
not part of that mandate.

Although his background is mili-
tary, he said national security was 
not only about threats that can be 
faced with the force of arms.

“Poverty is a threat to national 
security and so are unemployment, 
disease and the failure of the state 
to offer quality health care and 
education to its citizens,” Amer 
said. “All these problems can even 
be more devastating to national 
security than terrorism.”

He said he considered rampant 
poverty, the need for the economy 
to grow at a pace sufficient to feed 
the people and create jobs and 
population growth to be Egypt’s 
toughest challenges. Failure to deal 
with these issues leaves the coun-
try’s security at risk, Amer said.

In this, many of the nation’s 
security experts agree. Khaled 
Okasha, a retired police lieutenant-
general and terrorism expert, said 
a country’s national security was 
inseparable from its ability to feed 
its people.

“In attracting recruits, terrorist 
groups focus on the poor whose 
need for money can make them 
carry arms against the state,” Oka-
sha said. “Poverty always opens the 
door wide for unrest induced by 
the desire of the hungry for better 
living conditions.”

Egypt’s poverty rate — 27.8% of 
the population — is rising while 
unemployment is at 12.4% and the 
population increases by 1.2 million 

people every year. These are direct 
threats to Egypt’s national security, 
Amer said.

Economic planners, he said, 
and workers were the first line of 
defence for national security.

“These are the people whose 
work contributes to making this 
country’s welfare,” Amer said. 
“In pushing Egypt’s economic 
growth up, they prevent the next 
generation of terrorists from being 
created.”

Most of the legislation drafted 
by Amer and his colleagues on the 
committee, apart from one regulat-
ing Egypt’s war against militants in 
Sinai and other parts of Egypt, had 
to do with enabling poor Egyptians 
to get the subsidies they deserved, 
receive health care and free educa-
tion.

He said those suffering hunger 
can turn into the state’s most 
avowed enemies. That explains 
why Amer and his fellow commit-
tee members become angry over 
commodity shortages or when the 
authorities fail to solve the prob-

lems of citizens.
“Commodity shortages and un-

solved problems cause public anger 
to pile up,” said Ahmed Ismail, 
another member of Amer’s com-
mittee. “This anger increases the 
likelihood of terrorist actions.”

When sugar was scarce at super-
markets, Amer and others on the 
committee appealed to the govern-
ment.

Now, with medicines disap-
pearing from pharmacies, the 
committee has approached the 
Health Ministry, met with medicine 
manufacturers and addressed the 
Pharmacology Association.

“Terrorism is easy to address 
because it is a case where you know 
your exact enemy and know what 
he wants to do,” Amer said, “but in 
the case of poverty or the failure 
of state institutions to address citi-
zens’ needs, you never know what 
the repercussions can be.”

Hassan Abdel Zaher 
is a Cairo-based contributor to The 
Arab Weekly.

I n t e r v i e w

Hassan Abdel Zaher

“Those suffering 
hunger can turn 
into the state’s 
most avowed 
enemies.”

 Kamal Amer, head 
of the Defence and 

National Security 
Committee in 

Egypt’s parliament

Kamal Amer, the head of the Defence and National Security Committee in Egypt’s parliament, 
speaking to The Arab Weekly at his office at the parliament building in Cairo.
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J 

ordan’s position towards the 
Syrian civil war has often ap-
peared unclear: It supports 
moderate rebel groups from 
the Syrian Free Army (FSA) 

yet there is no great display of ani-
mosity between Amman and Da-
mascus.

The Syrian regime has refrained 
from painting Jordan with the same 
damning brush as it does Turkey, 
Qatar and Saudi Arabia. In turn, the 
Jordanians have not been as vo-
cal in the call for Syrian President 
Bashar Assad to step down, as some 
of their allies have.

Some analysts said Jordan has 
been maintaining a balancing act: 
accommodating the position of 
its US and Gulf financers with-
out adopting an anti-Assad stance 
wholeheartedly.

There are many tribal relations 
between Jordanians and Syrians 
and King Abdullah II cannot afford 
to appear to be totally indifferent to 
the death and suffering of civilians 
at the hands of pro-Assad forces.

There are more than 600,000 Syr-
ian refugees in Jordan.

Observers, however, pointed to 
a recent change in Jordan’s policy 
towards the Syrian conflict that 
appears to focus on the increasing 
threat of terror from Islamic State 
(ISIS) militants and other groups.

“Analysts say that these devel-
opments pushed Jordan out of its 
so-called grey zone and disengage 
from the Gulf position towards the 
Syrian issue,” wrote Khalil Qandil in 
the Jordanian website Assabeel.net.

Jordanian political analyst Amer 
al-Sabaylah said Jordan was pre-
paring to protect its borders from 
threats of terror and was looking 
at Turkey’s Operation Euphrates 

Shield in Syria as an example.
“Jordan’s priority in fighting ter-

ror requires finding a partner in 
the Syrian south to replicate the 
Turkish intervention in Syria but 
without a direct Jordanian involve-
ment,” Sabaylah told Assabeel.net.

His views were shared by other 
Jordanian analysts.

“Unlike Turkey, Jordan cannot af-
ford nor does it want to carry out 
a military incursion into southern 
Syria, a region that is vital to its 
national security,” wrote Amman-
based commentator Osama al-Sha-
rif in the Jordan Times.

“Instead, it is building a coalition 
of moderate rebel groups and local 
tribal fighters to fend off possible 
advance by Daesh,” he added, using 
the Arabic acronym for ISIS. “It is 
also carrying out pre-emptive aerial 
strikes against Daesh positions in 
southern Syria.”

Jordanian political science Pro-
fessor Hassan al-Khalidi told the 
website 24.ae that Amman was pri-
marily concerned with its own se-
curity.

“The Jordanian manoeuvres in 
the Syrian issue are primarily aimed 
at protecting (Jordan’s) northern 
borders in the event that they are 
flooded with the remnants of terror-
ist groups fleeing areas under pres-
sure in Syria and Iraq.”

Brigadier-General Sami Kafawin, 
the commander of Jordan’s border 
guards, told the Associated Press 
that ISIS was expanding its influ-
ence in a makeshift border camp 
that hosts tens of thousands of dis-
placed Syrians.

Jordan also appears to fear that 
the FSA faction it backs in South-
ern Syria would be weakened by the 
resumed Russian air strikes against 
moderate rebels in Deraa, which 
would allow ISIS and other radical 
groups to flourish on its borders.

As a result of new clashes be-
tween FSA rebels and the regime, 
two projectiles reportedly fell on 
the Jordan side of the border, slight-
ly wounding one person.

Diplomatically, at the invitation 
of Russia, Jordan attended as a 
monitor the latest round of talks be-
tween the Syrian regime and rebels 
in Astana. It was also invited to be 
present during the Geneva talks on 
February 23rd.

King Abdullah II had also met 
with Lebanese President Michel 
Aoun, a staunch supporter of Assad, 
to discuss the Syrian crisis.

The pro-Hezbollah Lebanese 
newspaper Addiyar reported that 
top intelligence official Ali Mam-
louk recently met with the Jorda-
nian king in Amman to “coordinate 
together against terror”.

Many Syrians have looked with 
suspicion towards what they say is 
a friendly relationship between As-
sad and Amman, despite Jordan’s 
backing of the FSA.

They say that King Abdullah’s 
support of Syrian moderate rebels 
has always been in Jordan’s favour 
— to counter radical groups — and 
that Amman is now being more 
open about it, dismissing the sug-
gestion that there is a shift in strat-
egy.

The Syrians are not alone in think-
ing that. Jordanian analyst Fahad 
al-Khitan said that Jordan’s priority 
for a long time has been to secure 
its border areas from the threat of 
militant groups such as ISIS. “Noth-
ing changed in that strategy,” he 
wrote in the Jordanian newspaper 
al-Ghad.

Jordan will be hosting the next 
Arab League annual meeting on 
March 29th but, as was the case in 
previous summits, Assad will not 
be invited since the bloc suspended 
Syria’s membership in 2011.

“How the invitations are dealt 
with will be based on the decisions 
of the Arab League, and we will 
abide by what it has decided,” Jor-
danian Foreign Minister Ayman Sa-
fadi said.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei 
Lavrov has called for the Syrian 
government to be permitted to re-
join the bloc but Jordan is unable 
to fulfil Moscow’s request, even if it 
wanted to.

Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab 
Weekly contributing editor based in 
London.

Amman

J 

ordan recently adopted eco-
nomic measures that have 
been criticised by citizens, 
who called for the govern-
ment to resign despite its de-

cision to raise the minimum wage 
and cut expenses.

The raise in the minimum wage 
was received carefully by the labour 
market, which noted that the $43 
increase to $310 a month does not 
reflect the increase in prices. The 
poverty line in the country is con-
sidered to be $423 a month.

There were rallies in Balqa, Ta-
fileh and Madaba governorates 
demanding the resignation of the 
government of Prime Minister Hani 
Mulki.

While the government seeks to 
secure $635 million through tax 
increases on products, including 
cigarettes, soft drinks and telecom 
services, as part of a plan to narrow 
the budget deficit, the increase in 
the minimum wage is less than the 
increase in taxes.

The raise in the minimum wage 
applies to Jordanian workers who 
fall under Labour Law 8/1996 and 
its amendments. The minimum 
wage for non-Jordanians, however, 
is half that of Jordanians.

“We will not have a chance as em-
ployers will turn their heads to hire 
non-Jordanians who are happy to 
work for less and we will be strug-
gling to find a job. The decision 
does not include foreign labourers 
and only for Jordanians so you will 
see employers looking for non-Jor-
danians and offer them jobs,” said 

worker Mahmoud Abu Douma, 32.
Jordanian Labour Minister Ali 

al-Ghazzawi said raising the mini-
mum wage would contribute to job 
security for workers and would re-
flect positively on local demand for 
products and services. It would also 
encourage young people to join the 
labour market, he said.

“The minimum wage for non-
Jordanians reaches $155 and that is 
why the government should have 
raised also their minimum wage as 
now employers will prefer hiring 
non-Jordanians, such as Syrians, 
more than Jordanians and this is not 

fair,” he added.
Economic analyst Issam Qadam-

ani asked in a column whether the 
government would force its own 
entities to implement the minimum 
wage decision and, if there is a min-
imum wage, then there should be a 
maximum wage that cannot exist 
because the market is controlled by 
supply and demand.

Qadamani wrote that the mini-
mum wage hampers job creation, 
limits employment and productiv-
ity and raises production costs.

“It might work in developed coun-
tries but in poor countries or those 

economically challenged countries, 
the minimum wage increases prob-
lems and challenges,” he said.

“The government should have left 
the increase in the minimum wage 
to be determined by the market fac-
tors. The increase in the minimum 
wage will hinder the employment of 
Jordanians by the employers.”

The General Federation of Jor-
danian Trade Unions (GFJTU) said 
raising the minimum wage was a 
step forward to give priority to Jor-
danians.

“The decision is considered a pos-
itive move and gives Jordanians the 
will to give and find stability in the 
working environment they are in,” 
said GFJTU head Mazen al-Maaytah

“I urge employers to abide by this 
decision as this is a worker’s right to 
improve his career in face of the dif-
ficult situation he is facing such as 
the raise in commodities prices,” he 
added.

Ahmad Awad, director of the 
Phoenix Centre for Economic and 
Informatics Studies, a non-govern-
mental organisation focusing on 
independent policy research, said 
the minimum wage raise proposal 
should have been studied more and 
based on international standards.

“If the government calculated the 
poverty lines and rates of depend-
ency the minimum wage should be 
raised to $535,” he said. The deci-
sion to raise the minimum wage lost 
its essence when the government 
decided to announce a set of eco-
nomic measures that included hik-
ing fees and taxes at the same time.”

Awad said unfair competition be-
tween Jordanians and non-Jordani-
ans was created with the decision.

“When the government decided 
to raise the minimum wage for Jor-

danians only, it created some kind 
of unfair competition among work-
ers where employers will be target-
ing non-Jordanians to hire at (their) 
business place and this way they 
will cut the cost,” he added.

A study by the National Society 
for Consumer Protection indicated 
that 73.3% of Jordanian respond-
ents said their financial circum-
stances were not fit to buy a car or 
appliances. The study also showed 
that only 7.6% of Jordanians asked 
said job opportunities in general are 
better in Jordan but 61.8% said they 
were worse and 23.3% responded 
they were the same.

“We currently have five Jordanian 
employees as we believe that Jorda-
nians have the priority to work more 
than others. Raising the minimum 
wage should not affect employment 
because there are many establish-
ments that look for Jordanians only. 
In my opinion raising the minimum 
wage is a right,” said Mohammed 
Tabaza, owner of a business that 
manufactures tents.

“Syrians do approach us to work 
but we prefer to hire only Jordani-
ans,” he added.

Government estimates state there 
are more than 90,000 Syrians in the 
job market and about 1.3 million 
Syrians living in Jordan.

Roufan Nahhas is a journalist based 
in Jordan.

Is Jordan signalling a shift in its Syria strategy?

Controversy in Jordan over its two-tier minimum wage system

Mamoon Alabbasi

A Jordanian soldier stands at the north-eastern border with Syria, close to the informal Rukban 
camp, on February 14th.                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (AP)

An Egyptian guest worker is shown pulling weeds at a tomato farm in 
2016 in Ramtha, Jordan.                                                                                                                        (AP)

Observers pointed to 
a recent change in 
Jordan’s policy 
towards the Syrian 
conflict.

Analysts said Jordan 
has been maintaining 
a balancing act.

Roufan Nahhas

It is estimated that 
there are more than 
90,000 Syrians in the 
Jordanian job 
market.
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The roots of despair

Time bomb of unemployment 
among Arab youth

B
y 2011, Leviathan 
governments in the Mid-
dle East and North 
Africa were being 
outgrown by their 
societies. In Egypt, 
Tunisia and other places 

in the Arab region, long-time authori-
tarian rulers were no longer able to 
deliver the goods. Young people 
wanted the opportunities that they 
had been told come with modern 
education. They wanted different 
lives than those of their parents.

Many of the rulers in the places of 
turmoil seemed in a time warp. Until 
2011, they had a conditional lease on 
power. They were supposed to guar-
antee education, employment and the 
chance of a decent life but they acted 
as if they had a permanent, uncondi-
tional mandate.

Then impatient protesters started 
clamouring for outright cancellation 
of the lease. They hoped for a new 
contract that would guarantee real 
opportunities for them. Challenging 
discredited authority allowed for a 
break with the past but also caused 
the fraying of the state. At times, the 
new unfettered reality looked more 
like chaos than anything else.

The uprisings were mostly leader-
less and without long-term vision. 
Young people wanted the government 
off their backs. They wanted to be left 
alone. They got just that.

To improve their social and eco-
nomic condition, though, the discon-
tented crowds ironically also wanted 
more government, not less. They got 
that, too.

Since 2011, the Egyptian govern-
ment raised public service salaries 
from $4.2 billion to $18.4 billion. In 
Tunisia, wages in the public sector 
increased from $2.6 billion to $13 bil-
lion, which is more than 14% of the 
country’s gross domestic product. 
About 80% of Tunisia’s revenue went 
to public sector wages.

In many places in the Middle East 
and North Africa (MENA) region, pop-
ulations that are unhappy with their 
socio-economic prospects want more 
interventionist governments, contrary 
to the promises of neoliberal globalisa-
tion that have been articles of faith for 
local elites since the 1970s. Whether 
to protect them against terrorists or to 
preserve their jobs, the discontented 
want the state to come to their rescue.

Hardly the vindication of neoliberal 
values.

The problem with the MENA region 
is that in most cases the state can now 
only disappoint.

It is too often a state with shrinking 
means. There is no sufficient budget 
available to the state to allow it to buy 
time (or acquiescence).

Big spending is out. Austerity is in. 
The state is shedding old habits even 
as it is buttressed by a newly gained 
legitimacy or by the conviction that 
there is no other way out.

Alternatives are difficult to come by. 
There was a time when the political 
opposition and ideological elites could 
offer solutions. Or at least go through 
the motions of offering what looked 
like solutions.

Today, governments are unable to 
deliver or even to convince the public 
of their ability to deliver. Worse, oppo-
sition groups are part of the discredit-
ed body politic. With both government 
and the opposition discredited, there 
is the risk of further hopelessness and 
despair.

The problem is that when tradi-
tional elites find themselves unable to 
fashion an attractive narrative, non-
traditional ones emerge. Too often 
these are likely to be destructive and 
opportunistic but they are also among 
the most alluring. As deradicalisa-
tion centres mushroom everywhere, 
nobody has figured out on what this 
monster feeds.

Can a globalised communication 
culture save the day? Not really. 
Social media connectedness is often 
misleading. It is not a connectedness 
of ideas or political debate. It is not a 
connectedness of dialogue, domestic, 
regional or international. For the mil-
lions who are tethered by social media 
at home, it is more a daily spectacle of 
raw emotion and variegated scandals. 
Worse still, social media in the region 
have proven to be a means of amplify-
ing collective despair and spreading 
indiscriminate cynicism.

When young people of the Arab 
world look outside for solace, what do 
they see? Too many far-right populists 
in pursuit of other Brexit-Trump-like 
surprises and far too many Western 
voters nostalgic for less difficult times. 
Simpler times that have no bearing on 
reality.

In recent days, newly elected Ger-
man President Frank-Walter Stein-
meier denounced the temptation by 
“all those who think that in a world 
which is becoming more difficult, the 
solutions must become simpler”.

He said: “The answers will remain 
difficult and I think the best answers 
can be found in democracy.”

In the Arab world, the problems of 
the region’s ambitious young people 
are complicated by war, terrorism, 
economics and the abuse of religion. 
They do not know anymore where to 
look for answers or if there are any an-
swers at all to be found. The answers, 
though, must be found.

Oussama Romdhani is 
Editor-in-Chief of The Arab Weekly.

London

U 

nemployment among 
young people in the Arab 
world is on an “alarming 
scale”, delegates at an 
international governance 

summit in Dubai were told.
Mari Kiviniemi, deputy head of 

the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), 
speaking at the World Government 
Summit in mid-February, said the 
region’s rate of jobless youth was the 
highest in the world.

She warned that Arab youth also 
had lower levels of trust in govern-
ment than their parents, while they 
were “more educated and connected 
than ever and represent one of the 
biggest assets of [the] region”.

Her comments echoed re-
cent research that has shown 
young people in the Middle 
East and North Africa falling 
dangerously behind on sever-
al development scales across 
all but a handful of regional 

economies.
It is not uncommon to have nation-

al leaders and politicians proclaim 
that the future of their people rests in 
the hands of its young. These rhetori-
cal nods to the centrality of youth are 
universal but in some times and plac-
es, the challenges are greater than in 
others.

On the margins of the OECD sum-
mit, UAE Deputy Prime Minister 
Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed al-Nahyan 
told a youth forum that young Arabs 
were “an emblem of hope” and the 
“makers of the future”.

But he also outlined the major fac-
tor underlying the youth challenge — 
demographics.

Statistics indicate that young peo-
ple between the ages of 15 and 29 
make up nearly one-third of the Arab 
population and another one-third are 
under 15.

Helen Clark, who heads the UN 
Development Programme, recently 
summarised a range of challenges 
facing young Arabs. Introducing the 
United Nations’ Arab development 

report, which came out in 
November, she said many 
young people receive an edu-
cation that fails to reflect the 
needs of the labour markets.

Many, particularly young 
women, were either unem-
ployed or excluded from the 
formal economy.

“Young people without 
livelihoods find it difficult to estab-
lish an independent home and form 
their own family units,” Clark cau-
tioned.

“The risk for these young people 
is that instead of exploring opportu-
nities and discovering future pros-
pects, they experience frustration, 
helplessness, alienation and depend-
ency.”

Much of the Arab world would be 
struggling to catch up with meet-
ing the demands of a growing youth 
population even without the past 
decade, which has brought political 
upheaval, wide-scale violence and 
dislocation to much of the region.

A legacy of statism and autocracy 

in some countries and of economic 
dependency on single commodities 
such as oil or gas in others has fuelled 
the growth of large and often under-
employed bureaucracies that looked 
to the state for income.

Just as economies across the re-
gion began to address the challenges 
of diversifying their economies to 
meet the needs of the general popu-
lation, including the young, along 
came the “Arab spring” and the dis-
ruptions that have followed for many 
societies.

Clark acknowledged that “young 
people across the Arab states have 
been severely affected by the recent 
crises.

“Large numbers of them were 
swept onto the front lines of conflicts 
they did not start. Many died and 
many more have lost family mem-
bers and friends, livelihoods and 
prospects and hope in the future.

“In the face of such challenges, 
some have joined extremist groups,” 
she said.

A recent development report by 
the Commonwealth Secretariat in 
London said many young people 
in the Arab world were in a state of 
“waithood” — a period of delay in 
achieving full adult rights and re-
sponsibilities.

“The delay of ‘adulthood’ is 
thought to be both a symptom and 
driver of armed conflict and in the 
MENA (Middle East and North Africa) 
region was one of the triggers for the 
‘Arab spring’,” the report said.

Governments have recognised the 
need for greater youth participation 
in the economy and policymaking — 
the initiatives announced by Sheikh 
Mansour reflect that — but the ben-
efits have yet to filter down to the re-
gion overall.

The “Arab spring” was seen in one 
respect as a reflection of the rejection 
by an educated yet unrepresented 
youth of existing governing struc-
tures. In the five year since the move-
ment exploded in Tunisia in 2010, 
youth participation in politics has 
fallen in most of the region.

The Commonwealth report noted 
that the Middle East and North Africa 
(MENA) region was the only part of 
the world where such engagement by 
young people declined from 2010-15, 
down by 9%.

On a wider range of development 
goals, including education, jobs and 
welfare as well as political engage-
ment, only Bahrain, Iraq and the 
United Arab Emirates saw any signifi-
cant improvement.

The largest decline was in Algeria, 
largely driven by falls in political and 
civic participation among young peo-
ple.

The statistics make bleak read-
ing but they help define the goals as 
summarised by the United Nations in 
its report in a call to Arab countries 
“to invest in their young people and 
empower them to engage in the de-
velopment process as an urgent and 
critical priority in its own right and 
prerequisite to achieving sustainable 
development”.

Harvey Morris has written several 
books on the Middle East, including 
No Friends but the Mountains: The 
Tragic History of the Kurds published 
in 1993.

Oussama Romdhani

Young photographer Abdelazizi Khaled (R) takes photos of his friends for their social 
media accounts, outside the Hanging Church in Old Cairo, on February 11th.                       (AFP)

Traditional 
elites find 
themselves 
unable to 
fashion an 
attractive 
narrative.

The 
discontented 
ironically 
wanted more 
government, 
not less.  And 
they got that.

The statistics 
make bleak 
reading but they 
help define the 
goals. 

Young people 
between the ages 
of 15 and 29 make 
up nearly 
one-third of the 
Arab population.

UNDP 
Director 
Helen Clark 
speaks 
during 
the World 
Government 
Summit in 
Dubai.
(Reuters)

Harvey Morris
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M 

oroccan Prime Min-
ister Abdelilah Ben-
kirane said he was 
waiting for King Mo-
hammed VI’s return 

from an African tour to present the 
list of the future government or to 
declare the failure to form a gov-
ernment.

Morocco has been without a gov-
ernment since the king asked Ben-
kirane to form a new government 
three days after the Islamist Party 
of Justice and Development (PJD) 
won legislative elections in Octo-
ber. Benkirane led the previous 
coalition government from 2011-16.

There is no provision in the Mo-
roccan constitution for calling new 
elections if the designated head 
of government is unable to form 
a majority cabinet. The king may, 
however, dissolve the two houses 
of parliament by decree.

Benkirane criticised the political 
parties for failing to form a govern-

ment to fulfil Moroccans’ aspira-
tions as determined by the October 
election results.

“It is inconceivable that the king 
goes to the relief of most of the Af-
rican people and we are insulting 
the Moroccan people,” Benkirane 
said. “This is a humiliation to the 
Moroccan people. We did not re-
spect their true will and we failed 
their hope in forming a govern-
ment.”

The Moroccan monarch is tour-
ing several African countries, in-
cluding Zambia where officials 
signed several cooperation rela-
tions and trade agreements on Feb-
ruary 20th.

Local media called Benkirane’s 
statement on the king’s African 
policy a declaration to lure Moroc-
cans to take to the streets to protest 
the failure to form a government.

However, the prime minister said 
February 20th on the sidelines of a 
colloquium in parliament that it 
was unbelievable that “we (politi-
cal parties) are still stuck in form-
ing a government for four or five 
months”.

“We must reach a result in the 
near future in order to fit the image 
that our king is presenting over-
seas,” Benkirane said.

Negotiations between the ruling 
party and the National Rally of In-
dependents (RNI) party headed by 
Aziz Akhannouch to form a major-
ity government have been stalled 
since January 17th, after talks be-

tween Benkirane and Akhannouch 
reached an impasse.

Akhannouch is among the offi-
cial delegation accompanying the 
king on his African tour.

The RNI conditioned its partici-
pation in an Islamist-led govern-
ment with a bloc including the Con-
stitutional Union (UC), the Popular 
Movement (MP) and the Socialist 
Union of Popular Forces (USFP) 
while ruling out any alliance with 
the Istiqlal Party (PI).

Benkirane refuses to have the 
USFP in his government but the 
RNI bloc insists on its participa-
tion to strengthen the coalition. 
The parliament in January elected 
Habib el-Malki from the USFP as 
speaker.

USFP leader Driss Lachgar has 
said that his party’s participation in 
the next government would serve 
the best interests of Morocco.

“Abdelilah Benkirane acts more 
in his capacity as secretary-general 
of the PJD than in his capacity as 
the designated head of govern-
ment,” Lachgar said. “He never ex-
pressed his refusal in his capacity 
as head of government designated 
by the king.”

The political stalemate is delay-
ing the government’s reform pro-
gramme and will likely affect the 
country’s business and investment 
climate.

The PJD’s official website pub-
lished extensive coverage of the 
pro-reform February 20 Move-
ment, which recently marked its 
sixth anniversary.

“Six years have passed and 
Moroccans’ main gain from this 
popular movement was the reha-
bilitation of political action inside 
the institutions,” activist Najib 
Chaouki told pjd.ma.

“The road of change is long. 
Whoever waits for its instant re-
sults has never believed in collec-
tive solution.”

The movement was founded 
during the “Arab spring” protests in 
2011, prompting the Moroccan king 
to make constitutional changes 
and give up some powers to calm 
protests demanding change.

Benkirane said King Mohammed 
VI had positively interacted with 
the demands of the protest move-
ment.

“The logic of the universe that 
governs the peoples, in the end, is 
that it is imperative that they get 
what they want no matter how long 
they have been subjected to injus-
tice,” Benkirane said.

Saad Guerraoui is a frequent 
contributor to The Arab Weekly on 
Maghreb issues.

Tunis

T 

op North African diplo-
mats are under increasing 
pressure to resolve Lib-
ya’s crisis before powers 
from outside the region 

become more involved.
Foreign ministers from Algeria, 

Egypt and Tunisia met on February 
19th and 20th — nine days ahead 
of previous plans — in Tunis to de-
velop a road map for dealing with 
Libya’s problems. The document, 
known as the Tunis declaration, 
represents the three countries’ at-
tempt to end the violence in Libya 
and rebuild a central government 
that includes leaders from various 
political and military factions.

“The Tunis declaration will be the 
platform to intensify and strength-
en dialogue between the Libyan 
parties within the framework of 
a timetable to be agreed upon af-
ter consultation with the involved 
Libyan parties and the United Na-
tions,” the ministers said in a state-
ment following the meeting.

The statement affirmed their 
“commitment to Libya’s sover-
eignty and territorial integrity” and 
argued against intervention from 
other countries.

Sharing borders with Libya pre-
sents critical security challenges for 
its North African neighbours, which 
have struggled to ward off violence 
and extremism spilling over from 
the conflict-ridden state. In Libya, 
rival factions, including extrem-

ist groups such as the Islamic State 
(ISIS), have tried to fill the power 
vacuum left when dictator Muam-
mar Qaddafi was ousted in 2011.

The Muslim Brotherhood, an 
Islamist movement supported by 
Turkey and Qatar, has also become 
a force in Libya. The Muslim Broth-
erhood has been designated a ter-
rorist organisation by Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia and other Gulf countries.

US President Donald Trump’s 
election heightened the North Afri-
can countries’ concerns about out-
side intervention in Libya. While 
they have supported international 
efforts to unite rival groups in Lib-
ya, they said they fear foreign mili-
tary intervention would exacerbate 
the conflict, resulting in an increase 
in migration problems and spill-
over violence.

Foreign involvement in Libya has 
been limited in scope and duration 
and efforts by the European Union 
and the United States have focused 
on fighting ISIS in Sirte and contain-
ing the flow of migrants, who con-
tinue to surge into Europe via the 
Mediterranean.

In December, the United States 
assisted militias aligned with the 
UN-backed government in Tripoli 
with an air campaign to uproot ISIS 
fighters from their Sirte stronghold. 
Britain gave logistical and intelli-
gence support in the mission and 
Italy provided medical assistance. 
More than 1,000 ISIS fighters were 
reportedly killed and many more 
scattered across Libya.

Diplomats in the Maghreb said 
mediators are concerned that 
Trump might go along with Russia 
providing military support to Field 
Marshal Khalifa Haftar, a fiery anti-
Islamist commander, who leads the 
Libyan Army in eastern Libya.

North African officials said they 
are concerned that Trump could lift 
arms sanctions on Libya, resulting 
in more weapons for Haftar’s fight-

ers. Trump has taken a different 
tone than his predecessor, Barack 
Obama, saying radical Islam is one 
of the greatest threats to US nation-
al security.

With these foreign policy con-
cerns as the backdrop, Algeria, 
Tunisia and Egypt hope to move 
towards a concrete resolution for 
Libya and their Foreign ministers 
plan to act as mediators between 
the many competing factions in 
Libya and abroad.

“There is a general fatigue among 
the factions and players of the Liby-

an conflict. Any well-balanced me-
diation from Arab neighbours can 
make a difference and succeed,” 
said Darem al-Bassam, a UN adviser 
on Libya.

Any success by the three coun-
tries would likely come out once 
they announce the agenda for an 
upcoming summit, whose dates 
have not been announced, in Al-
giers that Egyptian President Abdel 
Fattah al-Sisi, Algerian President 
Abdelaziz Bouteflika and Tunisian 
President Beji Caid Essebsi are ex-
pected to attend.

Whatever happens at the sum-
mit, getting rival forces to come 
together in Libya will remain a 
challenge. The UN-recognised 
Government of National Accord in 
Tripoli is vying for control with a ri-
val government in Tobruk and the 
Libyan Army, led by Haftar. Haftar, 
who has gained a reputation as an 
anti-jihadist fighter, has the sup-
port of Russia and hopes to win fa-
vour with Trump.

Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly 
correspondent in Tunis.

Benkirane 
blames parties 
for failing to form 
new Moroccan 
government

Libya’s three neighbours join their efforts in mediation

Saad Guerraoui

A September 2016 file picture shows Moroccan Prime Minister Abdelilah Benkirane speaking during 
a meeting of the Islamic Justice and Development Party (PJD) in Rabat.                                                     (AFP)

Benkirane refuses to 
have the USFP in his 
government but the 
RNI bloc insists on its 
participation.

Tunisian Foreign Minister Khemaies Jhinaoui (R), his Egyptian counterpart Sameh Shoukry (C) and 
Algerian Minister of Maghreb Affairs, African Union and Arab League Abdelkader Messahel arrive to 
attend a meeting in Tunis.                                                                                                                                             (AFP)

Lamine Ghanmi

Algeria, Tunisia and 
Egypt hope to move 
towards a concrete 
resolution for the 
Libyan crisis.
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Lebanon

Beirut

S
etting up a state 
Ministry for Com-
bating Corruption in 
the new cabinet of 
Lebanese Prime 
Minister Saad Hariri 
has raised eyebrows, 
leaving Lebanese 

wondering how it is possible to 
eliminate widespread and 
ingrained corruption that has 
permeated the lowest level of 
society.

Corruption in Lebanon is not 
just about a few leaders at the top 
who crossed the line and abused 
their powers. It is about a sys-
tem in which politicians, public 
administration, parliament, police 
and the judiciary are involved 
in corrupt conduct. Nepotism, 
bribery, kickbacks, embezzlement, 
favouritism and mismanagement 
have become part of the daily life.

Coupled with the absence of a 
strong political will, transparency 
and accountability, they have 
greatly affected the country’s eco-
nomic and political performance 
as well as its reputation.

Past shy attempts to combat 
corruption were never serious 
enough and turned to be mere 
cosmetics to cover for bad govern-
ance.

Nicolas Tueni, the new state 
minister for Combating Cor-
ruption, said he is aware of the 
difficult mission with which he 
was entrusted. Coming from 
outside traditional political circles 
and as he said wealthy enough 
with “moral values” that make 
him “incorruptible”, Tueni was 
enthusiastic enough to establish a 
mechanism to combat corruption 
and take action.

“Lebanon is entering into the 
era of anti-corruption properly 
and surely,” a confident Tueni said 

during an interview with The Arab 
Weekly.

He referred to four laws “funda-
mental” to his ministry, including 
the law to access information that 
was issued on January 26th, the 
law against illicit enrichment, the 
law establishing a high commission 
for anti-corruption and one related 
to the protection of whistle-blow-
ers.

“Our duty is to set up the legal 
framework and enlighten the presi-
dent and prime minister on any 
wrongdoings or any tender that the 
government can engage itself in 
and lose money,” Tueni said.

Journalists, former civil servants 
and volunteers have been engaged 
in the anti-corruption drive, giving 
tips and gathering information on 
suspected corruption cases, the 
minister said. Civil society groups, 
such as Sakker El Dekkene (Close 
the Shop), have been active for 
years in encouraging people to 
report acts of corruption, which are 
documented and shared online.

Seven cases are under investiga-
tion by the new ministry, with one 
having been referred to Justice 
Minister Salim Jreissati, who 
ordered a look into alleged corrup-
tion at Casino du Liban.

“Any wrongdoing will be 
punished… Any file I have will 
go to the Justice Ministry,” Tueni 
assured.

The urgency in tackling corrup-
tion was probably due to deterio-
rating economic conditions. The 
situation reached an alarming level 
because of the spillover of the war 
in Syria, fleeing Gulf investment 
and tourists as well as the political 
disputes that paralysed the country 
for more than two years. A year-
end settlement led to the election 
of Michel Aoun as president and 
the formation of Hariri’s cabinet.

“We explained that the cow has 
no more milk… We are saying to 
everyone (politicians): If from now 
till the end of the year, you don’t 
solve the problem, everything will 

explode,” Tueni said.
Restoring confidence in Lebanon 

by acting on rampant corruption is 
a must if the tiny country expects 
European, Arab and other coun-
tries, as well as international or-
ganisations, to continue investing 
in it and refraining from shifting 
interest to other countries in the 
region.

The task is not easy, if not 
impossible, with the ruling elites 
and their protégés, many of whom 
have been involved in corruption, 
greatly benefiting from the power-
sharing system. Illicit enrichment 
is so blunt while a project cannot 
pass unless people in power secure 
personal gains.

The 2-year waste management 
crisis is one such example. Squan-
dering public funds persists in 
most sectors and is mostly visible 
with the failure in restoring a con-
stant power supply 27 years after 
the 1975-90 civil war ended. In 
2016, the state electricity company 
registered a deficit of $1.4 billion.

It is thus hard to measure the 
extent of corruption or estimate 
the losses. Figures provided by 
former ministers range between 
$1.5 billion-$10 billion per year. 
Tueni estimated losses in Lebanon 
treasury at $3.3 million.

Although he acknowledged that 
there is “no magic stick” to end 
corruption in Lebanon, Tueni ap-
peared determined to expose any 
corruption case, even if it involves 
officials and followers from his 
own political camp.

Setting up the anti-corruption 
ministry has been hailed as “a good 
but yet insufficient move” by Ziad 
Abdel Samad, the executive direc-
tor of the Arab NGO Network for 
Development. He emphasised the 
need for more laws to secure the 
independence of the judiciary and 
the financial inspection authority 
and for measures to stop squander-
ing, smuggling, taxes not being col-
lected and spending from outside 
the budget.

For Riad Tabbarah, director of 
the Centre for Development Stud-
ies and Projects (MADMA), the sys-
tem has proved to be “very strong” 
and facing “no major pressures” to 
change it.

“We have new things coming up 
like the oil that is a whole field of 
corruption that could last for an-
other 50 years,” noted Tabbarah.

That, Tueni said, would not stop 
him from trying hard to fulfil his 
new mission.

“Either I succeed or leave,” he 
concluded.

Dalal Saoud is the Deputy Editor-
in-Chief of The Arab Weekly. She is 
based in Beirut.

I n t e r v i e w

Dalal Saoud

“We have new 
things coming 
up like the 
oil that is a 
whole field of 
corruption.”

       Riad Tabbarah, 
director of MADMA

The hard and urgent mission of fighting corruption in Lebanon

Lebanese State Minister for Combating Corruption Nicolas Tueni 
at his ministry office in Beirut.
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The Lebanese have shown a humanity the West could learn from

W
hen war broke 
out in Syria in 
2011 no country 
appeared as 
vulnerable to 
contagion as 

Lebanon. The assassination of 
former prime minister Rafik Hariri 
in 2005 had removed the figure 
with the widest national appeal 
and clearest strategy, and tensions 
between Lebanon’s two main 
political blocs were rising with the 
regional divide between Shias and 
Sunnis, and between Iran and 
Saudi Arabia.

The main Sunni group, al-
Mustaqbal, supported the Saudi 
and US line that Syrian President 
Bashar Assad should leave power 
while Hezbollah, the main Shia 
party, committed fighters alongside 
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards 
Corps to defend Assad. As the first 
war refugees arrived in Lebanon, 
Hezbollah opposed establish-
ing camps out of fear they would 
become rebel bases and there was 
a wider Lebanese wariness due 
to the experience of Palestinian 
camps, set up impromptu in 1947.

As the war progressed — the 
number of refugees entering Leba-
non passed 1 million in 2014 — the 
Lebanese began to contemplate 
the effects of the arrival of so many 
Sunnis upsetting the country’s 
precarious sectarian balance and 
making the Sunnis a majority.

Aside from politics, the refugee 
presence has added to the pres-
sures of daily life. Electricity and 

water supplies were already woe-
ful. Cynicism of politicians and 
corruption grew in 2015 as piles of 
rubbish built up when the collec-
tion system broke down. Political 
wrangling centred on a new elec-
toral law, with no parliamentary 
elections since 2009 and parlia-
ment’s mandate extended twice.

And yet, somehow, Lebanon has 
held together. The country has 
absorbed at least 1.5 million Syrian 
refugees, about 30% of the esti-
mated total and equal to one-third 
of its own population. During 2016, 
there were more Syrian babies born 
in Lebanon than Lebanese ones.

To grasp the scale, just imagine 
110 million Mexicans arriving in the 
United States over four years — but 
remember that Lebanon’s popu-
lation density has reached 600 
people per sq. km compared to just 
35 in the United States.

In Europe and the United States, 
the refugee crisis has prompted 
a wave of racism and right-wing 
populism that saw Britain vote in 
June to leave the European Union 
and spurred November’s election 
of Donald Trump as US president. 
Yet the United States has taken 
only about 15,000 Syrian refugees, 
0.005% of its population and 0.3% 
of the total number of refugees. 
Britain has taken 10,000, 0.015% of 
its population and 0.2% of refu-
gees.

Of course there are signs of 
resentment in Lebanon, where 
the refugees’ presence has pushed 
up rent and lowered wages. In a 
country with 20% unemployment, 
Syrians work for as little as 30% of 
the rate a Lebanese worker expects. 
Some towns have signs warning 
“foreigners” not to be in the streets 
after 8pm.

Few areas are unaffected, as 
Syrians are throughout Lebanon. 
Expensive cars with Syrian plates 
are easily spotted in better-off parts 
of Beirut such as Hamra or outside 
nightclubs in Manara. At the other 
end of the social scale, the popula-
tion of the Beirut Palestinian camp 
Shatila, established for 3,000 peo-
ple on 1 sq. km of land in 1949 — has 
been swollen by Syrians to perhaps 
40,000 people.

Yet, overall, civil peace has been 
maintained. “I haven’t heard of any 
increases in crime,” one writer told 
me. “The Syrians have behaved 
very correctly.”

Unlike Europe, Lebanon has not 
been swept by malicious social-me-
dia rumours over rapes and thefts.

It is too easy to say this is due 
simply to the Lebanese believ-
ing the Syrians have no chance of 
acquiring nationality and therefore 
see their presence as temporary. In 
fact, this is far from clear: There is 
every chance that many Syrians will 
not return home, certainly not with 
Assad still in power.

No, the Lebanese have shown a 
humanity the purportedly civilised 
West might learn from. Perhaps 
this comes from the Lebanese own 
experience of war and why people 
flee. Perhaps they emerged more 
tolerant from their own crises.

Lebanon’s failures are real 
enough but its successes should 
be recognised and applauded. The 
Lebanese should be supported 
more effectively by the internation-
al community. Existing intelligence 
and military cooperation could 
be extended, existing pledges of 
billions in aid should be honoured. 
If Lebanon falters, many refugees 
will take a boat west and that would 
really be a crisis.

Gareth Smyth

View point
If Lebanon 
falters, 
many 
refugees 
will take a 
boat west 
and that 
would 
really be a 
crisis.

Lebanon’s failures are real 
enough but its successes should 
be recognised and applauded. A Lebanese Christian teenager dressed as Santa Claus, hands a gift to a Syrian refugee 

on December 24th, 2016, in a slum in the town of Dbayeh, north of Beirut.                  (AFP)
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Spotlight The Hezbollah factor

Beirut

A 

s Iran and Hezbollah 
gain strength in Syria, 
the Trump administra-
tion is signalling a de-
termination to roll back 

Iranian influence across the Middle 
East, reviving regional fears of a 
possible new conflict between the 
long-time adversaries.

Hezbollah, which has evolved 
into a powerful enabler of Iranian 
influence projection across the 
Middle East, looks set to be a prime 
target of US President Donald 
Trump’s administration, sources 
in Washington familiar with White 
House thinking said.

Iran has been put “on notice” for 
its alleged role in backing Houthi 
rebels in Yemen and for test-firing 
ballistic missiles in defiance of UN 
Security Council resolutions.

The Trump White House slapped 
fresh sanctions on Iran’s arms in-
dustry, is reportedly considering 
proscribing the Islamic Revolution-
ary Guards Corps (IRGC) as a terror-
ist organisation and to be mulling 
ways of prising Russia away from 
Iran in Syria.

Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasral-
lah described Trump as an “idiot”. 
Tehran shrugged off Washington’s 
tough rhetoric.

“We don’t respond well to 
threats; we don’t respond well to 
coercion and don’t respond well 
to sanctions,” Iranian Foreign Min-
ister Mohammad Javad Zarif de-
clared February 19th at a security 
conference in Munich.

Hezbollah is active militarily in 
three countries other than Leba-
non: Syria, with a full-blown mili-
tary intervention to prop up Presi-
dent Bashar Assad; Iraq, where a 
few hundred Hezbollah fighters are 
training Shia militias; and Yemen, 
where it is covertly training Houthi 

fighters battling a Saudi-led coali-
tion.

The challenge facing Trump’s ad-
ministration is how to dent Iran’s 
reach across the embattled region 
without triggering further destabi-
lising conflict.

Trump has stated that his main 
foreign policy goal is to destroy the 
Islamic State (ISIS). But Iran and 
Hezbollah are actively engaged in 
battling ISIS.

Some administration officials 
propose splitting Russia from Iran 
in Syria, weakening Tehran in what 
it considers key strategic territory.

Tehran has invested heavily in 
treasure and troops in saving As-
sad. Russia’s 2015 military inter-
vention in Syria tipped the balance 
in Assad’s favour after six years of 
war but it is too soon for either Teh-
ran or Moscow to claim victory.

If Iran was pressured to with-
draw from Syria, Russia would 
have to fill the vacuum with its 
own troops, something Russian 
President Vladimir Putin wishes to 
avoid.

Russia and Iran have mutual in-
terests in Syria and, even if those 
interests are not ultimately com-
patible, they continue to need 
each other, making the likelihood 
of the United States being able to 
persuade Moscow to break its bat-
tlefield alliance with Iran unlikely.

“The Russo-Iranian coalition 
will no doubt eventually fracture, 
as most interest-based coalitions 
ultimately do,” Frederick W. Ka-
gan, director of the Critical Threats 
Project at the American Enterprise 
Institute, wrote recently for Fox 
News.

“Conditions in the Middle East 
and the world, however, offer no 
prospect of such a development 
any time soon,” he said.

Yemen has been suggested as an 
area the United States could push 
against Iran. The United States 
supports the Saudi-led coalition 
that has been fighting there for two 
years to defeat Houthi forces and to 
restore the deposed president, Abd 
Rabbo Mansour Hadi.

Tehran provides support to the 
Houthis although the scale of that 
assistance and the strength of the 
relationship are debatable. Hezbol-
lah personnel are training Houthi 
fighters in Yemen and in Lebanon.

The United States has deployed a 
navy destroyer off Yemen’s Red Sea 
coast following a January 30th at-
tack on a Saudi frigate in what ap-
pears to have been an unmanned 
remote-controlled boat filled with 
explosives.

That is the first use of such a 
weapon in the Yemen conflict and 
has further fuelled accusations of 
Iranian support for the Houthis.

“I don’t know that it’s Iranian-
built but I believe that its produc-
tion in some ways was supported 
by Iran,” said Vice-Admiral Kevin 
Donegan, commander of the US 
Navy’s 5th Fleet.

Riyadh would likely welcome 
further military support from the 
Trump administration against the 
Houthis to deny Iran a potential 
toehold in Yemen but an intensi-
fication of the conflict against the 
Houthis will not only worsen an 
already calamitous humanitarian 
crisis but strengthen Washington’s 
other opponent in the area: Al-
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula,  a 
bitter enemy of the Houthis.

The Trump administration’s in-
vective against the Islamic Repub-
lic has once again awakened fears 
in Lebanon that Israel is preparing 
for a new war against Hezbollah.

Nasrallah addressed these con-
cerns in a February 16th speech, 
blending reassurances that Hez-
bollah’s deterrence against Israel 
would keep the peace with warn-
ings that Israel’s nuclear facility at 

Dimona and an ammonia plant in 
Haifa are vulnerable to attack.

It remains to be seen how Trump 
will approach Iran in the coming 
months but wading into the re-
gion’s bloody morass carries sig-
nificant risks for a president who 
preaches isolationism and who’s 
slogan is “America first”.

“We have to make a decision 
whether we’re going to get in-
volved in the emerging proxy war 
in a bigger way than we are today, 
between Iran and Saudi Arabia,” 
said US Senator Chris Murphy, D-
Connecticut, at the Munich confer-
ence.

Nicholas Blanford is the author of 
Warriors of God: Inside Hezbollah’s 
Thirty-Year Struggle Against Israel 
(Random House 2011). He lives in 
Beirut.

Trump set to zero in on Hezbollah in bid to curb Iran
Nicholas Blanford

A 2016 file picture shows a boy holding a poster of Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah (L) and leader 
of the Houthi movement Abdul-Malik al-Houthi during a rally in Sana’a.                                              (Reuters)

Wading into the 
region’s bloody 
morass carries 
significant risks.

The challenge facing 
the Trump 
administration is how 
to dent Iran’s reach 
without triggering 
further conflict.

Hezbollah’s latest threats: More rhetoric than action

S
uddenly, and without 
notice, the familiar 
sounds of escalation 
have burst from both 
sides of the Lebanese-
Israeli border. Are we 

witnessing a new explosive scene 
on Lebanese territory and across 
Israeli borders between Iran and 
its proxy Hezbollah on one side 
and Israel on the other?

It has been almost 11 years that 
peace and stability have been bro-
ken in the two safest zones in the 
Middle East — southern Lebanon 
and Galilee — but in early February 
US President Donald Trump made 
statements suggesting there is a 
new US policy aimed at limiting 
Iran’s influence in the Middle East.

For its part, Hezbollah is quite 
aware of the sensitivity of the 
international game in the re-
gion. Knowing that the United 
States had closed an eye to its 
involvement on the side of Syrian 
President Bashar Assad, Hezbollah 
carefully avoided even the slight-
est hint that it was targeting US in-
terests in Lebanon and the region. 
Its verbal diatribes were directed 

against Israel. When Reuters 
quoted a Hezbollah source saying 
it is warning Trump, the Hezbollah 
information unit quickly denied 
the allegation.

Hezbollah’s warnings to Israel, 
voiced by Secretary-General Has-
san Nasrallah, were also carefully 
chosen. Nasrallah always started 
with “If Israel attacks Lebanon, 
Hezbollah will retaliate”, then said 
Hezbollah had a few surprises for 
the Israeli Army and that Israeli 
intelligence about the party’s 
fighting capacities was weak.

In truth, though, the intended 
target of Nasrallah’s arrows was 
the region’s Arab coalition, in par-
ticular Saudi Arabia and the United 
Arab Emirates. It seems that the 
party reversed its position regard-
ing the consensus in Lebanon to 
revive the country’s relations with 
the region’s Arab states. Hezbol-
lah’s verbal escalation against 
Israel and the Arab states was, 
however, not followed by any 
action against Israel. Instead, the 
party continues to ferry fighters to 
battle zones in Syria, Yemen and 
Iraq.

Hezbollah has made fighting 
Israel its raison d’être. Respond-
ing to Nasrallah’s surprises, Israeli 
Defence Minister Avigdor Lieber-
man warned that in case of a war 
all institutions of the Lebanese 
state would be targeted. He did 
not mention Hezbollah by name, 

but Israel’s strategy is to make 
Hezbollah unpopular in Lebanon. 
Hezbollah knows very well that 
given Lebanon’s dire financial and 
economic conditions, it would not 
be easy to garner popular support 
in Lebanon and the Arab world as 
it did in the war of 2006.

Observers have interpreted 
Hezbollah’s media campaign as 
a manoeuvre to pre-empt any 
Israeli field campaign against it at 
Trump’s behest. Others see in it 
as a message from Iran reminding 
that it has a crucial role in ensur-
ing stability along the Israeli-Leb-
anese border. If its interests and 
influence in the Arab region are 
threatened by the United States, 
Iran is willing to take suicidal 
initiatives along Israel’s northern 
borders.

In Lebanon, two reactions and 
positions have emerged. The first 
was voiced by Lebanese President 
Michel Aoun, who is preparing for 
his party’s participation in upcom-
ing parliamentary elections. His 
objective is to ensure a Christian 
majority for his party and he needs 
Hezbollah’s political and logistic 
support. It is not surprising that he 
has sided with preserving Hezbol-
lah’s fighting power because the 
Lebanese Army is not ready for a 
war with Israel.

The second position was ex-
pressed by the Lebanese govern-
ment, which lambasted Nasrallah’s 

positions regarding Arab coun-
tries. Lebanese Prime Minister 
Saad Hariri qualified them as detri-
mental to Lebanon’s relations with 
its Arab neighbours. In a speech 
commemorating Rafik Hariri’s 
assassination, Saad Hariri said 
he would continue pushing for 
removing all illegal armed forces 
in the country in favour of the 
legitimate military and security 
institutions.

In Lebanon, it looks as though 
Iran’s interests have the upper 
hand over those of the Lebanese 
people. The latest storm kicked up 
by Hezbollah can only be under-
stood as part of a posturing display 
by Iran in reaction to perceived 
American threats. The Trump 
administration seems determined 
to stand up to Iran’s influence and 
role in Yemen. The presence of US 
Navy warships in the Gulf is a clear 
message that Iran seems to have 
picked up.

Iran’s anti-Israel rhetoric was 
absent a year ago. Waiving Hezbol-
lah’s flag, hosting a pro-Palestine 
conference in Tehran and threat-
ening to hit Israel’s Dimona nu-
clear facilities, in addition to the 
flood of insults to Arab regimes, 
are more talk than actions. Not a 
single bullet will be fired against 
the Israelis.

Ali al-Amin is a Lebanese 
writer.

Ali al-Amin

View point
Hezbollah 
has made 
fighting 
Israel its 
raison 
d’être.

In Lebanon, it looks as though 
Iran’s interests have the upper 
hand over those of the Lebanese 
people. 
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Jerusalem

I 

t has never been easy being 
a lawmaker who identifies as 
Palestinian in the Israeli parlia-
ment but now it is harder than 
ever, Arab Israeli MPs say.

In recent months they have seen 
their colleagues discuss banning the 
early morning Muslim call to prayer 
and vote to legalise the seizure of 
hundreds of hectares of Palestinian 
land in the West Bank by Jewish set-
tlers.

They have faced criticism and 
threats from fellow members of Is-
rael’s parliament, the Knesset, some 
of whom refuse to even speak to 
them.

Ahmed Tibi, a lawmaker in his 
fifth term, said the situation in par-
liament was at its worst since he 
was first elected in 1999, with ten-
sions whipped up by a “right-wing 
extremist” government.

“The Knesset is an extrem-
ist place. It’s not an easy place to 
work,” Tibi said.

The government led by Israeli 
Prime Minister Binyamin Netan-
yahu that came to power following 
elections in 2015 is widely consid-
ered the most right wing in Israel’s 
history. It strongly supports Jewish 
settlements in the occupied West 
Bank and east Jerusalem, and some 
members favour annexing parts of 
the West Bank.

The 2015 election also saw Arab-
Israeli parties form a common po-
litical front for the first time since 
the creation of Israel in 1948. They 
founded the Joint Arab List, a coa-

lition that ranges from Islamists to 
communists and even a Jewish par-
liamentarian.

With 13 MPs out of 120, it is the 
third-largest parliamentary bloc but 
is beset by internal divisions. Five 
other Arab-Israeli parliamentarians 
belong to other parties.

Making up about 18% of Israel’s 
population, Arab Israelis are de-
scended from Palestinians who 
remained on their land after Israel 
was established. They have full 
voting and legal rights but say the 
state systematically discriminates 
against them.

Tibi said the atmosphere in par-
liament was increasingly hostile, 
with some members even refusing 
to talk to others. He said tensions 
spiked during three wars with Pal-
estinians in Gaza since 2008.

“When there’s a war on, the Knes-
set is on fire — it’s full of racism and 
blatant aggression,” Tibi said.

His Jewish colleagues “did not 
want to hear the Arab point of view, 
or even to hear Arabic”, he said.

In December, the chairman of Ne-
tanyahu’s Likud Party, David Bitan, 
said he would prefer if Arab Israe-
lis did not vote, accusing them of 
“representing Palestinian interests” 
rather than those of the country of 
which they are citizens.

Tibi said he has been the target 
of calls for violence. Israeli Defence 
Minister Avigdor Lieberman once 
said he should be put before a firing 
squad, Tibi said.

“Every day he tells us that we are 
terrorists and enemies of the state,” 
Tibi said.

Sometimes Arab MPs score 
points. Aida Touma, for example, 
broke a glass ceiling in 2015 when 
she became the first Arab to chair a 
standing committee in the Knesset.

“It means big challenges, as I be-
long to a parliamentary minority 
and a national minority within the 
state,” she said.

The Arab MPs’ colleague Basel 

Ghattas is facing prosecution after 
being accused of illegally taking 
mobile phones to prisoners in an 
Israeli jail.

He partly lost his parliamentary 
immunity and was indicted after 
Zeev Elkin, a minister from the Li-
kud Party, gathered 72 parliamen-
tary signatures demanding Ghattas 
be thrown out.

Israeli law says such a vote can be 
held if at least 70 members support 
it but Ghattas is the first such case in 
Israel’s history.

Adalah, an Arab-Israeli rights 
group, accused the attorney general 
of failing to give Ghattas the usual 
30 days to prepare his defence be-
fore a hearing.

Ghattas said in an open letter to 
MPs that he was being subjected to 
trial by media.

Ayman Odeh, head of the Joint 
Arab List, told Israeli television the 
issue “should be conducted within 
the legal framework” and that Ghat-
tas must be allowed to defend him-
self.

Despite the challenges, parlia-
mentarian Abdallah Abu Maaruf 
said it was important that Arabs 
continue to represent their interests 
in parliament.

“We were living here before Israel 
was founded but now we are 20% 
of the population,” he said. “As citi-
zens, we have the legitimate right to 
work to change the policies of dis-
crimination against Arabs in Israel 
so we won’t leave this platform.”

(Agence France-Presse)

We won’t leave this 
platform.”Ayman Odeh, head of the Joint 

Arab List in the Knesset

For Arab MPs, 
Israeli parliament 
‘harder than ever’
Majeda el-Batsh

A 2016 file picture shows Jamal Zahalka, an Israeli-Arab lawmaker from the Joint Arab List, being 
taken out of the plenum in the Knesset.                                                                                                     (AP)

News & Analysis

In Gaza, the more things change, the more they stay the same

A look at the résumé 
of Yahya Sinwar, 
Hamas’s newly 
elected leader in 
Gaza, shows he is 
far from being an 

easy prey but rather a shrewd 
political and military leader. It 
has been reported that he has 
masterminded many military 
operations and manoeuvres 
from his prison cell in Israel.

Hamas’s new political chief is 
an old figure in the Palestinian 
Islamist movement. He has an 
intimate knowledge of Hamas’s 
internal and external deals. His 
record might suggest that a 
change in Hamas’s political and 
military choices is coming.

Sinwar planned and led the 
2011 Shalit prisoners exchange 
with Israel while incarcerated 
and acting as the elected leader 
of Hamas prisoners of Israel. 
Following his release from 
prison that same year, Sinwar 
rejoined the ranks of the Hamas 
leadership in Gaza and its 
military wing, al-Qassam 
Brigades.

Hamas is aware of the poten-
tial threats emanating from a 
new US administration keen on 
branding the Muslim Brother-
hood as a terrorist organisation. 
Sinwar’s election as the head of 
Hamas in Gaza raises questions 

as to the nature of changes that 
might take place within the 
movement, which is affiliated 
with the Muslim Brotherhood.

Hamas’s relations with 
neighbouring Egypt are also 
open to speculation, especially 
when the country is fighting 
terrorist groups in Sinai.

Hamas’s controversial rela-
tions with Iran also might seem 
likely to change.

Observers of Islamist move-
ments, however, do not believe 
in the possibility of real change 
inside Hamas, at least in the near 
future. Hamas refuses to forgo its 
Islamist agenda because it uses it 
for its own internal purposes. 
Hamas does not have a clear 
strategy for ending its disagree-
ments with Fatah, which con-
trols the Palestinian National 
Authority in the West Bank. 
Instead, Hamas keeps blocking 
reconciliation efforts brokered 
either by parties from within the 
Palestinian community or by 
regional or international powers.

Hamas has been in control of 
the Gaza Strip since June 2007 
following a bloody battle with 
the Palestinian Authority and 
Fatah movement. Hamas’s 
opponents say the fighting 
exposed the lies behind the 
movement’s religious and 
political discourse and initiated 
the downfall of its relations with 
the other Palestinian factions.

Regardless of the nature of 
Hamas’s discourse, the first 
victims of any likely retaliatory 
actions by Israel in response to 

Hamas’s future political and 
military choices are going to be 
Palestinian civilians. It is also 
these same civilians who will be 
the first to experience any 
changes in Hamas’s internal 
policies. The Gaza Strip contin-
ues to lack life’s necessities.

Hamas does not have a clear 
strategy guiding its relations 
with its Arab and regional 
context. The movement kept 
changing colours as events of the 
“Arab spring” unfolded. It had 
wagered on the rise of Islamist 
movements to power but the fall 
of the Muslim Brotherhood in 
Egypt was a painful wake-up 
slap. The movement was quick to 
condemn the coup in Egypt and 
now realises its desperate need 
for patching relations with Cairo 
since the latter is the key to 
ending the movement’s geo-
graphical and political isolation.

Hamas’s relation with the 
Egyptian leadership may seem 
back to normal. In reality, Cairo 
is following a traditional strat-
egy. It is working towards 
primarily making life easier for 
Gaza inhabitants. With Hamas, 
however, cooperation is limited 
to intelligence work.

It is expected that Hamas will 
continue to rely on its support 
system in Iran as declared 
recently by Mahmoud al-Zahar, a 
Hamas co-founder. The move-
ment is trying to adjust its 
positions, especially after 
Donald Trump’s election as US 
president.

Trump has made war on 

extremist groups his primary 
foreign policy objective and 
Hamas is cognisant of the risks 
inherent if the Trump administra-
tion declares the Muslim Brother-
hood a terrorist organisation, 
especially considering that 
Sinwar and Rawhi Mushtaha, a 
member of Hamas’s political 
bureau, have already been 
blacklisted by Washington.

Judging by the backgrounds of 
Hamas’s new leadership, it is 
likely that the movement will 
maintain its traditional relations 
and positions and will continue 
to rely on slogans of resistance, 
liberation and fighting traitors. 
This is the same path taken by 
Sinwar in 1988. His political and 
military past suggests that 
escalation both internally and 
externally is going to be the order 
of the day.

Through continuous internal 
debates and endless secret 
elections, Hamas is obviously 
busy putting the final touches to 
a new strategy. Khaled Meshaal, 
head of Hamas’s political bureau, 
spoke of “preparing a document 
bearing Hamas’s ideology and its 
political heritage”.

In the end, however, it is 
doubtful that there will be any 
real change in the essence of 
Hamas’s political discourse, a 
discourse mixed with religious 
overtones for political gains. In 
Gaza, the more things change, the 
more they stay the same.

Ahmed Fayez al-Qudwa is a 
Palestinian journalist.

Ahmed Fayez 
al-Qudwa

View point
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Islamist agenda because it uses 
it for its internal purposes.
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Istanbul

T 

urkey’s referendum on 
whether to accept a new 
constitution with a strong 
executive presidency is 
expected to be a very tight 

race, opinion polls predict, with the 
vote poised to become a plebiscite 
on popular but polarising President 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan.

The new constitution, which 
would replace one drawn up under 
military rule in 1982, would abol-
ish the office of prime minister and 
grant the president sweeping pow-
ers to issue decrees, appoint and 
replace ministers and reduce the 
power of parliament to scrutinise 
the executive.

Erdogan’s ruling Justice and De-
velopment Party (AKP) has equated 
anyone who votes “no” to the new 
constitution with terrorists loyal 
to the separatist Kurdistan Work-
ers’ Party (PKK); Turkish cleric 
Fethullah Gulen, who is blamed for 
a failed July 15th coup; and the Is-
lamic State (ISIS), which Turkey is 
fighting in northern Syria.

“To be honest those who say ‘no’ 
are on the side of July 15th,” Erdog-
an said in a speech. “Who are the 
ones saying ‘no’? Those who want 
to break up the country. Those 
who are opposed to our flag.”

Turkish Prime Minister Binali 
Yildirim went further, telling a 
meeting of his parliamentary 
party: “The terrorist groups are 
campaigning in chorus for the ‘no’ 
vote... My citizens are not going to 
stand alongside terrorist groups.”

The leader of the main opposi-
tion Republican People’s Party 
(CHP), Kemal Kilicdaroglu, ac-
cused Erdogan of using all the 
means of the state to achieve a 
“yes” vote.

“Provincial governors, the po-
lice, gendarmerie will all work for 
the AKP,” he said in an interview 
with German newspaper Süd-
deutsche Zeitung. “The AKP is 
using all the facilities of the state. 
Erdogan controls 90% of the me-
dia. Every hour of the day there is 
Erdogan propaganda. He has taken 
control of the judiciary. Anyone 
who complains lives with the fear 
of being jailed. Right now we are 
living in a climate of fear.”

European leaders have warned 

against any undermining of de-
mocracy in Turkey.

“In a time of far-reaching political 
change everything must be done to 
preserve the division of powers, the 
freedom of opinion and diversity in 
society,” German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel said at an early February 
news conference while standing 
alongside Erdogan. “Opposition 
belongs to a democracy and we all 
experience that every day.”

A “no” vote would strengthen 
democracy Kilicdaroglu said and 
demonstrate to Erdogan the limits 
of his power. “There is no place for 
dictatorship in the 21st century,” he 
said.

Reliable independent opinion 
polls are hard to come by in Turkey. 
Those polls touted by the AKP put 
the “yes” vote ahead with about 
55% of the vote; the opposition 
claims its pollsters predict the “no” 
vote winning by a similar margin.

There is evidence, however, that 
Erdogan’s push for more powers 
may be alienating some of his usual 
supporters. Pro-AKP pollster ANAR 
said that up to 35% of AKP voters 
said they were reluctant to back the 
constitutional changes.

Surveys show that Erdogan’s 
heavy campaign focus in the June 
2015 general election on winning 
enough seats in parliament to 
change the constitution without 
a referendum was a factor in the 
AKP’s failure to win a majority in 
parliament for the first time since 
it came to power in 2002. The par-
ty shifted its focus to security and 
regained a majority in a November 
2015 general election re-run.

Even Erdogan admitted that he 
has some work to convince wary 
voters.

“At this moment, I don’t think 
our people have come to the point 
where they can understand the 
presidential system clearly,” he told 
reporters.

No doubt with this in mind, Er-
dogan had rallies in five Turkish cit-
ies over three days in mid-February 
and there were plans for him to at-
tend 30 more to drum up support 
before the April 16th referendum.

Opposition parties are hampered 
by the state of emergency declared 
after the July failed coup and re-
newed twice since then that gives 
authorities wide powers to clamp 
down on protests. Even isolated 
demonstrations by students against 
the dismissal of university teachers 
in the post-coup crackdown have 
been confronted by police firing 
tear gas.

Using emergency powers, Erdog-
an suspended rules that demand 
television stations give a fair bal-
ance of political views. Dozens of 
newspapers have been closed and 
more than 150 journalists are jailed, 
more than in any other country.

Meanwhile, 13 members of parlia-
ment for the pro-Kurdish Peoples’ 
Democracy Party (HDP) were jailed 
and are facing charges of having 
links to the PKK. The crackdown 
could hurt government support 
even among conservative Kurds in 
the region who traditionally back 
the AKP.

The respected, though leftist, 
SAMER polling organisation said 
that in the 12 majority-Kurdish 
south-eastern provinces 57% of 
voters would vote “no” and 25% 
“yes”.

Referendum set to be tight race for Turkey’s Erdogan
The Arab Weekly staff

The leaders of Turkey’s nationalist groups stand together during a gathering to launch a campaign for “NO” ahead of national referendum in Ankara, on February 18th.    (AP)
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A “no” vote would 
strengthen democracy 
and demonstrate to 
Erdogan the limits of 
his power.

Turkish-Iranian feud part of Ankara balancing act

A
mid growing uncer-
tainties in the 
geopolitical game 
over the future of 
war-torn Syria, the 
sudden eruption of 

tension between Turkey and Iran 
is just another phase of sectarian 
arm wrestling in the region.

During a recent visit to Bahrain, 
Turkish President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan raised the curtain. 
Talking about the forces that 
“damaged the Middle East”, he 
pointed at Teheran, saying: 
“There is Persian nationalism. We 
have to prevent this. We cannot 
just watch this oppression.”

These remarks were followed by 
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut 
Cavusoglu, who accused Iran of 
“wanting to make Syria and Iraq 
Shia”. Teheran countered when 
Foreign Ministry spokesman 
Bahram Ghasemi stressed that 
Tehran’s patience “had its limits”.

“We hope that such statements 
are not made again. If our Turkish 
friends continue with this 
attitude, we will not remain 
silent,” he said. The Turkish 
ambassador in Teheran was 
summoned to the ministry.

The exchange coincides with 
the rapid visits to Ankara of 
high-level US officials, including 
CIA Director Mike Pompeo and 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff US Marine General Joseph 
Dunford. That Turkish Prime 
Minister Binali Yildirim met with 
US Vice-President Mike Pence in 
Munich, where Cavusoglu’s Iran 
bashing was heard, is also note-
worthy.

Turkey’s efforts in establishing 
a balance between the two powers 
is at the very core of the develop-
ment. Having failed in its support 
of regime change in Syria, Ankara 
is in a fierce search mode to 
prevent what it fears most — an 
area of Kurdish self-rule along its 
border. In exchange, it offers its 
armed forces as some form of 
political bait to Russia and the 
United States, hoping to get a 
place as the third tip of the 
complex triangle.

Unhappy with the signals of 
warming of ties between US 
President Donald Trump and 
Erdogan, Russia has raised its 
hand by paying more attention to 
Kurdish demands. The most 
recent meeting in Moscow in 
which Kurdish representatives 
from Syria, Iraq, Iran and Turkey 
took part was seen as a counter 
move by Ankara and a new 
element for mistrust between 
Russian President Vladimir Putin 
and Erdogan.  The Turkish leader 
then moved to act much more 
generously towards the Trump 
administration.

Not much has been leaked from 
the meetings between the top US 
officials and their Turkish 
counterparts but the focus of 
Turkish rhetoric has been about 
an increased role in the Raqqa 

offensive against the Islamic 
State. The efforts with Russia to 
establish a ceasefire west of the 
Euphrates become complemen-
tary to Ankara’s strategy to bring 
the two big powers onto the same 
page in blocking Kurds from 
building autonomy in the entire 
northern Syrian zone.

Realising how solid Trump is in 
his view of Iran as the biggest 
state sponsor of terrorism in the 
world, Erdogan has been very 
swift to shift his well-known 
policy of confrontation towards 
Tehran. His move, he obviously 
hopes, will tip the balances off of 
Russia’s game making.

Erdogan may be reasoning that 
if a closer military and diplomatic 
cooperation to antagonise Iran, 
which Israel would support in 
significant ways, would also 
involve Kurdistan Regional 
Government President Masoud 
Barzani and energy prospects, it 
would end in a win-win for the 
United States and NATO and grant 
Turkey stronger leverage to block 
the Syrian Kurds’ moves that it 
sees as an existential threat.

Then, he has also the sectarian 
— Sunni — element in his bag.

That Erdogan made his remarks 
on Iran in Bahrain is no coinci-
dence. As Turkish journalist 
Serkan Demirtas pointed out in 
the Hurriyet Daily News: “Erdog-
an’s tour to the Gulf countries, 
where he had extensive talks with 
the leaders of Saudi Arabia, Qatar 
and Bahrain, should also be 
regarded complementary to 
Ankara’s efforts to influence 

Trump’s future Middle East 
policies…

“This is a clear attempt to widen 
a potential Ankara-Washington 
cooperation with the inclusion of 
the rich Gulf countries… It’s still 
early to see this as an intention to 
create a joint block with Gulf 
countries against Iran but is 
sufficient to draw Tehran’s 
criticism.”

Will Erdogan’s efforts to bring 
Turkey back into the big game 
work? Much, almost all, depends 
on whether he and Trump strike a 
bargain. Even then, they may fall 
short.

“The perplexing question is how 
long Turkey will be able to manage 
the divergent interests of the US 
and Russia,” wrote Metin Gurcan, 
a Turkish military analyst. 
“Whether Turkey will opt for close 
cooperation with Russia or the 
United States in northern Syria is 
not a routine foreign policy 
decision but a major one that will 
certainly determine the route 
Turkey will be following in years 
to come.”

One consequence would be a 
fallout with Tehran. Given how 
masterfully Iran has played its 
cards since second Gulf War, the 
only great certainty is the tight-
rope walk of Ankara. The cancella-
tion of the Turkish-Iran Business 
Forum in Tehran, with a potential 
of $30 billion in trade, is only an 
early sign.

Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish journal-
ist and occasional contributor to 
The Arab Weekly.

Yavuz Baydar

View point
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Ankara seeks to prevent what it 
fears most — Kurdish self-rule 
along its border.
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E 

mmanuel Macron is the 
man who may become 
president of France. The 
39-year-old centrist, an 
independent running an 

insurgent campaign, is also the man 
who may end up handing the keys 
to Paris’s Élysée Palace to the Na-
tional Front’s Marine Le Pen. One 
thing is certain though, nobody ex-
pected this.

Macron and Le Pen are the front 
runners ahead of the April 23rd 
French presidential election af-
ter the Republican Party nominee 
François Fillon’s polling numbers 
collapsed amid a corruption scan-
dal. Eight weeks before the elec-
tion, and unless France’s embattled 
left and far-left can unite, Macron 
and Le Pen will likely face off in the 
presidential run-off May 7th.

What makes Macron different?
A former member of the French 

Socialist Party, Macron served as 
Economy minister from 2014-16 
when Manuel Valls was prime min-
ister. He resigned to launch his pres-
idential bid and his En Marche! (For-
ward!) Movement has been linked 
with “third way” politics similar 
to those promoted by former Brit-
ish prime minister Tony Blair and 
former US president Bill Clinton. 
However, in 2017, a time when such 
“third way” options may seem out-
dated, many fear that a surging far-
right could take advantage.

Immigration and security are 
clearly the main issues of the elec-
tion. It is on these issues that Ma-
cron distinguishes himself from his 
rivals. Whereas Le Pen is calling for 
strict immigration controls and has 
promised an EU referendum, Ma-
cron has defended open-door im-

migration and called for closer ties 
with the European Union.

Speaking in Berlin in early Janu-
ary, Macron said France’s security 
would “not be better served by clos-
ing national borders” and called for 
an EU-wide solution to migration. 
Speaking in Algeria one month lat-
er, and with his fortunes in the polls 
rising, Macron made a surprise ac-
knowledgement of France’s contro-
versial colonial history.

“Colonisation is part of French 
history. It’s a crime against human-
ity. It is a real barbarism. It’s part of 
the past and now we have to look 
forward and present our apologies 
regarding those to whom we have 

committed these acts,” Macron said.
While his comments were wel-

comed by liberal sectors of society, 
they were greeted with shock by 
others, including his presidential 
rivals.

“Is there anything more serious 
when you want to be president… 
than to go abroad to accuse the 
country you want to lead of a crime 
against humanity?” Le Pen re-
sponded in a statement. “By using 
this argument probably for basely 
electoral reasons, the crime was 
committed by Mr Macron. He com-
mitted it against his own country.”

Fillon also set his sights on Ma-
cron. “This dislike of our history, 

this continual repentance, is un-
worthy of a candidate for the presi-
dency of the republic,” he said.

Macron was unrepentant, saying: 
“We must find the courage to call 
things by their name. Are we con-
demned to forever live in the shad-
ows of this traumatic experience?”

This is not the first time that Ma-
cron has made comments that his 
presidential rivals, on both sides 
of the liberal-conservative divide, 
would balk at. Speaking at a rally 
last October in Montpellier, Macron 
acknowledged that the country had 
made mistakes in unfairly targeting 
Muslims.

“No religion is a problem in 

France today. If the state should be 
neutral, which is at the heart of sec-
ularism, we have a duty to let eve-
rybody practise their religion with 
dignity,” Macron said

Le Pen may be ahead in the polls, 
while Macron is second — either 
joint second with Fillon or just 
ahead of him — but all expectations 
are that Le Pen will falter in the 
second round as voters other than 
those on the far right, unite against 
her policies. For Macron, he only 
needs to hold steady to become 
France’s next president.

Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab 
Weekly correspondent in London.

Centrist Macron eyes French presidency despite Le Pen lead
Mahmud el-Shafey

French presidential 
election candidate 
for the En Marche! 
Movement Emmanuel 
Macron gives a speech 
during a campaign 
meeting on February 
18th in Toulon.          (AFP)

Immigration and 
security are clearly 
the main issues of 
the election.
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Trump’s battle to save civilisation

M arine Le Pen, the 
leader of France’s 
far-right National 
Front, argues that 
Washington, 
Paris and Moscow 

must “form a strategic alliance 
against Islamic fundamentalism”. 
The scale of the threat should 
incite US President Donald 
Trump, British Prime Minister 
Theresa May and France’s next 
president “to move fast and 
together,” she says.

The French centre-right’s 
candidate in the presidential 
election, François Fillon, has 
published a book called Conquer 
Islamic Totalitarianism while 
France’s former minister for 
Europe Pierre Lellouche argues in 
his book, War without End, that 
Islamism is the 21st century’s 
equivalent of Nazism.

Lellouche, who is Jewish, may 
have forgotten, as has Israeli 
Prime Minister Binyamin Netan-
yahu, that the very idea of a 
Judeo-Christian civilisation 
would have been anathema to 
Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini, 
let alone to the many former 
followers of Vichy, who remain 
the bedrock of Le Pen’s support-
ers.

If European and US political 
leaders think of the West as 
Judeo-Christian, it makes sense 
for them to ally with Russian 

President Vladimir Putin, who is 
close to the Orthodox Church, 
culturally conservative and does 
not shy from using torture, 
fragmentation bombs and the like 
when fighting Islamists in 
Chechnya and Syria.

They could do worse than to 
remember that the founder of the 
National Front — Le Pen’s father, 
Jean-Marie — volunteered to fight 
the so-called rebels in Algeria, 
then a French colony, and tor-
tured Muslims with his own 
hands.

Trump’s now-ditched national 
security adviser Michael Flynn 
argues in The Field of Fight that 
the United States is “in a world 
war against a messianic mass 
movement of evil people, most of 
them inspired by a totalitarian 
ideology: Radical Islam”. The 
president’s chief strategist Steve 
Bannon shares such views as do 
other like-minded ideologues in 
Washington, such as Frank 
Gaffney and Michael Ledeen.

They would not subscribe to the 
late president Ronald Reagan’s 
vow to defend the “free world”; 
they believe they are defending 
the “civilised world”.

These politicians have fallen 
into the trap that Osama bin Laden 
sprang on the United States and 
the West when he launched 
attacks on New York and the 
Pentagon on 9/11. Bin Laden may 
be dead and dumped in the deep 
blue sea but he has won a posthu-
mous victory.

As Europe and the United States 
become more hostile to the 
Muslim world, travel restrictions 

and immigration controls on 
refugees from Muslim countries 
are likely to grow. Craving for 
security and cultural homogeneity 
are the hallmarks of the second 
decade of the 21st century. They 
are expressed by parties across 
Europe from the party led by Geert 
Wilders in Holland to the Alterna-
tive for Germany party, which 
could well become the first 
far-right party to enter that 
country’s parliament since 1945. 
The consequences of such a 
crusade are all too predictable.

The Middle East is the scene of 
bloody mayhem pitting any 
number of economic interests and 
tribes, both regional and interna-
tional, against one another. The 
Sunni-Shia divide that has been 
fuelled by Saudi Arabia adds to the 
confusion as does the intense 
hostility shared by that country, 
Israel and the United States to 
Iran. This is a fraught alliance, 
considering the degree of anti-
Semitism Saudi Wahhabi preach-
ing has fuelled across the world 
since 1979. If the price of oil stays 
at current levels, Saudi Arabia 
could be seriously affected and, in 
the view of some seasoned 
observers of the kingdom, begin to 
unravel.

As Iran has spread its influence 
through Iraq and Syria to Lebanon, 
any attempt to push it back would 
provoke a furious backlash. Iran is 
not without friends in India and 
Russia and, having withstood the 
pressure of Western-imposed 
sanctions, it could no doubt hold 
its own in any new conflict. 
Pakistan has all the makings of a 

failed state.
The consequences in Europe, 

where France, Britain and Ger-
many have sizeable Muslim 
populations, are also dire. Many 
are educated and well-integrated; 
others poor and ghettoised. Were 
Le Pen to come to power, civil war 
cannot be ruled out in France. 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
has paid a heavy price for her 
decision to let in a million refu-
gees to Germany in 2015. Some 
British ministers are convinced 
that hostility to immigration from 
the Islamic world, rather than 
Europe, explains Brexit. Were 
politicians who trade in the same 
ideas as Trump, Fillon and Le Pen 
to gain greater influence, the stage 
could be set for a more general 
hostility towards North Africa and 
the Middle East.

In such circumstances it is 
unlikely European citizens of Mus-
lim extraction, let alone major 
Middle Eastern countries, will not 
react. Trump has admirers in 
Europe, indeed as far afield as 
Israel and India. However, Europe, 
where the population continues to 
age, cannot look forward to a 
stable future if important political 
leaders start conflating not just 
Islamism but also Islam with 
Nazism.

Confrontation across the 
Mediterranean would spell 
disaster for continental Europe 
but also in the medium term for 
Israel.

Francis Ghilès is an associate 
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for 
International Affairs.
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disaster for continental Europe.
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A 

lthough there are only 
50,000 ethnic Arabs in 
Cuba — out of a popu-
lation of 11.3 million 
— two highly visible 

institutions give the island coun-
try’s Arab community a presence 
out of proportion to its numbers: 
Casa de los Arabes, the country’s 
first ethnographic museum in Ha-
vana’s renovated La Habana Vieja; 
and Union Arabe de Cuba, which is 
dedicated to preserving and pro-
moting the customs, culture and 
identity of Cuba’s very assimilated 
Arab inhabitants.

Internationalism has long been 
an integral part of Cuban identity 
and Casa de los Arabes, though 
apolitical in nature, is an out-
growth of that concept, said Jac-
queline Diaz, a researcher and 
administrator of the 34-year-old 
institution.

“Because of the ethnic mix of 
Cuban society and certain political 
developments,” Diaz said, “inter-
nationalism is very real to us.”

Not far from the 17th-century 
mansion that houses the museum 
is the headquarters of the Union 
Arabe de Cuba, still presided over 
by its founder Alfredo Deriche Gut-
ierrez, a retired engineer and busi-
nessman who in 1956 established 
the Sociedad Palestino de Cuba, 
which would later form part of the 
Union Arabe.

“It was at the time of the Suez 
Canal crisis that I called the first 
meeting of the Sociedad Palestino 
de Cuba when I was just 14 years 
old,” Gutierrez recalled. “My father 
was Palestinian and I was keenly 

interested in the events taking 
place in that part of the world.”

In 1979, during the sixth sum-
mit of the Non-Aligned Nations in 
Havana, the Sociedad Palestino 
merged with Sociedad Libanes de 
Cuba and the Sociedad Centro Ar-
abe Cubano to form the Union Ar-
abe de Cuba.

Gutierrez said the intention was 
“to create a union of Arabs that 
was independent of politics, reli-
gion, skin colour and country of 
origin”. The organisation’s stated 
intentions involved establishing 
relations with national liberation 
movements and supporting the 
Arab people and “their primary 
cause: Palestine”.

Times, of course, have changed.
As the only Latin American 

country to vote against the parti-
tion of Palestine in 1947 and to 
establish early ties with the Pales-
tine Liberation Organisation (PLO), 
Cuba has been closely aligned with 
the Palestinian cause for decades. 
Gutierrez was instrumental in 
teaching young Arab-Cubans the 
principles of revolution during a 
period when Cuba’s close alliance 
with the Soviet Union enabled it to 
send doctors, public health advis-
ers and military trainers to other 
non-aligned countries in the Mid-
dle East and North Africa.

The collapse of the Soviet Union 
had a devastating effect on Cuba 
and the revolutionary zeal of the 
Fidel Castro regime cooled. Cuba 
retains strong diplomatic relations 
with Arab countries — and there 
are more than 1,000 Cuban doctors 
practising in Algeria. The days of 
sending Cuban military trainers to 
the Middle East are over, however.

Union Arabe de Cuba now is 
largely a social organisation, or-
ganising cultural events and 
dances — everyone in Cuba seems 
to dance — aimed at ethnic Arabs, 
many of whom have intermarried 
and blended into the multiracial 
fabric of Cuban society. Neverthe-
less, its founder and director still 
passionately addresses the plight 
of the Palestinian people, recalling 
the numerous times that the Israeli 
government denied him entry to 

the land of his father’s birth.
Cuba does not have diplomatic 

relations with Israel, despite the 
existence of five synagogues in 
the country, and Gutierrez warmly 
recounts the one time he was al-
lowed entry, finally seeing “the 
cave where my father and genera-
tions before him were born”.

Across the street from Casa de 
los Arabes is a large, well-main-
tained prayer room where Cuba’s 
Muslim adherents pray on Fridays. 
The Arabs who show up, explained 
Diaz, are largely from the diplo-
matic community and the small 
but growing population of Muslim 
converts in Cuba. It is not unusu-
al to encounter young women of 
all races on the streets of Havana 
wearing the hijab. Many learned 
about Islam from North African 
students studying in Cuba.

In early February, the first stone 
was laid for Cuba’s first mosque. 
“The widely circulated story that 
Turkey’s President [Recep Tayyip] 
Erdogan had promised to build 
a mosque in Havana just wasn’t 
accurate,” Diaz said. “The fact is 
that Saudi Arabia is funding the 
mosque.”

The majority of Arab immigrants 
arrived in Cuba between 1870 and 
the early 1930s, fleeing economic 
hardship in Lebanon, Syria and Pal-
estine. Many distinguished them-
selves in the wars of independence 
from Spain but their presence has 
gone largely unremarked, partly 
because of their rapid assimilation.

Unlike Brazil and Colombia 
where Arab immigrants have been 
incorporated into the literature of 
Machado de Assis and Gabriel Gar-
cia Marquez, Cuban writers have 
focused little on the group. Other 
than references in the poetry of 
José Martí (Let Us Be Moors!) and 
his contemporaries, Rigoberto Me-
nendez, writer and the director of 

La Casa de los Árabes, said: “It is 
possible that the early assimilation 
of the Arab community in Cuba re-
sulted in the lack of focus on this 
theme in local literature.”

Now, with tour groups regularly 
entering Casa de los Arabes and 

the public events sponsored by 
Union de Arabe de Cuba, the Arab 
role in Cuban history is getting its 
due.

Jeffrey Sipe is a New York-based 
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

The changing role of Cuba’s Arab community 
Jeffrey Sipe

A picture shows buildings that have Moorish-Arab architectural 
specifics.           (Jeffrey Sipe)

The majority of Arab 
immigrants arrived 
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the early 1930s.

The presence of 
Arab immigrants 
has gone largely 
unremarked, 
partly because of 
their rapid 
assimilation.
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Knowing the real terrorists

T 

he Trump administra-
tion took its first major 
foreign policy step 
when it put Iran “on 
notice”, a bold action 
that was swiftly 

followed by a new list of sanc-
tions on Iranian entities and 
individuals.

The US Treasury said the new 
sanctions were in response to 
Tehran’s “continued support for 
terrorism and development of 
its ballistic missile programme, 
[which] poses a threat to the 
region, to our partners worldwide 
and to the United States”.

This narrative change com-
ing out of Washington should 
be welcome news. However, the 
Trump administration and those 
affected by the malign actions 
of the Iranian government have 
a responsibility to explain the 
seriously destabilising nature of 
the actions of Tehran and what 
the world community can do to 
counter Iran.

The focus of the new sanctions 
is Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary 
Guards Corps (IRGC) al-Quds 
Force, led by Qassem Soleimani — 
the main perpetrator of atrocities 
and destabilisation in the region.

Al-Quds Force under Soleim-
ani directs Hezbollah and other 
related groups responsible for 
waging warfare throughout Syria, 

Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen and other 
countries.

In Syria, the Assad regime and 
its Tehran-supported militias have 
allowed the Islamic State (ISIS) 
to regain territory and extend 
its reach. The recent recapture 
of the ancient city of Palmyra by 
ISIS should demonstrate that the 
Assad-Russian-Iranian axis is not 
interested in defeating or destroy-
ing ISIS. Rather, they wish to 
defeat the Syrian people, humili-
ate the West and inflame sectarian 
violence across the region.

Many human rights organisa-
tions and UN agencies have re-
ported massacres, torture, forced 
starvation of civilians and other 
abuses by these forces across the 
region.

The terrorist actions of Soleim-
ani and his subordinates did not 
happen by accident. They are not 
used to protect a marginalised 
group or even to prop-up support-
ive governments. They are con-
ducted to advance the expansion-
ist revolutionary policies of the 
leading mullahs in Tehran and to 
sow sectarian dissent throughout 
the Middle East.

It is abundantly clear that Teh-
ran’s IRGC and its supporters in 
the regime want to export the late 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s vi-
sion of clerical rule under Tehran’s 
dominance throughout the region 
by creating an arc of control — the 
so-called Shia Crescent — from 
Lebanon through central Af-
ghanistan and then by destabilis-
ing countries in the Gulf to take 
control of the holy cities of Mecca 

and Medina, breaking the Saudi 
dynasty in the process.

In the short term, the most 
worrisome aspect for the West is 
that the actions of Soleimani have 
led directly to the creation and 
sustainment of ISIS.

Sunni groups in Iraq and Syria 
are being forced to rely on and ac-
cept fealty to ISIS. The alternative 
is a far worse fate under Soleim-
ani’s terror. This reality is clearly 
demonstrated in Hillah in Iraq and 
Aleppo in Syria.

The West’s lack of concern and 
in many cases direct support of 
Tehran’s militias have acted as a 
recruiting tool for ISIS in Europe 
and among disaffected Sunni 
youth.

The world must wake up to the 
main threat emanating from the 
Middle East. While ISIS has domi-
nated the news with its savagery 
and attacks in the West, it is the 
Tehran-backed groups that create 
terror on the ground and allow 
ISIS to flourish.

ISIS and the Iranian-Soleimani 
threat must be tackled at the same 
time: They are the two sides of the 
same extremist coin.

While world leaders were wise 
to force Iran to give up its nuclear 
weapons programme and approve 
an invasive inspections regime, 
the partners to that agreement — 
the United States, Britain, France, 
Germany, China and Russia — 
must not give Tehran a free pass 
just to sustain the agreement.

While confronting ISIS, the West 
must also put in place three key 
steps to contain Iran.

First, the world must give its 
full support to the Arab coali-
tion’s actions in Yemen. The 
coalition supports UN Security 
Council Resolution 2216, which 
demands that the Houthis, who 
are funded, armed and directed 
from Tehran, withdraw from all 
areas seized during the conflict, 
relinquish arms seized from mili-
tary and security institutions and 
return authority to the legitimate 
government of Yemen.

Second, the international 
community must stop support-
ing the Popular Mobilisation 
Forces (PMF), which are in reality 
simply Soleimani brigades. It 
must demand wider political 
reconciliation and constitutional 
changes in Baghdad to bring all 
communities into the political 
fold and with direct support let 
the Sunni tribes dismantle ISIS 
on their own.

Third, the West should de-
nounce Tehran’s role in the hu-
man rights abuses on the ground 
in Syria and assert that Tehran 
should have no role in the future 
of Syria.

Before being nominated as US 
secretary of Defense, James Mat-
tis called Iran “the single most 
enduring threat to stability and 
peace in the Middle East.” It is 
time for the West to acknowledge 
and act on this fact.

Paul W. Hamill is an adjunct 
senior fellow at the American 
Security Project and principal at 
Logan International Relations in 
Washington.

Paul 
W. Hamill

View point
The 
international 
community 
must stop 
supporting 
the Popular 
Mobilisation 
Forces in 
Iraq.

ISIS and the Iranian-Soleimani 
threat must be tackled at the 
same time.
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Beirut

I 

raq is the second largest oil 
producer in the Organisation 
of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC). Iraqi crude 
oil reserves stand at 143 billion 

barrels, representing about 9% of 
global reserves and ranking fifth 
globally.

Iraqi crude oil production has 
averaged more than 3 million bar-
rels per day (bpd) in the past two 
years. Approximately 3.6 mil-
lion-3.8 million bpd are produced 
from the southern fields and about 
450,000 bpd are produced in the 
north by the Kurdistan Regional 
Government (KRG) and the North 
Oil Company, which is owned and 
operated by the federal govern-
ment.

The Islamic State (ISIS) ran-
sacked and destroyed the 310,000 
bpd Baiji refinery, Iraq’s largest 
and most modern. ISIS burned a 
large number of al-Qayara wells, 
causing an environmental crisis in 
north-central Iraq.

Since the 2003 invasion, Iraq’s 
oil industry has suffered scores 
of attacks on facilities, corruption 
and smuggling of crude oil and 
petroleum products. There have 
been chronic problems between 
the KRG and the federal govern-
ment. The KRG undertook an inde-
pendent oil policy from the federal 
government, leading Baghdad to 
cease paying the KRG its share of 
the national oil wealth.

Despite international sanctions 
imposed by the United Nations in 
the 1990s and the repeated attacks 
since 2003, Iraq’s oil production 
capacity increased from about 2 
million bpd to more than 3.5 mil-
lion bpd.

US President Donald Trump ad-
vocated during the election cam-
paign that the United States should 
take Iraqi oil as a compensation for 
the approximately $2 trillion cost 
of the 2003 invasion of the coun-
try. The day after his inauguration 
Trump spoke at CIA headquarters 
in Langley and reiterated his call 

“to take” Iraqi oil to reimburse the 
United States for the invasion and 
to stop ISIS from benefitting from 
Iraqi oil funds

“The old expression, ‘To the 
victor belong the spoils’ — you re-
member. I always used to say, keep 
the oil. I wasn’t a fan of (the Iraq 
war). I didn’t want to go into Iraq 
but I will tell you, when we were 
in, we got out wrong,” Trump said.

“And I always said, in addition to 
that, keep the oil.

“Now, I said it for economic rea-
sons but, if you think about it, if we 
kept the oil you probably wouldn’t 
have ISIS because that’s where 
they made their money in the first 
place. So, we should have kept the 
oil. But, OK, maybe we’ll have an-

other chance, but, the fact is, we 
should have kept the oil.”

These are uncertain times in in-
ternational politics. Trump’s ad-
ministration has daily surprises, 
domestically and internationally, 
starting with building the wall on 
the border with Mexico and inflam-
ing the Islamophobia campaign 
with regulations for the entry of 
citizens from seven Muslim-ma-
jority countries and blocking the 
entry of Syrian refugees.

Trump has ignored the fact that 
the UN Charter and other interna-
tional documents have abolished 
since 1945 the principle of “to the 
victors go the spoils”.

The US president also ignored 
the fact that the United States was 

not asked by the Iraqi authorities 
to send troops to their country, nor 
did the United States obtain UN 
Security Council approval for the 
invasion.  The US or UN teams did 
not find weapons of mass destruc-
tion, the casus belli.

Trump also got his facts wrong 
about ISIS financing. ISIS was be-
ing financed while in Syria, more 
than a year before it occupied Mo-
sul in June 2014. ISIS did not oc-

cupy the southern Iraqi oil fields or 
fields controlled by the KRG. Its ex-
ploitation of Iraqi oil was minimal. 
It is not the original or main source 
of its financing.

If Trump plans to go ahead “to 
try another chance to take Iraqi 
oil”, he will ignite a new war in 
Iraq. A US annexation of Iraq or its 
oil fields would ignite armed con-
flict in the country, lead to the rise 
of new militias and the destruction 
of facilities in the fields.

An overt call to take the Iraqi oil 
fields would cause a national rally 
in Iraq, despite the many confes-
sional splits.

Walid Khadduri is a Beirut-based 
Iraqi writer on energy affairs.

Washington

N 

ews that Saudi Aramco 
is preparing for its first 
sale of riyal-denom-
inated Islamic bonds 
followed by sales of 

dollar-denominated bonds raised 
questions about why the Saudi 
state oil conglomerate wants to 
raise a reported $10 billion in 2017.

At closer examination, however, 
the bond sales seem as much in-
tended to satisfy transparency 
concerns prior to Saudi Aramco’s 
international public offering (IPO) 
scheduled for next year as they are 
to raise cash.

Comments by Saudi Minister of 
Energy, Industry and Mineral Re-
sources Khalid al-Falih in early Feb-
ruary about the state of Aramco’s 
crude reserves and news that the 
company had selected key banks to 
serve in advisory roles for the up-
coming IPO demonstrate that the 
government is preparing to ensure 
a successful limited sale of Saudi 
Aramco in 2018.

Saudi Aramco has reportedly 
hired Riyad Capital and the local 
subsidiary of HSBC Holdings to aid 
the state oil company in the sale of 
Islamic bonds, or sukuk, by the end 
of June. Two other banks — NCB 
Capital and Alinma Investment — 
are also advising on the bond sale.

Though the bond sales would be 
the first for Saudi Aramco, two of 
its joint venture companies — SA-
TORP, the Jubail refinery operation 

between Saudi Aramco and French 
oil firm Total; and Sadara Chemical 
Company, the petrochemicals deal 
between Saudi Aramco and Dow 
Chemical, conducted sukuk sales in 
2011 and 2013, respectively.

Saudi Aramco’s bond sales fol-
low the government’s international 
debt issuance in October that gar-
nered Riyadh $17.5 billion, the larg-
est bond sale from an emerging 
market country. The success of that 
international bond sale prompted 
the Saudi government to curtail 
regular monthly sales of local cur-
rency bonds that Riyadh had begun 
offering to local banks in 2015 to 
raise cash to plug its budget defi-
cits.

However, Saudi Finance Minister 
Mohammed al-Jadaan said at the 
end of 2016 that the government 
would resume the monthly domes-
tic bond sales in the first quarter of 
2017 but would ensure that in doing 
so the private sector would not be 
crowded out or the Saudi banking 
system become too strained. The 
monthly domestic debt issuances 
had absorbed so much money that 
money market rates in the kingdom 
rose sharply, putting pressure on 
the Saudi economy.

As for the much-anticipated IPO, 
which aims to sell up to 5% of Saudi 
Aramco, Falih appeared to be stok-
ing investor interest when he said 
in early February that an independ-
ent audit of Saudi Aramco’s crude 
oil reserves indicates higher levels 
than the state oil firm’s reserves 
estimates. “So far, the correlation 
between what [the independent 
auditor has] determined and what 
Aramco has on its own books and 
announced in the past is very reas-
suring,” said Falih.

In its Facts and Figures for 2015, 
the most recent published, Saudi 
Aramco estimated that the king-
dom holds 261.1 billion barrels in 
crude and condensate reserves. 
Falih insisted that results of the in-
dependent audit would be includ-
ed in the prospectus for the IPO. 
The Saudi government has put the 
firm’s valuation at as high as $2 tril-
lion and there are predictions that 
the limited sale could garner Ri-
yadh as much as $100 billion.

In preparing for the IPO, the 
Saudi government will have to be 
transparent about Saudi Aramco’s 
assets, acquisitions and contracts. 
Listing on the New York Stock Ex-
change, for example, would require 
the state oil firm to comply with 
a spectrum of US securities laws 
applicable to foreign companies, 
which would require Saudi Aramco 
to make extensive disclosures.

Falih was perhaps alluding to the 
necessity for Saudi Aramco to open 
its books to external scrutiny when 
he said: “The foreign investor is in 
need of more information and we 
are working over the coming period 

to get assistance from specialised 
financial institutions to prepare for 
the IPO.”

Saudi Aramco chose New York-
based boutique bank Moelis & 
Company to serve as its internal in-
dependent adviser for the IPO. The 
state oil firm is also close to making 
decisions about picking local and 
international banks that would be 
involved in preparatory work for 
the sale.

Falih stressed the magnitude of 
the impending international offer-
ing, saying: “Even if we sold 5% as 
we intend, no market in the world 
can absorb an IPO of this size.” 
For that reason, he suggested that 
there would be “two, likely three” 

markets in which the shares will be 
listed, with the base listing being in 
Riyadh.

That is consistent with state-
ments previously made by Saudi 
Aramco officials who indicated 
shares would be listed on bourses 
in London, Hong Kong, Tokyo, New 
York and Canada. The determina-
tion for the Saudi government in 
narrowing the listings to perhaps 
just three markets, including its 
own domestic bourse, will be where 
Riyadh believes it can get the most 
bang for its buck.

Jareer Elass reports on energy 
issues for The Arab Weekly. He is 
based in Washington.

The huge risks of Trump’s call to ‘take’ Iraqi oil

Riyadh laying groundwork for Aramco IPO

Walid Khadduri

Jareer Elass

An Iraqi worker operates valves at the Rumaila oil refinery, near the city of Basra.                   (AP)

A 2016 picture shows an employee sitting near the Saudi Aramco 
stand at the Middle East Petrotech in Manama.            (Reuters)

In preparing for the 
IPO, the government 
will have to be 
transparent about 
Aramco’s assets, 
acquisitions and 
contracts.

Since 1945, the UN 
Charter has abolished 
the principle of “to the 
victors go the spoils”. 

Economy
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$10 billion Saudi aid 
set aside for Yemen 
reconstruction

Seven firms to list on 
second Saudi stock 
board

Yemeni President Abd Rabbo 
Mansour Hadi said Saudi Arabia has 
earmarked $10 billion in aid for the 
reconstruction of provinces retaken 
from Shia Houthi rebels.

Hadi said the oil-rich neighbour-
ing kingdom allocated $10 billion 
“for the reconstruction of liberated 
provinces, including $2 billion as a 
deposit in the central bank to shore 
up the (Yemeni) riyal”, the Saba 
news agency reported.

The president called on his gov-
ernment to focus on power, water, 
roads, health and education in 
retaken areas.

Pro-government forces backed by 
the Saudi-led coalition took back 
five southern provinces from the 
rebels in 2015 but Houthis con-
trol Sana’a and much of northern 
Yemen.
(Agence France-Presse)

Briefs

F 

acing a falling currency, 
rising inflation and low 
foreign investment, Tur-
key has shifted its shares 
in flagship state compa-

nies to a sovereign wealth fund 
in an effort to access new lines of 
credit and try to revive the flag-
ging economy with infrastructure 
mega-projects.

Lack of oversight of the new 
fund, however, has led to concerns 
at a time when the president is 
seeking sweeping new powers.

Sovereign wealth funds are typi-
cally set up in countries with a 
large budget surplus, such as Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar, China and Norway, 
to invest and save against future 
needs. Turkey, however, is strug-
gling with a big budget deficit and 
public debt, currently at about 
30% of its gross domestic product 
(GDP). International credit ratings 
agencies have downgraded Tur-
key’s sovereign debt to “junk”.

Turkey transferred its shares in 
Turkish Airlines, the Turkish state 
oil company TPAO, phone operator 
Turk Telekom, two of the coun-
try’s biggest banks, the post office, 
the state pipeline company and 
national lottery to the sovereign 
wealth fund in early February.

Set up last August with a modest 
$13 million, the fund was trans-
formed overnight into a holding 
worth billions of dollars.

Rather than using the fund as a 
vehicle for saving and investment, 
Turkey said it hoped to use it as 
collateral to secure loans for large 
infrastructure projects.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan oversaw an economic 
boom while prime minister be-
tween 2003-14 with a series of large 
construction projects built in pub-
lic-private partnership deals often 

awarded to companies known to 
be close to his ruling Justice and 
Development Party (AKP). Much of 
it was financed by debt.

But with the Turkish lira falling 
17% against the US dollar in 2016 
and a slowing economy, those 
companies are saddled with high 
levels of foreign debt. There are 
currently $38 billion in public-
private partnership projects under 
way and the state has guaranteed 
$12 billion of those.

The mega-projects Erdogan en-
visions to revive the economy can 
only attract foreign financial back-
ing if they are carried out by inter-
national construction companies, 
Atilla Yesilada, an analyst at Global 
Source Partners, wrote in a note.

Erdogan’s “favourite domestic 
construction companies are too 
risky to be granted more long-term 
loans, while Turkish banks lack the 
balance sheet muscle to back these 
projects up,” Yesilada said.

The move comes at a time when 
Erdogan is seeking to consolidate 
power with constitutional changes 
that would enable the president 
to issue decrees, appoint and dis-
miss ministers, and declare a state 
of emergency. The power of par-
liament to scrutinise ministers 
and hold the president to account 
would be reduced. The changes are 
to be voted on in a referendum on 
April 16th.

The moves towards greater au-
thoritarian control, the threat of 
terrorism from Kurdish and Islamic 
State militants and the widespread 

crackdown on opponents follow-
ing last July’s failed coup have all 
helped keep investors away.

“Political and security develop-
ments have undermined economic 
performance and institutional in-
dependence,” said Fitch in January 
as it dropped its Turkey ratings to 
its lowest investment grade.

“While the political environ-
ment may stabilise, significant se-
curity challenges are set to remain. 
A constitutional reform process is 
progressing, which, if approved… 
would entrench a system in which 
checks and balances have been 
eroded,” Fitch said.

The transfer of assets to the sov-
ereign wealth fund is expected to 
mean a $267 million loss of budget 
revenue, Turkish Finance Minister 
Naci Agbal said.

Many analysts doubt the sov-
ereign wealth fund will help turn 
Turkey’s finances around.

“It is difficult to imagine how 
[the fund] is more than an account-
ing trick,” Yesilada said. “It doesn’t 
generate wealth but reshuffles it.

“Turkey’s problem is that its 
credit cycle has peaked without 
enhancing productivity or creating 
sufficient export capacity to pay off 
the loans. Inventing new gimmicks 
just delays the day of reckoning, 
but doesn’t change our fate.”

The sovereign wealth fund is to 
be supervised by a five-member 
board, all Erdogan loyalists, and is 

to be independently audited rather 
than checked through the High 
Court of Auditors.

“Presumably, it will be audited 
by an independent firm and its ac-
counts and activities will be made 
public each year. Nevertheless, the 
idea of such a huge magnitude of 
public assets being managed out-
side the traditional budget channel 
is disturbing,” wrote Yesilada.

Other analysts voiced similar 
concerns.

“The move is likely to increase 
political control over the compa-
nies,” Wolfango Piccoli, co-pres-
ident at Teneo Intelligence, was 
quoted by Bloomberg News as say-
ing.

“The government is currently 
struggling to finance a series of 
high-profile infrastructure pro-
jects; Erdogan hopes these will 
boost his domestic prestige and 
enable him to consolidate his grip 
on power through the introduction 
of an executive presidential sys-
tem with almost no checks or bal-
ances,” he said.

James Sawyer, Turkey analyst at 
Eurasia Group, said the fund was 
likely to be used “to ensure fund-
ing for infrastructure mega-pro-
jects continues at any cost”.

“This move will further cen-
tralise economic policy-making 
in Erdogan’s hands without any 
oversight,” Agence France-Presse 
quoted him as saying.

Turkey seeks 
fresh credit 
with sovereign 
wealth fund
The Arab Weekly staff

A 2016 picture shows people passing a money exchange office in 
Istanbul.                     (AFP)

Economy

Seven companies are to begin 
trading in Saudi Arabia on a parallel 
market designed to boost the role of 
small and medium firms, the bourse 
said.

The new market, called Nomu, “is 
an alternative trading platform with 
lighter listing requirements com-
pared to the main market,” the Saudi 
Stock Exchange, Tadawul, said.

Nomu requires firms to have a 
market value of at least $2.7 million, 
a minimum of 35-50 shareholders 
and at least 20% of shares publicly 
owned.

The stock exchange statement 
said the second market “opens new 
investment possibilities for listed 
companies in terms of diversify-
ing funding resources to further 
increase growth and business devel-
opment”.

Firms listing on the main market 
must have a minimum capitalisation 
of $27 million.
(Agence France-Presse)

Analysts doubt 
the sovereign 
wealth fund will 
help turn Turkey’s 
finances around.

T
ehran not only has a 
strong grip on Iraqi 
politics but also on the 
country’s local mar-
kets.  Since 2013, 
bilateral trade appears 

to be more in Iran’s favour.
While many welcome Iran’s 

strategic alignment with Iraq, 
their budding romance, as 
subsequent years show, lacks 
reciprocity. Endemic corruption 
and an unregulated investment 
climate in Iraq have empowered 
Iran to become Iraq’s most 
dominant trade partner.

As a first step towards expand-
ing commercial interests, in 2004 
Iran established a free trade zone 
in Khuzestan, straddling the 
Iranian-Iraqi border. The frontier 
was the site of confrontation 
during the 1980s Iran-Iraq war but 
now offers a lifeline through 
which Iran is reviving its economy.

An Erbil-based investor, who 
requested not to be identified for 
security reasons, said in a tel-
ephone interview that Iran owes it 
success to the post-2003 political 
elite that “dusted off the welcome 
rug” for Iranian investors.

“With the help of Iran-leaning 
politicians and militias policing 
the borders through which 

products are smuggled, Iran has 
swallowed the Iraqi market 
whole,” he said. “Adding to that, 
the war in Syria and the closure of 
the Iraqi-Jordanian Turaibil border 
means Iran stands undisputed,” he 
added.

“Iraqi ports such as Abu Flous 
are under the full control of 
Iran-backed Iraqi militia Harakat 
al-Nujaba,” the investor added, 
saying that the entrenchment of 
such groups along Iraq’s borders 
and ports has replaced the free 
trade zone

The circulation of Iranian goods 
was particularly contentious 
during Iraq’s sectarian tensions 
from 2006-09. In Sunni insur-
gency stronghold areas, Iranian 
goods were boycotted and anyone 
caught smuggling was killed.

Eight years on, Iran still has the 
advantage.

In a report published last June, 
the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace reported that 
trade between Iraq and Iran was 
$12 billion in 2015. The report 
predicted bilateral trade could 
reach $25 billion in subsequent 
years.

The flood of cheap, low-quality 
Iranian consumer goods into the 
country has been crippling for 
many of Iraq’s small businesses.

A factory worker in Basra 
bemoaned that local Iraqi indus-
tries were not protected. Tariffs on 
imports have been removed to 
maximise gains for countries, 
including Iran,” he said in a 

telephone interview.
The government’s inability to 

rebuild bombed factories has 
made matters worse.

Abu Ghraib’s dairy factory, 
famed for producing unrivalled 
Iraqi-style clotted cream called 
Gaymar, is on its last breath. A 
member of the family-run busi-
ness said the factory’s expendi-
tures were three times income. 
Factories such as the dairy in Abu 
Ghraib sell only Iraqi products 
despite it being more profitable to 
deal in outsourced goods.

Baghdad resident Nabil Salih 
said Iranian cars litter the streets 
of the Iraqi capital. “The most 
known is Saipa, recognisable by 
its yellow colour, and possibly the 
worst car ever made,” he said. 
“Then you have Iranian-made 
Peugeot and plenty more”.

London-based analyst Ahmad 
Mahmoud said: “In contributing 
to the destruction of state-owned 
factories and the local economy, a 
key contradiction emerges in the 
narrative Iran uses to justify its 
imperial adventures in Iraq.”

While Iran frequently cites the 
protection of Iraq’s Shia popula-
tion, religion appears to be little 
more than a cloak to keep its 
financial transactions under 
wraps.

“It is no coincidence that many 
of Iraq’s new millions are linked to 
Iran-allied Shia religious parties”, 
he said. “The same parties 
distribute construction permits 
and manage the pilgrimage 

business in Iraq’s southern 
provinces”.

Former Trade minister Abd 
al-Falah al-Sudani was appre-
hended at Baghdad airport in 2009 
after allegations of fraud in the 
purchase of imported Iranian food 
became public. While charges of 
financial corruption against 
al-Sudani were not dropped, he 
fled to Wembley, London, where 
he currently resides.

Iran similarly uses provinces 
such as Diyala as an open arena for 
smuggling arms, trading drugs 
and trafficking, analysts said. The 
province, as former governor 
Omar al-Humairi has said, 
borrows millions in electricity and 
other services from its neighbour. 
The porous border also permits 
Iran to funnel fighters that join 
Iraq’s Popular Mobilisation 
Forces.

Iran’s security and military 
cooperation with Iraq offers only a 
thin veil of its strategy of eco-
nomic dominance. Its economic 
overreach is not enriching Iraq’s 
economy but is weakening any 
potential for regrowth. The 
optimism felt since Iran stepped 
up to the role of protector in Iraq, 
has soured as Iraq’s dependence 
exposes a darker side of Iran’s 
hegemonic might.

Nazli Tarzi is an independent 
journalist, whose writings and 
films focus on Iraq’s ancient 
history and contemporary 
political scene.

Nazli Tarzi

View point
Trade 
between Iraq 
and Iran was 
$12 billion in 
2015.

Religion appears to be little 
more than a cloak to keep 
Iran’s financial transactions 
under wraps.

The dark side of Iran’s ‘economic overreach’ in Iraq
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Mecca

“S
ister, your hijab is fall-
ing off,” a woman told 
me loudly with a smile. 
We were in a swarm 
circling the Kaaba in 

Mecca’s Grand Mosque that pushed 
us ahead so quickly that by the time 
I thanked her, she was too far ahead 
of me to hear.

For a second I thought, “So what 
if my hijab is falling off? Is God re-
ally not going to appreciate me 
travelling all the way from London 
to Mecca for Him if my hijab fell off 
and I didn’t fix it?”

I decided to ask people why they 
were performing umrah. The word 
“umrah” means to “visit a popu-
lated place”. Unlike haj, umrah is 
a shorter pilgrimage that can be 
made at any time. It is not compul-
sory but it is sunnah and so highly 
recommended by the Prophet Mo-
hammad.

One woman answered me in one 
word: “Recharge”. I asked what she 
meant. She said the world is full of 
problems she faces everyday so she 
needs to get away and recharge her 
energy to deal with them. Energy 
for her only comes from God.

I wondered if the energy she 
was feeling was really from God or 
whether it was from people sur-
rounding the Kaaba. Some were re-
citing the Quran loudly in a group, 
some were speaking through the 
Kaaba to God and others were 
holding the Kaaba itself and cry-
ing. It was not just a case of walking 
around the imposing black-draped 
cubic building. Energy emitted 
from people or God lifted our spir-
ituality.

The woman was adamant: “The 
energy was from God and not peo-
ple.” She said she at first could not 
understand why non-Muslims can-
not perform umrah, as she thought 
maybe they might believe in Islam 
after visiting the Kaaba. She said 
later she understood why it would 
be a waste of time for them.

“My Muslim friend visited China 
and meditated with Buddhists. 
She came back and told me that 

she did not feel what they felt and 
just felt like she had a yoga session 
and nothing more,” she said. “That 
is when I knew the importance of 
believing and understanding the 
religion fully before performing the 
rituals, otherwise it will not have an 
effect on you.”

Another woman said she visited 
the Kaaba to thank God for every-
thing she has. As she aged and quit 
her job, she became more spiritual 
and had more time to think about 
her spirituality since she had fewer 
distractions.

“I am not really here to please God 
to reach heaven,” she said. “I do not 
think people have to come here to 
reach heaven. I came here for my-
self because I felt like it, not because 
God wants us to. We need God. God 
does not need us. It just did not feel 
right that I visited the Vatican and I 
do not visit the Kaaba.”

The first part of the umrah is to 
circle the Kaaba seven times. For 
the second part, pilgrims walk 
seven times between the hills of Al-
Safa and Al-Marwah to re-enact the 
search for water by Abraham’s wife, 

Hajar. The final part is for men to 
shave their hair and women to cut a 
minimum of 1 inch of their hair.

“It’s amazing that so many Mus-
lims re-enact the movements of a 
woman in history,” another woman 
said. “A woman who showed pa-
tience after God ordered her hus-
band to leave her and her baby in 
scorching heat and was rewarded 
with Zamzam water.”

“I really do not understand why 
people say Islam does not appreci-
ate women and they are not as im-
portant as men. If Hajar was insignif-
icant, why is everyone re-enacting 
what she did?” she asked.

For me, umrah was an easy way to 
collect points to go to heaven. The 
worth of your prayers is multiplied 
if you pray in the house of God and 
it only takes a few hours to complete 
the pilgrimage. It is an atypical holi-
day. I was staying in the penthouse 
of the Hilton with a lovely view of 
the Kaaba. The pilgrimage was not 
tiring and was just the right amount 
of exercise.

I particularly liked the commu-
nity feeling. Seeing people from all 
over the world who follow a similar 
lifestyle gave me a sense of belong-
ing in the world, a belonging I was 
yearning for many years being an 
Arab Muslim in Britain, living away 
from Muslim populated areas.

I pray at home, have prayed at 
mosques and have heard the ad-
han in many Muslim countries but 
the feeling of praying in the house 
of God was a very different experi-
ence.

I think Muslims should perform 
umrah when they are certain about 
their belief in God. One has to brave 
the flows of people, wait 45 min-
utes in a queue to merely grab a 
hamburger and show patience in 
long queues at Jeddah airport to be 
checked individually through secu-
rity.

However, regardless whether a 
person’s experience of it is good or 
bad, they will always return back 
home with something to say.

Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular 
Arab Weekly contributor 
in London.

Coming home from Mecca
Dunia El-Zobaidi

Muslims pray at the Kaaba as they perform umrah, the lesser pilgrimage, in the holy city of Mecca in Saudi Arabia.             (AFP)

Muslims perform umrah, the lesser pilgrimage, at the Grand al-Haram Mosque in the holy city of 
Mecca.                            (AFP)
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A young Arab-British woman’s account of the umrah

Umrah is a getaway 
to recharge energy 
to face a world full 
of everyday 
problems.”A female pilgrim

Umrah is the “minor pilgrimage” 
undertaken by Muslims whenever 
they enter Mecca.

 It is also meritorious, though 
optional, for Muslims residing in 
Mecca.

 Its similarity to the major and 
obligatory Islamic pilgrimage 
(haj) made some fusion of the two 
natural, though pilgrims have the 
choice of performing the umrah 
separately or in combination with 
the haj.

 As in the haj, the pilgrim begins 
the umrah by assuming the state of 
ihram (ritual purity).

 Following a formal declaration 
of intent (niyah) to perform the um-
rah, he enters Mecca and circles the 
sacred shrine of the Kaaba seven 
times. 

He may then touch the Black 
Stone, pray at the sacred stone 
Maqam Ibrahim, drink the holy wa-
ter of the Zamzam spring, and touch 
the Black Stone again, though these 
ceremonies are supererogatory. 

The sai, running seven times be-
tween the hills of Al-Safa and Al-
Marwa, and the ritual shaving of 
the head complete the umrah. 

In its present form, the umrah 
dates from Mohammad’s lifetime 
and is a composite of several pre-Is-
lamic ceremonies that were reinter-
preted in monotheistic terms and 
supplemented by Muslim prayers.

(www.britannica.com)

Umrah rituals
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Cairo

T 

hough it is not the oldest 
Islamic monument in Cai-
ro, the Alabaster mosque, 
also known as Muham-
mad Ali’s mosque, is the 

city’s most famous Islamic land-
mark, erected proudly on the high-
est spot of the Egyptian metropolis 
inside the ancient Saladin citadel.

“It is an exquisite piece of art. 
I have never seen anything that 
beautiful in my life,” said Clarissa 
Jabari, a 21-year-old artist from 
Colombia. “I have travelled almost 
everywhere in the world but this 
place has something special about 
it. Not only in terms of physical 
beauty but also for its spiritual sig-
nificance.”

When Muhammad Ali Pasha, the 
strong Albanian commander who 
ruled Egypt from 1805 to 1849, 
built the mosque in the courtyard 
of the citadel, the move was seen as 
a show of defiance against Istanbul, 
the seat of Ottoman rule.

At the time, it was not permissi-
ble for the sultan’s viceroys to build 
mosques with two large domes. 
This was only reserved for the 
mosques built by the sultan him-
self.

However, Muhammad Ali, 
known as the builder of modern 
Egypt, invited a Turkish architect 
to construct the mosque in 1830, 
insisting on building a copy of the 
two-domed Sultan Ahmed or Blue 

mosque in Istanbul.
Muhammad Ali did not live to 

see the building completed. His re-
mains were transferred by his suc-
cessors to a tomb to the right of the 
mosque’s entrance, which leads to 
its main section.

Hussein al-Darderi, a historian 
who guides visitors around the 
monument, said: “Muhammad Ali 
was keen not to follow Istanbul’s 
line at the political level but was 
obsessed with Turkish architec-
ture. “This can be seen very clearly 
here in this mosque. The Turkish 
influence is so palpable in every 
corner of this place.”

The monument was mainly con-
structed with limestone but the 
lower parts of its walls and fore-
court are faced with alabaster. It 
has a rectangular shape and it is 

divided into two parts — the prayer 
section and the courtyard.

The space dedicated for prayer is 
square and has a roof with a central 
dome that rests on four large arches 
supported by huge piers.

Abdel Khaliq Moukhtar, a senior 
Antiquities Ministry official, said 
the mosque is especially impor-
tant because, apart from 
keeping 
Muham-
mad Ali in 
memory, 
it shows 

elevated artistic standards preva-
lent during its construction.

“Besides, this mosque acquires 
its importance from the seminal 
political and military events that 
took place at the Saladin citadel it-
self,” he said. “The citadel was the 
centre of power for hundreds of 
years, which was why Muhammad 
Ali was keen to build his mosque in 
it.”

Four half domes are built around 
the main central dome of the 
mosque and four domes cover the 
corners of the prayer area.

“The central dome is unique 
both in size and shape and it is so 

similar to those existing 
in Istanbul’s 
mosques, 

having six 
medallions 

around it,” Darderi said. “One of 
the medallions has the word ‘Allah’ 
inscribed on it, another bears the 
name of the Prophet Mohammad, 
while the four remaining ones carry 
the names of the four caliphs: Abou 
Bakr, Omar, Othman and Ali.”

While mosques usually have 
a single pulpit, Muhammad Ali 
mosque has two in the prayer area. 
One is wood ornamented with gild-
ed decorations and the other is mar-
ble. The second was placed in the 
mosque by King Farouk, a grandson 
of Muhammad Ali, in 1939.

To the right of the mosque’s en-
trance, visitors pass Muhammad 
Ali’s imposing mausoleum of white 
marble covered with floral motifs 
before stepping into the spacious 
courtyard — 54 metres long and 
53 metres wide — surrounded by 
arched naves raised on pillars and 
roofed with small domes.

In the middle of the courtyard, 
the ablution fountain is octagonal 
and covered with a large leaded, 
domed canopy resting on pillars 
with natural ornamentation.

The ornate details of the mosque 
make it a popular site for tourists 
visiting Cairo, including Jabari, 
who was moving around the place 
in total admiration.

She said she knows Turkish ar-
chitecture by heart, having lived 
in Turkey for a long time “but this 
place is actually different, even if 
it was built to look like some of the 
mosques of Turkey”.

Mohamed Zain is an Egyptian 
reporter based in Cairo.

Mukhtara

F 

rom a distance, there is 
little to suggest that the 
building at the entrance 
of the Druze heartland vil-
lage of Mukhtara in Leba-

non’s Chouf mountains is a mosque.
After all, despite practising a faith 

that is an offshoot of Shia Islam, the 
Druze do not worship at mosques 
and the building strays far from the 
traditional rendering of a Muslim 
prayer house.

The Amir Shakib Arslan mosque, 
however, is intended to make visi-
tors reflect on religion and moder-
nity — and on the symbolic gesture 
of constructing a mosque in a vil-
lage whose residents worship else-
where.

It is named after the grandfather 
of Walid Jumblatt, the head of Leba-
non’s Druze community, who com-
missioned and funded the project, 
and replaces a mosque that once 
stood in Mukhtara but was de-
stroyed decades ago in a feud.

Its unusual design is the result of 
Jumblatt’s decision to give architect 
Makram el-Kadi free rein to reinter-
pret what a mosque could look like. 
Instead of the traditional domed 
roof alongside a minaret tower, a 
cage-like structure of white steel 
beams has been constructed to sit 
over an existing traditional Leba-
nese stone building like a “veil”, 
Kadi said.

At one back corner of the roof, the 
white blades of the structure bend 
up towards the sky in a tower that 
implies a minaret. Light and air flow 
between the blades, which contrast 
with the heavy sand-coloured stone 
of the one-storey traditional build-
ing beneath.

In places, the spaces between the 
blades are filled to create two words 
that can only be perceived from a 
distance: on the minaret above, Al-
lah and below, al-Insan or “human 
being”.

For Kadi, the project is the prod-
uct of years of reimagining the ar-
chitecture of the mosque.

“There’s nothing scripted, nei-
ther in the Quran nor in the Hadith 

that tells you what a mosque should 
be,” he said.

Despite the lack of religious con-
straints and the young demograph-
ics of Islam, the design of mosques 
has remained largely static.

“Given this big number of young 
people in the religion, you do not 
see as much experimentation in the 
architecture of the mosque as you 
would expect,” Kadi said.

Inside, the Mukhtara mosque’s 
walls are mostly bare and white, 
with the sun streaming in from a 
skylight cut into the vaulted roof. 
At the back of the room, where reli-
gious texts are traditionally stored, 
the word Iqra or “read” appears in 
wooden latticework, a nod to the 
first word of the Quran and a re-
minder, Kadi said, of the religious 
imperative to read, not merely re-
cite.

The interior is dominated by a 
striking carpet featuring an abstract 
black-and-white pattern — a first-of-
its-kind print of sound waves taken 
from a recording of Quranic recita-
tion.

“The carpet is a new kind of cal-

ligraphy, in the sense that it’s a 
visual representation of spoken 
language,” said artist Lawrence Abu 
Hamdan, who conceived the piece.

Moments in the sound waves 
where the word “God” appeared 
were removed, in part to avoid the 
possibility of visitors stepping on 
the word.

“But also to reflect something 
that’s very important in this 
mosque… that God is both con-
cealed and ultimately very present,” 
added Abu Hamdan.

For all the innovation of the 
mosque, it retains certain elemental 
features, including an orientation 
towards Mecca, which Muslims face 
to pray and, for now, a traditional 
adhan, or call to prayer.

Abu Hamdan produced a rein-
terpreted adhan, with the words 

spoken rather than sung, but it was 
deemed a little too avant-garde and 
has been replaced for now with a 
standard sung recording.

For Jumblatt, the project’s aims 
were twofold: To emphasise the ties 
between the Druze faith and other 
branches of Islam but also to pro-
mote religious tolerance.

Lebanon still bears the scars of its 
1975-90 civil war, in which all fac-
tions and sects committed abuses, 
and it has been rocked by the con-
sequences of the conflict in neigh-
bouring Syria.

“I think the message that we have 
to say again and again, always in 
Lebanon, is that it is a place of di-
versity and coexistence,” Jumblatt 
said.

“Lebanon cannot survive but 
through its diversity.”

The Chouf area where Mukhtara 
is located witnessed some of the 
bloodiest massacres of the civil war, 
committed both by and against the 
Druze. More recently, the Druze 
have been among the religious mi-
norities targeted for forced conver-
sions and expulsions by jihadists in 

Syria who consider them apostates.
For Mukhtara residents, the 

mosque is something of a curiosity, 
regarded as a gesture towards out-
siders rather than a potential prayer 
house for themselves.

“I haven’t been inside, but from 
the outside the design is really 
nice,” said 50-year-old Sabah Abdel 
Samad, whose pharmacy is oppo-
site the mosque.

“It’s something very lovely, pro-
moting pluralism and acceptance of 
the other,” she added. “Many of our 
Muslim brothers pass through here. 
It is a good thing for them to have a 
place to pray.”

Kadi said the mosque is an “act 
of bridging” between the different 
branches of Islam at a time “when 
such gestures… are rarely being 
made”.

“The fact that it’s done in this 
way, that it is done at this time spe-
cifically, sends a strong message: 
that there’s an alternative. You can 
be religious without being close-
minded.”

(Agence France-Presse)

Lebanese mosque that reflects diversity, coexistence
Sara Hussein

A picture taken on January 19th shows the exterior of the Amir Shakib Arslan mosque.                   (AFP)

The Muhammad Ali mosque inside the Salaheddine Citadel in the Egyptian capital Cairo.                 (AFP)

Architect Makram 
el-Kadi was given free 
rein to reinterpret 
what a mosque could 
look like.
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Muhammad Ali’s mosque, a Cairo landmark and a piece of art
Mohamed Zain

The ornate details 
of the mosque 
make it a popular 
site for tourists.
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Beirut

T 

he extent to which money 
has become ingrained in 
daily existence is a curi-
ous thing. A simple piece 
of paper can represent dif-

ferent things in people’s lives. For 
some, it may signify wealth, privi-
lege and power while the lack of it 
can result in a series of obstacles.

Although money has occupied 
an important role in society, equat-
ing it with the concept of value is a 
trickier task. Monetary value can be 
considered but what of the ethical 
value of money?

Value is a fundamental idea of 
Lebanese-Senegalese artist Hady 
Sy’s solo exhibition Sifir (Zero). 
Composed of an array of elaborate 
mixed media photography and in-
stallations at the newly launched 
Saleh Barakat Gallery, Sy scrutinises 
the socio-political role of capital 
and the way it shapes the world at 
large while considering its influence 
in the art world in particular.

Sy deconstructs the many forms 
that money takes, examining 
themes of love, greed, corruption, 
sexuality, violence, division and 
power.

“It’s to show the genius and ab-
surdity of human beings,” he said. 
“It’s an intellectual reflection on 
money in our modern society. The 
motivations behind that is to say 
what is the value of money: Is it 

physical or moral? Of course (mon-
ey) is necessary for happiness but if 
you don’t have humanist and moral 
values it becomes a cancer.”

The work was initiated in 2008 
when Sy moved to Berlin for an 
artist residency in the midst of the 
financial crisis. He noticed hesita-
tion among his prospective buyers 
and questioned the relationship be-
tween the value of artists and their 
reliance on financial support. “I said 
what is the value of an artist? It’s 
totally fragile, especially in tough 
times,” he said.

What emerged from his intro-
spection was Zero Dollar, for which 
Sy used the US dollar bill. The glob-
ally recognised currency is stripped 
of its value as the artist reimagined 
the bill and replaced its original 
contents with zeros. He infused an 
ironic element with “Truth or Uto-
pia” at the centre of the bill, elicit-
ing thoughts on the sinister nature 
of money and its tendency to mud-
dle reality.

“The zero that is nothing, is eve-
rything. It was very interesting to 
work on the (idea) of money in art, 
to understand what I’m doing and 
what I’m worth,” Sy said.

Elsewhere in the show, Big Busi-
ness, a large-scale series of photo-
graphs of bullet-riddled buildings, 
seems a familiar site from afar. Clos-
er inspection reveals the intricacies 
of Sy’s approach to address the im-
plications of financial influence. In 
a poetic gesture, the artist packed 
the bullet holes with money.

“The biggest business in the 
world is the business of war,” Sy 
said, “so that’s why unfortunately, 
there will always be war.”

Throughout the show, Sy offers a 
glimpse into an unhinged reality in 
which viewers are made to believe 
that money appears to be the ulti-
mate transformative force.

Yet this authority is simultane-
ously undermined whether through 
the reimagined commodities — such 
as a pharmacy logo encased with 
dollar bills or colourful trash bags 

filled with cash piled over one an-
other or skeletons resting atop a pile 
of money made of worthless cash. 
Viewers are reminded of the deli-
cate balance between what is sig-
nificant and what is devoid of value.

Essential to this idea is another 
issue Sy provokes regarding the cor-
rupting influence of money within 
the art world. There has been a 
notable shift in which certain net-
works of buyers have pursued art 
simply because it is a good invest-
ment. This shift has created debate 
among art world insiders and the 
public regarding what constitutes 
the value of an artist and an art-
work. When it comes to assigning 
value, is it dictated by the demands 
of the market or does the artist have 
the final say?

Gallery owner Saleh Barakat said: 
“I was interested in this project par-
ticularly because it is critical about 
the issue of the over-commodifica-
tion and over-monetisation of art 
today.

“There is this tendency within the 
art world where art is looked upon 
as an asset (and) an investment. I 
don’t believe in that. That doesn’t 
mean that we are against money. 
Money also has a lot of advantages.

“I wanted this critical show be-
cause I also believe that if art comes 
into the hands of people who have 
a lot of money and therefore (are) 
mostly interested in art as an invest-
ment, it will take (away) the power 
from the hands of the passionate 
people who defend art for its cul-
tural value.”

Barakat continued to clarify that 
“the difference between the people 
who are passionate about art is that 
we need patrons to support artists 

and artistic movements. (Mean-
while,) the investors are people who 
only look at the monetary value, so 
for them if something is going up 
they buy it, once it starts to go down 
they sell it.

“Art should be sustained, this is 

not how it should be treated. We 
cannot only be interested in the art 
that is a good investment.”

Jimmy Dabbagh is a journalist 
based in Beirut and contributes 
cultural articles to The Arab Weekly.

The art of reimagining the value of nothing
Jimmy Dabbagh

Migrants 2015 from Zero exhibition by Hady Sy.
(Courtesy of Saleh Barakat Gallery)
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Of course (money) 
is necessary for 
happiness but if 
you don’t have 
humanist and 
moral values it 
becomes cancer.”Lebanese-Senegalese

artist Hady Sy

Value is a 
fundamental idea 
of Lebanese-
Senegalese artist 
Hady Sy’s solo 
exhibition.

Casablanca

S 

umptuous fabrics, embroi-
dery, golden threads and 
colourful outfits stood out 
at the Caftan Fashion Night, 
which featured designs of 

traditional Moroccan fashion for 
women and men.

The event, organised by Osra 
magazine, showcased ten young 
Moroccan designers and their elab-
orate collections of haute couture in 
a country known for its lavish tradi-
tional caftans and djellabas.

The designers’ collections effec-
tively blended authenticity with 
modernity.

Iraqi-Moroccan de-
signer Sarhan Saleh, 
making her fashion 
shop debut, daz-
zled the crowd with 
a glittery collec-
tion.

“My aim is to 
highlight female 
beauty because 
women are the 
most beautiful 
creatures in this 
universe,” Saleh 
said.

Saleh used ve-
lour in various 
warm colours in 
her six dresses 

adorned with golden embroidery, 
keeping with the authentic tradi-
tions of the Moroccan caftan but 
adding a modern touch to the de-
signs.

“I can’t do without gold thread 
in my clothing line,” she said. “I 
preserved some basic customs of 
the Moroccan caftan such as em-
broidery but I altered their design 
by shrinking the sleeves, waist and 
bust and upping the shoulders to 
give a tailored dress that empha-

sises women’s lines.”
It took Saleh a year to 

design her haute cou-
ture collection in her at-
elier in Taza, where she 

was born.
The prices of Saleh’s 

dresses range between 
$890 and $3,000 de-

pending on the qual-
ity of the fabric and 
intricacy of hand-

sewn embroi-
dery.

Saleh de-
signs tradi-
tional dresses 
both manu-
ally and me-
chanically to 
meet the de-
mands of her 
customers 

in Taza where 
the buying 
power is far 
lower than in 

larger cities. She said her aim is to 
target the rich Gulf Arab market.

“I worked with customers from 
Saudi Arabia and the UAE through 
Instagram. The Gulf Arab market is 
very profitable because customers 
like extravaganza,” she said.

Designer Sofia Lahrichi from Cas-
ablanca displayed a more Western-
ised style of haute couture to fulfil 
her customers’ demands.

“My customers prefer robes more 
than caftans. My creations tonight 
cover both styles with a modern-
ised touch,” said Lahrichi, who said 
she planned to take part in fashion 
shows in Germany and Belgium.

Young women are her target for 
modern gowns with a traditional 

touch while she designs more tra-
ditional caftans for older women. 
Most of her dresses, which are pre-
dominantly black, were tailored for 
festive occasions with price tags be-
tween $800 and $2,000.

Abdelouahab Benhaddou was 
the only designer to showcase tra-
ditional male dresses because, he 
said, there was a shortage in that 
segment.

“My style is a bit funky but practi-
cal because I try to come out of the 
heavy traditional outfits to which 
we have been conditioned during 
our youth,” Benhaddou said.

“Today I’m bringing another vi-
sion of the Moroccan haute couture: 
Contemporary, colourful and easy-

to-wear outfits for young guys in 
order to conciliate Moroccan men 
with their traditions.”

The most striking moment was 
when a male model with Down 
syndrome walked like a star on the 
podium in jeans and a funky sleeve-
less djellaba.

“People with Down syndrome are 
part of our life,” Benhaddou said. 
“The era of the beautiful silhouette 
is gone. I’m a designer of all the 
people. I can cater for customers 
with special needs, too. There is ab-
solutely no reason to present only 
beautiful models.”

Benhaddou has been preparing 
to take part as a guest of honour at 
Black Fashion Week in Portugal.

Blend of 
authenticity, 
modernity at Caftan 
Fashion Night
Saad Guerraoui

Models present creations by Iraqi-Moroccan designer Sarhan Saleh.
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Jeddah

S 

audi Arabia’s first Comic 
Con exhibition attracted 
more than 20,000 visitors 
to a celebration of pop cul-
ture, comic books, movies 

and video games.
Saudi cosplayers, gaming en-

thusiasts and comic book lovers 
flocked to the 3-day event, which 
was organised under the auspices 
of the Saudi General Entertainment 
Authority.

Cosplayers depicting characters 
from the Marvel and DC cinematic 
universes were on display, along 
with pop culture icons such as Har-
ry Potter and Captain Jack Sparrow, 
from the Pirates of the Caribbean 
film series, as well as Star Wars 
storm troopers.

“This is great,” said Ihab Khalid, 
who attended Comic Con with his 
two sons, who were dressed as Iron 
Man and Superman. “A couple of 
years ago, we attended the Dubai 
Comic Con and they have been nag-
ging to go back ever since, so it’s 
fantastic seeing this here in Jed-
dah.”

“The minute I stepped in, I 
couldn’t believe this is happening 
here,” Fatima Hussein, who sported 
a Batgirl mask, told CNN. Abdul 
Rahman Bakhsh, 25, told the net-
work: “When you enter the tent, 
you forget that you are in Saudi 
Arabia.”

The mid-February event also 
provided an opportunity for prom-
ising Saudi comic book artists to 
showcase their work and partici-
pate in competitions. Gamers had 
contests, too, and tested yet-to-be-
released titles for Microsoft’s Xbox 
and Sony’s PlayStation consoles.

Besides a cosplay competition, 
Saudi’s first Comic Con had beat-
boxing and lip-syncing competi-
tions. Actor Mads Mikkelsen from 
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story and 
television’s Hannibal participated 
in a question-and-answer session.

The event did have its restric-
tions. A news release from the 
event’s partners, Time Entertain-
ment, said cosplay participants 
must be free of inappropriate signs 
or symbols that violate Islamic 
morals.

The statement said: “Participants 
must dress decently and never bring 
any sharp objects or weapons to the 
exhibition. Boys must not dress up 
as any feminine characters.”

Segregation of the sexes is the 
norm in Saudi Arabia and Comic 
Con had separate entrances for 
men and women but inside the 
event was mixed.

A social media campaign by re-
ligious conservatives linking the 
Saudi Comic Con to “devil wor-
ship” had no effect on the event’s 
popularity.

Reacting to the trending hashtag 
“Comic Con celebrates devil wor-
ship”, Majed al-Quaeid wrote on 
his Twitter account: “These kinds 
of hashtags make me sick and 
shows the stupidity of those who 
created it.”

This is one of the first instances 
in which the conservative kingdom 
embraced global popular culture 
and that is no accident. Saudi Ara-

bia is going through a historic para-
digm shift, which is being fuelled 
by its Vision 2030 economic reform 
plan.

An important component of the 
plan is the creation and promotion 
of a kingdom-based entertainment 
industry, especially during a time 
when austerity measures lead peo-
ple to look for forms of escapism.

In January, live concerts returned 
to the kingdom after a lengthy ab-

sence. Many from the kingdom had 
been travelling to the United Arab 
Emirates to attend such events. 
The concert, also in Jeddah, saw 
the homecoming of Mohammed 
Abdo — called the Artist of the 
Arabs — who performed with a 
60-piece Egyptian orchestra.

After decades of rumours and 
speculation, it appears that movie 
theatres are coming to the king-
dom. The chief executive officer 
of Arabian Centres, Saudi Arabia’s 
largest mall operator, recently re-
vealed that shopping malls under 
development by his firm would 
have space allocated for cinemas.

“It is new. It has been only a few 
months since the government has 
announced that it will allow cin-
emas in the country and that is 

probably one of the options most 
of our new malls will be equipped 
with — the facility to entertain,” 
Arabian Centres CEO Khaled al-
Jasser told Arabian Business.

General Entertainment Au-
thority CEO Amr al-Madani told 
Bloomberg News that by 2020 
there would be more than 450 
clubs providing a variety of cul-
tural activities and events in Saudi 
Arabia, creating 100,000 jobs.

The stated target is to double 
household spending on recreation 
to 6%. That would be higher than 
4% the US Labor Department re-
ports that Americans spent on en-
tertainment in 2015.

Omar Saad is a contributor to The 
Arab Weekly.

Tunis

I 

n May 2011, ultraconserva-
tive Islamists smashed the 
windows of Cinema Africa in 
Tunis, where the movie Nei-
ther God Nor Master was being 

screened. At the time, the movie’s 
director, Nadia El Fani, defied the 
Islamists and declared: “I do not 
believe in God.”

Tunisia has come a long way 
since then with religious freedoms 
protected as part of a new constitu-
tion but recent events showed that 
Islamists’ animosity towards artis-
tic creativity has not dissipated. 
They remain determined to censor 
Tunisia’s intellectual and cultural 
creations.

When Nejib Khalfallah, a thea-
tre director, borrowed two Arabic 
words from Surah At-Takathur for a 
play title, he was verbally attacked 
by Islamists and conservatives for 

encroaching on the sanctity of the 
Quran. Among the critics were Tu-
nisia’s highest Islamic authority, 
Grand Mufti Othman Battikh, and 
several imams.

Khalfallah had altered the title 
Alhakumu At-Takathur (Competi-
tion in worldly increase diverts 
you), leaving just the French sub-
title Fausse Couche (Miscarriage). 
Khalfallah’s move exemplified how 
artists in Tunisia take refuge in the 
French language when attacked 
by Islamists. In this case, a foreign 
language was turned into a wider 
space for free expression.

Khalfallah’s 70-minute play does 
not touch on Islamic or Islamist is-
sues. It is about the self-absorbed 
behaviour of Tunisian political and 
social elites and their neglect of the 
poor and less fortunate.

“I’m a Muslim. I respect Islam 
and Muslim traditions and rules,” 
Khalfallah said in interviews with 
local media. “I call on those who 
criticised the play to come and see 
it for themselves.”

The reactions to the play’s ti-
tle change were indicative of the 
daunting challenges that intellec-
tuals and artists face in Tunisia.

“The text of the Quran is sacro-
sanct and the basics of Islamic ju-
risprudence have no preference for 

using religious words and verses in 
intellectual works,” Battikh said. 
“We have to avoid giving pre-
texts to the radicals to protest and 
spread chaos and anarchy.”

Ridha Jawadi, an Islamist 
preacher, said: “We call for the re-
spect of Islamic morality. The use 
of religious words in cultural works 
should be avoided.”

Some in the theatre business 
have viewed the reactions as her-
alding a deeper societal regression 
in the Arab world, not just in Tuni-
sia.

“At the heat of the crisis, it is not 
easy to negotiate when the issue is 
of a religious nature,” said Fadhel 
Jaibi, director of the Tunisian Na-
tional Theatre.

Political analysts have said the 
Islamist stand on the play mirrored 
a dual strategy: While top leaders 
enjoy the high ground of being part 
of the country’s democratic poli-
tics, some of their followers defend 
fundamentalist values and cultural 
restrictions. That dual approach 
works, the analysts said.

Performances of the play have 
not been disrupted despite the 
police issuing alerts about possi-
ble violence but the controversy 
serves as reminder about the un-
easy coexistence between resur-

gent Islamists and the country’s 
dominant cultural elite.

Jaibi, a leading figure of the Arab 
theatre, urged Tunisians to support 
art and cultural freedoms, saying 
opposition to the title of the play 
was part of a broader Islamist of-
fensive to change the country’s 
cultural identity.

“Parties and organisations have 
to stand with us to face this cam-
paign which aims to impose cen-

sorship and suppression on the 
cultural landscape,” he said.

“I believe the latest Islamist 
move is part of a fierce and planned 
drive to abort the progressive and 
modernist cultural project. For a 
better future, artists and intellec-
tuals are competing against a reac-
tionary and obscurantist project, 
which hides its true intentions be-
hind the defence of religious sanc-
tities,” Jaibi added.

Fans flock to first Saudi Comic Con

In Tunisia, uneasy coexistence between Islamists and artists

Omar Saad

Lamine Ghanmi

Saudis attend the country’s first Comic Con event in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, on February 16th.                 (AFP)

A picture posted on Facebook by the Tunisian National Theatre 
shows the poster of the play Alhakumu At-Takathur after the 
crossing out of the Arabic title.    (Tunisian National Theatre)

Comic Con had 
separate entrances 
for men and women 
but the event itself 
was mixed.

Culture

Nejib Khalfallah’s 
70-minute play does 
not touch on Islamic 
or Islamist issues.
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Agenda

We welcome submissions of 
calendar items related to 
cultural events of interest to 
travellers in the Middle East 
and North Africa.

Please send tips to: 
editor@thearabweekly.com

Beirut:
Through March 19th

Al Bustan International 
Festival of Music and the 
Performing Arts is a musi-
cal celebration at various 
venues in Beirut. With 
an emphasis on chamber 
music, the festival pro-
motes and celebrates music 
from all over the world and 
includes orchestral con-
certs, choral music, puppet 
shows, opera and dance.

Muscat:
Through March 24th

The first Festival of India 
in Oman includes Indian 
classical and folk dances, 
Indian instrumental music, 
an exhibition of Indian 
calligraphy, an Indian food 
festival and fashion show. 
The festival presents the 
diverse Indian culture, rep-
resenting various traditions 
of Indian heritage. Events 
are scheduled for Muscat, 
Salalah, Sur and Sohar.

Ghardaia, Algeria:
During March

The annual Ghardaia 
National Carpet Festival is 
centred on Algeria’s carpet-
weaving tradition. Artisans 
and designers exhibit and 
sell their work and par-
ticipate in competitions. 
The event is marked by a 
lively procession accompa-
nied by traditional music. 
The festival takes place in 
Ghardaia, 600km south of 
Algiers.

Dubai:
March 15th-16th

The Montreux Comedy Fes-
tival is a mixed-language 
show that showcases co-
medians from around the 
world. The event includes 
performances by Loyiso 
Madinga from South 
Africa, Ali al-Sayed from 
the United Arab Emirates, 
Noman Hosni from Swit-
zerland, Sebastian Marx 
from the United States and 
Mike Ward from Canada.

Luxor:
March 16th-22nd

The Luxor African Film 
Festival is an annual event 
in Egypt. In its sixth year, 
the festival will screen long 
and short films produced in 
African countries in com-
petitions for Long Narra-
tives, Long Documentaries 
and Short Films.

Tunis:
March 21st-April 9th

The 12th Jazz à Carthage, 
an annual music festival, 
brings together renowned 
international and local 
musicians for concerts, 
lectures, exhibitions and 
nightly jam sessions.

Marrakech:
March 23rd-April 2nd

The fourth Marrakech 
Dance Festival hosts dance 
teachers and participants 
from around the world for 
workshops, dance classes, 
conferences and live per-
formances.

Dubai

I 

t is quite wrong to think that 
Dubai is all about bling and 
being the biggest and the tall-
est. All one has to do is visit 
the historical neighbourhood 

along the banks of the famed creek 
known as Al Fahidi in the heart 
of the city and wind through the 
pathways dotted with shops sell-
ing knickknacks, craft items and 
spices to XVA Art Hotel and Café.

Often called Dubai’s best-kept 
secret and consistently top rated 
by the international travel media, 
the tiny hotel charms a visitor be-
yond words.

Occupying a former merchant’s 
home, with additions over the 
years, XVA Art Hotel, which has 
been voted the best boutique hotel 
in the Middle East, exudes a magic 
and creative buzz that stays with a 
person long after departing.

With its three original wind tow-
ers, three courtyards, 14 individu-
ally themed rooms of various sizes, 
a lounge and rooftop, guests enjoy 
the feeling of being part of an inti-
mate but friendly communal space 
that radiates local culture and in-
sights from the vibrant regional art 
scene.

The XVA Gallery is well-known 
internationally, focusing on con-
temporary art from the Arab 
world, Iran and the Indian subcon-

tinent. Exhibitions by established 
and emerging artists from the re-
gion run throughout the year. The 
gallery promotes its roster of art-
ists internationally, tying up with 
other galleries and taking part in 
international art fairs.

Priding itself as an alcohol-free 
hotel, guests and visitors can in-
dulge in a range of Middle Eastern-
inspired vegetarian options at the 
café. At the concept store and gift 
shop, they can pick up fashions, 
accessories and lifestyle products 
from talented designers.

It is not only the ones seeking art 
who frequent this boutique hotel. 
XVA, with its shaded courtyard 
and rooftop, is a sought-after ven-
ue for advertisement film shoots, 
product launches, film screenings, 
television episodes, yoga work-
shops, artist talks and corporate 
get-togethers.

XVA was ahead of its time when 
it was conceived in 1999. The 
Dubai municipality was restoring 
the area then, recalled hotel owner 
Mona Hauser.

“The idea to have a gallery has 
been my dream since I was a child,” 
she said. “I grew up in rural Arkan-
sas longing for art and culture. In 
1993, my husband’s job led us to 
Dubai. I was inspired to see the 
ruin of Al Fahidi — then known as 
Bastakiya — as the perfect location 
for my gallery and hotel project.

“The concept included a hotel 
and café since the space allowed 
more of a hospitality environment. 
It has been my dream come true.”

The concept of promoting art 
was almost non-existent at the 
time in Dubai but for someone 
who lived and dreamed about art, 
it would provide an impetus for 
creating something new. “When 
I arrived in Dubai I found two art 

galleries but I felt there was a niche 
unfilled and the need to exhibit 
contemporary art made in Dubai 
or the region,” said Hauser.

In 1999, she decided to open a 
gallery and selected the heritage 
area of Bastakiya and building 15A 
as her choice location. “Hence the 
name, XVA, that also means posi-
tion, velocity and acceleration in 
physics terms,” she said.

Hauser’s academic background 
and passion for art, creativity and 
open-mindedness found expres-
sion in the way the XVA Art Hotel 
has been conceived and functions.

“As the house was under renova-
tion by Dubai municipality I had 
to wait four years.  It was like be-
ing pregnant for four years,” she 
said, “but, like a pregnancy, it was 
a gestation period.  I learned about 
the artists of Dubai and more about 
the work of operating a hotel and 
café.”

The boutique hotel has under-
gone additions and alterations 
over the years.

“When I first opened in 2003, 
I occupied two houses,” Hauser 
said. “These houses were formerly 
the Seddiqi family home. After 
four years, I took two more houses, 
now using four.

“Except for making some open-
ings to link the houses and adding 
bathrooms and the kitchen, there 
have been few changes. It is very 
important to respect the heritage 
aspect of the buildings in this pro-
tected site.”

It is not a typical tourist who 
seeks out XVA. When queried 
about the memorable feedback 
and experiences she can share, 
Hauser stated: “Our guests know 
when they book that they will not 
be getting a standard hotel-chain 
experience. There are many mem-
orable XVA experiences but discre-
tion forbids me to tell you.”

One night’s stay including break-
fast ranges between $110-$190, ex-
cluding tax, depending on the size 
and location of the room.

Are there plans to extend the 
XVA brand into other areas?

“I have dreams of expanding 
XVA but nothing is being planned 
immediately,” Hauser said. “At the 
moment, the new projects, work-
shops, art fairs, events and our 
fashion XVA label are keeping the 
team very busy.”

N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to The 
Arab Weekly.

XVA Art Hotel Dubai’s 
best kept secret
N.P. Krishna Kumar

A quiet corner of the courtyard of XVA Art Hotel and Café in Dubai.                     (XVA Art Hotel)

The entrance to the XVA Art Hotel and Café in the Al Fahidi 
historical neighbourhood in Dubai.    (XVA Art Hotel)

A hallway at XVA Art Hotel & Café in Dubai.    (XVA Art Hotel)

The hotel exudes 
local culture as well 
as insights from the 
regional art scene.


